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HACK, CALVIN and LAURA DEATHRIDGE; 23 Aug 1894 by J F Hazelip at John
Deathridge's s/p/o S: T Smithers & wife; [X-204].
HACK, GEORGE and RODA HERALD HERRELL; 05 Dec 1822 by S Watt; his cons by F
(Philip Hack) w/b S: David Smith; [A-107; T-B, Gc].
HACK, HARTFORD and ELIZA JANE MAYSBAUGH [Mayhew], both over 21; 24 Jan 1849 by
John Sturgeon; S: L D Lewis; [A-116; T-B, L, R].
HACK, JOSEPH and LYDIA JOHNSON, both over 21; 20 Dec 1841 by James D Hines;
S: Moses Johnson; [A-112; T-B, L, R].
HACK, SAMUEL and SALLY ANN DOYLE, 02 Nov 1843 by Jasse Moon; his cons by
F (Jonathan Hack) w/b S: Peter Cline & John Honaker; [A-113; T-B, R, Gc].
HACK, WILLIAM and SUSAN PENNER; 20 Feb 1821; her cons by Par (Chasley Penner)
in person; his cons by F (Philip Hack) w/b S: John Spinks & George Hack;
[A-107; T-B, Gc].
HACK, WILLIAM A and POLLY ANN HUDNALL; 04 Jan 1851 by TR White; her cons by
F (Philip Hack) w/b S: William E Floyd; [A-115; T-B, L, R].
HACKNEY, DAVID W, over 21 and MARY ANDREW; 17 Mar 1821 by Alexander Chapman;
his cons by F (S: Mark Andrew) in person; [A-107; T-B, L, R].
HACKNEY, JAMES F and ALICE J HERDMAN; 26 Apr 1859 by Thomas M Vaughan i/p/o
Elijah Hatley, James Foster, S: Isaac Newton & Milican; [B-56, E-325; F-L].
HACKNEY, WILSON and MARY B KIMBROUGH; 16 Nov 1837 by A Long; S: Atwood & Hobson;
his cons by Par (John Kimbrough) in person; [A-111; T-B, L, R].
HADEN, BYRON and LIDA BREAD; 06 Nov 1895 by CW Freeman at Providence Church
i/p/o Dr WR LE Page, Jnas Freeman, S: Isaac Newton & Milican; [V-60].
HADEN, HENRY CLAY and MARY T WADDLE; 10 May 1880; S: W P Waddle; [R-21].
HADEN, JAMES and SUSAN FRANCES COLLINS; 27 Dec 1848 by S H Miller; his cons by F
(Jefferson Haden) of Logan Co w/b William M Haden & S: P H Morton; [A-114; T-B, R, Gc].
HADEN, JAMES, 2nd mar, age 42, b Log Co (F b Log Co, M b VA), and MRS DELIA B[carbon]
GOODIN, age 36, b Hardin Co & both res War Co (F & M b Larus Co), 25 Jan
1872; S: H C Larson; her own cons w/b J W ---; [M-152]. She did not marry first in War Co.
HADEN, JOHN, over 21, and MARGARET CALDWELL JACKSON, d/o (S: John Jackson); 07
Mar 1814; [A-105; T-B].
HADEN, JOHN M and HETTIE BROWN; 26 Dec 1897 by T J Ham at White Stone Quarry
Church i/p/o Jesse Sweeney & W L Honean; S: Frank Haden; [Y-424].
HADEN, M and SARAH B ADAMS; 24 Oct 1876; S: J G Adams; [F-57].
HADEN, SAMUEL H and MARGARET L BLEWET: 07 Feb 1856 by A C DeWitt, Min M E C S
at Mrs Blewett's i/p/o Dudley Turner, Martin Dethridge & about one hundred
others; her cons by M (Susanna Blewett) w/b Eliza A Phillips & S: Benjamin
Young; [B-37, D-267; F-L, G].
HADEN, SAMUEL H and ELIZABETH E HANES; 03 Oct 1865 by Durham; S: John L Hanes Jr;
[B-100, H-237].
HADEN, T H W and EVA O WANTLAND; 18 Dec 1895 by B F Rogers at her father's i/p/o
Squire Haden, S: B Mills Wantland, Vance Smith & others; [Y-88].
HADEN, WILLIAM and ELIZABETH PROCTOR; 21 Sep 1837 by Mansfield; [A-111].
HADEN, WILLIAM F and MARY M A GAINES; 10 Jan 1837; her cons by M (Elizabeth B
Gaines) w/b S: Thomas B Gaines & F Covington; [A-111; J-B, Gc].
HAGAN, see also HAGANS.
HAGAN, PAYTON and LULA BISHOP; 19 Mar 1900; S: Charley Bishop; Cert is blank; [I-341].
HAGAN, W H and DELMA LOWE; 29 Mar 1894 by John W Stagg i/p/o Mrs Effie Offutt &
Ann A Lowe; S: C H Halsey; [X-128].
HAGANS, see also HABAN.
HAGANS, CAMPELL and NANCY C SMITH; 07 Nov 1815 by Hugh Hagans; [T-R].
HAGANS, JAMES H and BELLE LYLES; 14 Nov 1894 by John Morrow i/p/o Ab Lyles;
Conrad Bailey & James T Drake; S: Sam Bennett; [X-268].
HAGANS, JESSE and SUSANAN MOODY; 28 May 1827; S: Isaac Moody; [R-107]-81.
HAGANS, JOHN and ELIZABETH WHEELER; 03 Sep 1842 by George O Harris; cons of Par (Stigmon Wheeler) in person; [T-B, L, R] A-112.
HAGANS THOMAS] JOHN and NANCY J HAMILTON; 31 Jan 1833; S:J F Spangener; [R-127].
HAGANS, JOHN and CLARA DOBB; 16 May 1879 by J T Redford i/p to Charles Dodd, W A Kennedy & others; S:J D Harris; [R-2411.
HAGAN, JOHN R and MELINDA THOMAS; 04 Feb 1862 by Durham; S:Jonathan Thomas; [R-75, F-4451.
HAGAN, JOHN E, 2nd mar, age 35, b Nelson Co (F & M b Hol Co), and MRS PHOEBE A HANCOCK, age 24, b & both res Mar Co (H & M War Co; 15 Oct 1872; S:William & Ies P Weeks; [R-2961.
HAGAN, W. J and MARY E BENNETT; 20 Jul 1850; S:Samuel M Bennett; [R-64, F-1931.
HAGAN, JAMES L and LUCY C BENNETT; 04 May 1874; S:Ben Young; [R-3791.
HAGAN, SAMUEL C, over 21, and ELIZABETH SHIRLEY; 28 May 1825 by Robert Smith; his sons by Jdn (S:David Taylor) in person; [R-108; T-B, L, R].
HAGAN, HATTIE M and LIZZIE M KORENBERG; 10 Jul 1866; S:W J Gaines; [R-6441.
HAGAN, WILLIAM C and ELIZA JANE WHEELER; 13 Apr 1843 by George O Harris; cons of Par (Stigmon Wheeler) in person; [T-B, L, R] A-115.
HAGAN, WILLIAM L, 2nd mar, age 37 (F & M, b Madison Co), and NANCY J HAGAN, age 27, both b All Co (F & M Madison Co, M b All Co); 29 Dec 1863 by Shaw; S:E & D Hagan; (D-66, F-267).
HAGAN, WILLIAM H, age 24, b All Co & F b Mad Co, M b TN, and HARRIET A PARKER, age 19, b Al & both res War Co (F & Al, M b KY); 21 Mar 1873; S: E D Hagan; (CH-32).
HAGERMAN, BENJAMIN F and ELEANOR HAMER; 28 Mar 1837; her cons by (Hannah Hamer) w/b Shadrack F Hamer; [A-111]; T-B; F-851.
HAGERMAN, DAVID LUTHER, age 25 (F & VA, M b NC), and SARAH "SALLIE" FELAND, age 19, both b & both res War Co (F & WY, M b KY); 05 Oct 1873; S:James T Feland; [R-1521.
HAGERMAN, HENRY T and BETTIE ROBERTSON; 11 Nov 1875 by E V Baldy at Bowling Green i/p to Virgili Hagerman, S:J H Robertson, W E Garth, M A Porter & others; [R-2551.
HAGERMAN, JOSEPH BUHR and FRANCES KIRBY; 04 Jan 1843; S:Bailey Kirby; [A-112; T-81.
HAGERMAN, THOMAS N, age 30, and FRANCES H DYE, age 23, both b & res War Co; 10 May 1855 by Joseph Skaggis at Abner Dry's i/p to John & Chapman & David Potter; S:Abraham Dye; [R-27, F-239].
HAGERMAN, THOMAS N, 2nd mar, age 47, b War Co (F & VA, M b MD), and SARAH & LEWIS, b But Co & both res War Co (F & War Co, M b But Co); 11 Jan 1872; no surety; [R-1351.
HAGERMAN, THOMAS J, age 26, b War Co (F & VA, M b War Co), and ELIZABETH "LIZZIE" T HOECHSCH (HOECHSCH), age 25, b KY, both b War Co; 16 Jan 1871; S: E E Barnett; [L-2533.
HAGGER, J P and MARY E GOODRUM; 24 Jun 1864; S:J E Goodrum; [R-4391.
HAN, M J and SARAH J JOHNSON; 23 Dec 1873; S:J E Harney; [R-2441.
HARDY, M C, age 24, b KY (F & M b KY), and MARY H VANDERKAS VANDERKAS, age 18, b KY & both res War Co (F & M b KY); 05 Jun 1872; S:J C Vanderkess; [R-2391.
HAYSH, WILLIAM C and MARY TUTT; 15 Dec 1820; S:J B Stephens; [R-118].
HAY, CHARLEY and MISSOURI GOSSON; 15 Dec 1840.
HALE, ISAAC N and EMMA S HILSON; 01 Jan 1904; her cons by M (Martha Williams) w/b S:J J Waggener & C Pendleton; [R-112; T-B; F-81.
HALCOMB (HOLCOMB), CHARLES and ANNE ROWLAND; 07 Dec 1803 by John Hendricks; S:Jonathan Holcomb; her cons by (Joseph & Catherine Roeland) w/b Abraham & Jacob Keitley; [R-104; T-B; F-81.
HALCOMB, GEORGE and SARAH HERNON; 06 Apr 1844 by C H Howor; her cons by F
(John Hornback) w/ SIS L. Herndon & T M Covington; [116]; T-B, L, R, Bc.1.
HAIMON HAIMON; GERATHA and SALLY WHALEN; 15 Dec 1819; her cons by F
(S:Patrick Whalen); [17-5]. NO CREM FOUND
HAIMON, JOHN W and MARY JANE THACKER, see WILLHEIM, JOHN W.
HAIMON, PRESTON and POLLY ROUSELL; 01 Aug 1804; S:George Russell; IA-103; T-01.
O HAIMON, THOMAS H and KEISHA "LIZZIE" MILLORD; 16 Jan 1890; S:Robert Goodrum;
[1-121].
O HALE, A V and BECCA HARRIS; 23 Mar 1877; S:J M Andrews; [1-P-143].
O HALE, C R and SALLIE J RECTOR; 19 Mar 1892 by W E Bold at W E Dobbs' i/p/o L B
Port & S L Hale; [1-S].
O HALE, JAMES S and HOLLY BRATTON; 13 Feb 1890; S:John W Harris; [17-5041].
O HALE, JERRY and TENNESSEE WALLACE; 05 Sep 1888; S: B A Turner; [1-672].
O HALE (HAIL), JOSHUA and PRISCILLA "BILLY" BARNETT; 26 May 1818; his cons by H
(Harran Hatil) w/ S:John Barnett & Archibald Hunt; [1-1057-9, Bc].
O HALE, LEVI and MRS POLLY ANN WALLACE; 11 May 1856 by Witherspoon; S:Elizabeth
Dockett; [1-69-8]; [6-535].
O HALE, NATHANIEL and MARTHA S HARRISON; 03 Nov 1841; S:James Harmon; [1-553].
O HALE, W H (ED); and MANNIE P MITCHELL; 21 Sep 1860 by N B Terry at Smith's Grove
i/p/o E M. Hatcher Jr, S:W H Cooke, W C Taylor & Joseph Collins; [1-66]; F-
L.
O HALEY, VICTOR A age 24, and MRS PATSY ROBERTS, age 27; 22 Dec 1855 by John W
Nelson; see also COLE, WILLIAM; [1-301].
O HALEY, HARRISON H and MARIA F COKE (COOKE); 13 Apr 1839; her cons by Edn (Israel)
A Cooke) w/ S:William Peyton Cooke & William Newman; [17-B, Bc].
O HALEY, HENRY E and ELIZABETH WHITMAN; 05 Apr 1830; his cons by Edn (John White)
W/ S:John H & Spencer Dunn; [17-B]; F-G. NO OTHERS FOUND
O HALEY, J A and EMALINE MARTIN; 06 Jun 1870 by H K Thomas at Clark's office i/p/o
L L Cooke & S:Thomas Thomas; [1-791].
O HALEY, JOHN A, age 27, b TN (F & H & VA), and MARY ANN PRICE, age 18, b & both
res War Co (F & H b War Co); [17-3042]; S:Thomas Price; [1-1293].
O HALEY, MARION and LUCY PRICE; 02 Jan 1826 by T P Posey at Daniel Price's i/p/o J
M Cox, John W Martin, 4 & Winn & others; S: C Price; [1-1619].
O HALEY (HALY), MAXMILLAN and MARY ANN LUCAS; 22 Jul 1833; her cons by F (John
Lucas) w/ Harrison Haley & S:Abel Shobe; [17-B, Bc]. NO OTHERS FOUND
O HALEY, P and ELIZABETH JACKSON; 10 Jan 1863; S:R J Claypoole; [1-641].
O HALEY, THOMAS and DAVE YOUNG; 30 Sep 1881 by W C Taylor at J H Cox's i/p/o S:J
H Cox & W F Corley; [1-2213].
O HALEY, WILLIAM and DREX PRICE; 18 Oct 1862; S:John Haley; [1-362].
O HALL, AARON and NANCY CAVINS (Cavin); 01 Oct 1804 by Gladin Gains JP; S:William
Cavens pr her over [17-3]; T-B, R.3.
O HALL, AMES E and ENNA HOWORTH; 14 Feb 1867 by Starks; S:John H Walsh; [1-172].
O HALL, EDWARD and NANCY BURNISH, both over 21; 21 Feb 1862 at John Burnham's by
Thursday night by William Harder; S:Reuben B Stockton; her cons by F (John
Bernam); [17-3]; T-B, R, Bc.
O HALL, ELDEN HENION and R BLANCHE ROBB; 16 Oct 1833; S:Living W Beines; [1-483].
O HALL, FRANK and ELOPONA WITHERSPOON; 28 Oct 1894 by E V Baldy at Bowling Green
i/p/o Mr & Mrs Ely Adams, Miss Nathalie Baldy & S:William Heyard; [1-254].
O HALL, GEORGE W of NE and LUCY FRANCES EMMIS; 03 May 1849 by Smith; S:Wllis
Emmis; [17-38]; 6-3233. SHE M LUCAS DURHAM L [3 JOHN H SMITH]
O HALL, HARRISON A, over 21, and ELIZABETH PENNEY Dyer; 25 Nov 1824 by John Kazi;
his cons by H (Nancy Collins) w/ S:William Thompson; [1-108]; T-B, R, Bc.
O HALL, JOHN, age 22, b & res Bar Co (F & H b Bar Co), and CORA L Doss; app 22, b
Bar Co & res War Co (F & H Al, N b Monroe Co); 07 Feb 1872; her cons by Bar
(N C L Doss) w/ S:James & Doss; [1-160].
O HALL, JOHN C and SARAH E SHERILL; 11 Feb 1855 by Shays; S:Israel & Shirelli;
[17-96]; 4-47].
HALL, JOHN MONROE and RUTH JOHNSON; 19 Dec 1889 by J J McCormick at her father's i/p/o H S Shannon & Noah Hall; [H H Hall; [A-119]; F-11.

HALL, JOSEPH S and EVELYN B. HALL; 02 Feb 1891 by H A Morrison; 3d in Scioto Co. cons of Peter (Pleasant Mines) in person; [A-116]; T-5, L-32.

HALL, JOSEPH W and HARRIETTA STOCKTON; 05 May 1836 by G W Calvert; cons of Gdn (S John Marshall) in person; [A-114]; T-3, L-11.

HALL, LANSLEY, over 21, and NANCY CLARK; 07 Dec 1820 by David H Phillips; her cons by H (Sery Clark) w/b S Joseph Clark; [A-106]; T-5, B-9, B-16.

HALL, MARY D and M CLYDE MECKLAIN; 18 Sep 1833 by James A McElvain; [S-321;]

HALL, PATRICK and EVELINE CLAYNE; 15 Sep 1834; her cons by Par (Harad L Layne) w/b Laban & Joel L Layne; [A-110]; T-3, B-9, B-16.

HALL, SIMON and POLLY MOTHERSHEAD; 30 Jan 1810; her cons by F (William Mothershead) w/b S Alexander Binwiddie; [T-6, B-6].

HALL, SALLIE J and MARGARET M COVINGTON; 06 Feb 1831 by John M Nye; her cons by F (Joseph Covington) w/b "Salt Cave," w/b S William R Covington; [A-115]; T-3, L-1, B-9.

HALL, SALLIE J and DEE BARRE; 29 Dec 1890; no surety; [V-2531;]

HALL, STARKY and MRS ATHALINE PERKINS, age 57; 01 Aug 1891; her own cons Rockfield KY w/b S Vance Smith Jr; [V-2571;]

HALL, THEODORE and LENA HINDMAN; 10 Dec 1889 by S Eugene Hindman; [V-341;]

HALL, WILLIAM and PELLY NEAL; 24 Mar 1806 by S Jeremiah Neal; [T-9]; No other info.

HALL, WILLIAM and FANNIE C MOSS; 23 Oct 1875 by Sichlton L Moss; [O-3031;]

HALL, WILLIAM R, age 21, b Log Co, and MARY FRANCES HALSELL, age 18 b McCrackin Co & both res War Co; 28 Feb 1852 by John S Durham at Nancy Halsell's i/p/o Joseph Howard, James Kelley & Thomas J Smith; her cons by M (Nancy Halsell) w/b S J M Merritt; [S-31;]

HALL, WILLIAM R and MARY ELLEN SMITHERS; 02 Feb 1894 by L H Voyles at J H G Gerald's i/p/o him & 0 Dickerson; [D-863;]

HALL, Woodfield and NANCY H BADGETT; 24 Feb 1800; S D B Mitchell; [Q-377;]

HALLMAN, THOMAS and MAMIE TURNER; 04 Jan 1887; S John Lovett; [T-74;]

HALSHELL, ELEAH N and NANCY GARDLAN; 24 Mar 1830 by J Morris; her cons by F (John Garland) & his cons by H (Polly Thompson) both w/b S Thomas Potter; [A-107]; T-5, B-9, B-16.

HALSHELL, ELEAH N, age 25, b War Co, and MARY CATHERINE COOK, age 21, b Bourbon Co, both res War Co; 05 Jul 1855 by H A Ford at Mrs John Cook's i/p/o J E Holland & J H Halsell; [S Francis Cole; [B-27, D-27];

HALSHELL, J B and EMMA C COOK; 15 Dec 1873; S Isaac D McBeadwin; Marriage certificate is blank; [N-457;]

HALSHELL, JAMES H and VIRGINIA C MURRAY; 17 Jan 1856 by J S Bider at Mrs Murray's i/p/o her Gdn, S Nathaniel H Lucas, M H Glider & W B Martin; not has "Russell" Halsell; [B-31, C-115]; F-17, J.

HALSHELL, JOHN E and SARAH ANN SMITH; 10 Sep 1849; her cons by F (B C Smith) w/b Joseph J Smith & S H Ford; [A-114]; T-3, B-16.

HALSHELL, JOHN E (JOSSE), 2nd war, age 46, (F b But Co, M b War Co), and MARY E (TUCKER) JOSEPH, age 30, both b & res War Co (F b VA, M b OH); 1879 to 1872 at res of bride's father, J H Tucker; S James T House; her own cons, "my bro J E Tucker to present this to you," w/b S J Martin; [R-373;]

HALSHELL, THOMAS C and EUPHORIA GARRISON; 25 Dec 1865 by W N Perry at C A Garrison's i/p/o J H Halsell & S Isaac Y Garrison Jr; [B-159, D-1403;]

HALSHELL, WILLIAM, over 21, and FOLLY BARNARD; 10 Mar 1825; her cons by F (S John Garland) in person; [A-108]; T-83.

HALSELL, WILLIAM and SARAH ISABELLA (SKILL) HARRIS, both over 21; 01 Feb 1849 by James H Walters; [S H Hobson; [A-114]; T-5, B-16.

HARMAN, see HARMAN.

HARMAN, J E and MARY L McFADDEN; 17 Feb 1893 at bride's i/p/o H K Thomas & J R Haflin; S R W McFadden; [D-1931;]

HARMAN, JOHN, age 20, b & res Log Co (F b VA, M b Log Co), and MARTHA J SMITH,
age 18, b & res War Co (F & H b War Co); 02 Jul 1871; S: C Hamblin & E J Smith; [L:405].


HAMBLIN (HAMILTON), T D and NANNIE E HERDON; 10 Nov 1864; S:J H Herdon; [E-191].

HAMBLIN, THOMAS B and CYNTHIA WILSON; 22 Mar 1866 by McCormick; S:J Kelly Hamblin; [E-145, J-193].

HAMBY, JOHN and LIZZIE BAILEY; 26 Jan 1860; S:James H Wilkerson; [T-4761].

HAMLET, CALVIN and VIRGINIA S MCDONNELL; 24 Nov 1864; S:James Haden; [B-91, D-433].

HAMLET, JESSE (JAMES) and ELIZABETH "BETSY" PHELPS; 20 Feb 1797 by John Highcour; her cons by F (William Phelps) w/b Julian & William Phelps Jr; ret has "James" & 1799; cons has "Jesse" & 1797; [A-103; T-B, R, Bc].

HAMLET, WILLIAM and PHOEBE STAHL; 29 Sep 1830; S:David Stahl; [T-31].

HAMILTON, WILLIAM V and LELIA WADDIX; 02 Jan 1890; S:J H Thomas; [L-333].

HANN, JOHN L, over 21, and BETSY PALMER (PALMORE), d/o (S:Parmenter Palmer); 28 Nov 1814; ch:se rec has John "Elyam"; [T-BI, A-127].

HAN, JOSHUA and FRANCES B WOOD; 09 Aug 1331 by Dougherty; S: Miller Wood; ret has Joshua "Horn"; [T-BJ].

HAN, M F and DESSIE SIMMONS; 19 Jul 1900 by T J Ham at S:Charley F Simmons' i/p/o W F Coleman & H C McElroy; [T-3853].

HAN, ROSES, over 21, and NANCY JORDAN; 19 Mar 1864; cons by (William Jordan) and (S:William Hamma) who pr her over 21; [T-B, Bc].

HAN, WILLIAM N and BARBARA RODLAND; 15 Jan 1810; her cons by Par (Joseph & Catherine Roland) w/b S:Charles Holcomb; [T-B, Bc].

HANNAK, SAMUEL and MINNIE LANCASTER; 08 Sep 1897 by W F Dodd at Bud Taylor's i/p/o S:J H Hamack & W J Weaver; [T-3801].

HARRIS, CHARLES ARTHUR, age 29, b Hen Co (F b VA, H b Hen Co), and ANNIE E BAKER, age 22, b Lou Co & both res War Co (F b VA, H b Lou Co); 21 Jun 1871; S: A B Marshall; [L:403].

HANHETT, ELIJAH and CATHERINE SNODGRASS; 20 Aug 1879 by John Grammer; S:Joseph Snodgrass; [A-103; T-B].

HANHETT, ELIJAH and SALLY GRUBB, both over 21; 23 Nov 1825 by John Kell; S:Henry Hoyers; [A-108; T-B, R].

HANHHETT, ISAAC, over 21, and PATSY HANHHETT, d/o (S:Elijah Hammett) 24 Mar 1873; [A-108; T-5].

HANHHETT, JAMES, w/o (S:William Hammett), and ELIZABETH "BETSY" HOYERS; 12 Apr 1819; her cons by F (Daniel Hoyers) w/b Cornelius Turner & John Hoiers; [T-B, Bc].

HANHHETT, NATHANIEL and FOLLY MILLER; 03 Dec 1779 by John Grammer; S:Isear Miller; [A-103; T-3].

HANHHETT, REUBEN and REBECCA SNODGRASS; 17 Feb 1800 by John Grammer; S:John Snodgrass; [A-103; T-B].

HANHILL, A H and AMANDA H PETETERSWORTH, both over 21; 25 Jul 1849 by J S Scucoon; S: P Davis; [A-114; T-B, L, R].

HANHILL, ABAN C and APHIA C STONE, 06 Jan 1835; S:Daniel Stone; [A-110; T-B].

HANHILL (HANHILL), JOHN and LUCREIA J SMITH; 29 Jun 1871; S:W C Beatty; [L-410].

HANHILL (HANHILL), JOHN & and MARY WADE; 05 Nov 1878 by Rev John Richards at Thomas Young's i/p/o Calvin Rone & B M Lamastus; S:W L Lamastus; [D-129; F-C].

HANHILL (HANHILL), WILLIAM, age 23, b War Co (F b Bar Co, H b War Co), and MELVINA BRIMES, age 22, b TN & both res War Co (F b KY, H b TN); 12 Oct 1877; her br (W:Russell Brimes) pr her over 21; [CH-283].

HAMMOND, A P and BETTIE BECK; 25 May 1908 by S F Fowler at bowling Green i/p/o B & Eving & J C Beck; S:John Wiggard; [L-23].
HAMPTON, ALFRED W and ELIZABETH A WILLIAMS; 24 Feb 1846 by Y. Heatherspoon; S: Hiram W. Willoughby; [CA-118; F-91].

HAMMOND, B D and WYATT E BARNETT; 24 Dec 1899 by W M Hall at bride's i/p/o G E Smith & Charlie Herndon; Ed A Barnett; [LI-278].

HAMMOND, HARRISON H and ELIZABETH M HINTON; 29 Nov 1866 by J F South at G Hinton's i/p/o C M Hinton & John P Williams; S: Nathan Huff; [CB-115; 1-127].

HAMMOND, J H and LILLIE L BARNETT; 18 Nov 1924 by George Hinton at John Barnett's i/p/o J W & H M Hammond & Charlie Herndon; S: Henry Barnett; [LI-272].

HAMMOND THOMAS, JAMES, over 21, and BETSY HALL, d/o (Lewis C Hall); 06 Oct 1815 by Turner; return has 1815; [CA-105]; T-B; she may have M2 John B Payne.

HAMMOND, JAMES S and FANCY A SMITH; 07 Aug 1843; her cons by M (Elizabeth Smith) w/ George W & Robert Johnson; [CA-113; T-B, Ec].

HAMMOND, SAMUEL E, over 21, & JANE W WHITEIDES; 24 Feb 1819; her cons by H (Elizabeth Whitesides, widow) w/ S: Samuel Whitesides; [CA-106; T-B, Ec].

HAMMOND, SAMUEL E and MRS MARY SHAW; 06 Dec 1841 by D L Hansfield; S: Richard G Hunter; [CA-113; T-B, L4].

HAMMOND THOMAS, WILLIAM and POLLY BOONE; 14 Mar 1611 by Samuel Selley; S: David H Robinson; her cons by F (John Boone); [CA-114; T-B, R1].

HAMPDEN, H M and AHOKA STAHLE; 04 Feb 1856 by William Bunch at S: B P Stahle's i/p/o Keller Hampton & Powell Moore; [CB-3971].

HAMPDEN, T and LENA R WILSFORD; 21 Feb 1697; S: S H Wilfsford; [T-1621].

HAMPDEN, B V and EDITH F BERRY; 12 May 1900; S: George S Berry; [IV-103].

HAMPDEN, BENJAMIN O and ZERILIA P HAYES; 06 Mar 1879; S: Joseph E Hayes; [CB-2061].

HAMPDEN, BENJAMIN S and ELIZABETH H ARNOLD; 14 May 1833; her cons by (Price? Arnold) w/ S: R C Fugus & Henry T Arnold; [CB-83].

HAMPDEN, CHARLEY and PRUDIE SPACK; 24 Jan 1839; S: Liffys Spack; [IV-65].

HAMPDEN, GEORGE M and ALICE JONES; 09 May 1862; S: W T Stafford; [CB-3161].

HAMPDEN, GEORGE M, age 26, b Elko Co (b b War Co, M b IN), and MRS ISABELLA J JONES, age 28, b TN & both res War Co; 07 Mar 1873; S: William P Hampton; [CA-25].

HAMPDEN, GORIN and ANN HOLLINS (HOLLINS); 09 Sep 1884; her own cons Richpond KY w/ B D Harris.

HAMPDEN, H E, age 25 b War Co & res Simp Co, and ANN ELIZA NEALE, age 23 b All Co & res War Co; 29 May 1855 by H M Ford at William Neal's i/p/o Thomas A Atkinson & S J Horace Mason; her cons by Par (W P Neale) w/ R B & E P Neale; [CB-27; C-244].

HAMPDEN, JAMES and CAROLINE COBBY; 31 Dec 1869; her cons by F (Benjamin Crosby) w/ B F Gardner & Carter Crosby.

HAMPDEN, JAMES T and REBECCA J PERRY; 23 Apr 1863 by Tinsley; S: Israe Perry; [CB-63; 8-1791].

HAMPDEN, JONATHAN and WINNY PALMER; 04 Feb 1818; S: Benjamin Hampton; [CA-106; F-B1].

HAMPDEN, JOSUA and KATHARINE HAMPTON, both over 21; 13 Jan 1816; her cons by M (Katharine Small?); w/ S: Del Bowling & Charles Waldin; [CB-83].

HAMPDEN, MICHAEL and MARY MABE; 25 Oct 1837 by William Sublett; S: John Mabe; [CA-111; F-R; T-B).

HAMPDEN, P D and MRS HATTIE FOSTER; 13 Oct 1881 by B F Rogers at Richpond i/p/o E Percy Smith, Henry Hagerman & E D Hatlock; A H Taylor; [CB-22]; T-B.

HAMPDEN, PHINEAS D and CAROLINE HINES; 11 Jul 1833; S: John Hines; [TB-51].

HAMPDEN, PHINEAS D and HANNAH D RGILAND; 14 Jun 1847 by T H Miller; her cons by F (R J Rgland) w/ L L Cook & S John Burnam; [CB-114; T-B, Ec].

HAMPDEN, THOMAS V and SARAH H JACKSON; 14 Oct 1849 by McCormick; S: William H Jackson; [CB-123; 3-509].

HAMPDEN, T A and NORA LEWIS; 12 Dec 1899 by C D Bates near Rockfield i/p/o S: D Lewis & Henry Card; [CB-2533].

HAMPDEN (CAMPTON), WILLIAM and MARY J DURHAM; 06 Apr 1859 by P Hines at Clerk's office i/p/o James B Adams, E E Blewett, Henry E Mitchell, L L Cook & T B
HANCOCK, H. CARROLL and EFFA J. HENSON; 20 Oct 1869 by Thomas Bottomley at Clerk's Office, i/o Joseph Hunton; S: P A. Ryan & others; [B-153, K-257; F-L, G].

HANCOCK, ISAIAH and MARY HOWELL; 03 Sep 1835 by Jesse Sutton; S: John Howell; [A-110; T-B, R].

HANCOCK, JOHN W. and ELIZABETH L. JENNERS; 22 Dec 1864 by Allen; S: Nathan Parker; [B-92, 8-493].

HANCOCK, JOSHUA and SARAH FITZMAURICE; 07 Feb 1805; S: Andrew Woods pr both over 21; [T-B].

HANCOCK, MOSES R. and MALISSA J. PEDIGO; 27 Aug 1865 by Dott; S: George P. Whalen; [B-99, H-137].

HANCOCK, STEPHEN C. and ABALIZA CARTER; 22 Nov 1866; S: Walter H. Carter; [T-120].

HANN, M. H. and ANNA McGEE; 20 Dec 1837; her cons by par (M R. Hancock) w/b S: James C. & B E. Beckham; [T-414].

HANLEY, see also HANLEY.

HANLEY, JESSE and RACHEL A. MARTIN; 16 Jan 1841; her own cons w/b S: R B. Hampton; [A-112; T-B, Bc].

HANES, JOHN A. and SUSAN HODG; 12 Jun 1848 by J D. Hannan; her cons by F (Niley Hoo); and his cons by SF (J C. Claibourn) both in person; [A-114; T-B, L, R].

HANES, CHARLES E. and MARY SWEENEY; 14 Jun 1893 by L H. Voyles at S: Jesse E. Sweeney's i/o F K Taylor at South; [A-291].

HANES, WILLIAM H., over 21, and MARY FRAZER; 22 Nov 1826; her cons by F (George Frazier) w/b S: Alexander Frazier & Hannah E. Burch; [T-B, Bc].

HANES, CHARLES T. and MARY FRANCES HOLLAND; 17 Sep 1868 by Cobey; S: Richard Holland; [B-141, J-253].

HANES, CHRISopher and SARAH ANN RAGLAND; 02 Sep 1841; S: Fettis Ragland; [T-B].

HANES (HAINES), ELIJAH and CATHERINE HENDRICK; 02 Dec 1837; S: William Hendrick; [A-111; T-B].

HANES (HAINES), ELISHA, over 21, and MARY FRANCES GLENN, age 16, both single & b Mar Co.; 22 Dec 1839 by G W Billingsley; S: Samuel Hanes; [B-51, E-463].

HANES, J. CHRISTOPHER and CATHA F. BAINES; 09 Mar 1778 by W W. Durham i/o D Keith & J Harris; [A-657].

HANES, JAMES and SUSAN L. RHODES; 11 Oct 1843 by W. Hendrick; S: Daniel Rhodes Jr.; his cons by F (Lewis Hanes w/b Charles J. Milligan; her cons by F (Daniel Rhodes) in person; [A-113; T-B, L, Bc].

HANES, JAMES H. and MELISSA D. HENDRICKS; 24 Dec 1866 by Adams; S: Albert W. Hendrick; [B-111; E-161].

HANES, JESSE and MARTHA P. THORNTON; 14 Apr 1670 by Thomas L Thornton; [T-169].

HANES (HAINES), JOHN JR. and ELIZABETH SMITH; 03 Sep 1839; S: Ezekiel Smith; [A-111; T-B].

HANES, JOHN L. and Lucinda GREATHOUSE; 08 Sep 1892; S: Henry Hood; [L-1-455].

HANES, JOHN LOUIS and MARTHA A. POTTER; 13 Oct 1860 by Durham; S: Lewis W. Potter Jr.; [B-66, F-155].

HANES, JOSEPH T. and ANN ELIZA BRINSTED; 17 Jun 1869 by William Adams at John Hanes; i/o Jesse W Thomas & Samuel Haden; S: William L Hanes; [B-151, K-97].

HANES, LEWIS, over 21, and ELIZABETH HENDRICKS; 27 Dec 1843; her cons by F (James Hendrick) w/b S: Stephen Hanes; [A-105; T-B, Bc].

HANES, LEWIS and ELIZABETH FLOWERS, both over 21; 05 Jan 1847 by William Hendrick; S: Jesse Moore; [A-113; T-B, L, R].

HANES, LEWIS W. and MARY ELIZABETH HASKELL; 10 Dec 1849 by Thomas J. Malone; her cons by F (William F. Hanks) in person; his cons by F (Lewis Hanes w/b John Hanes; [A-115; T-B, L, Bc].

HANES, SAMUEL and SARAH ANANDA FLOWERS; 28 Oct 1854 by McKinney; [B-22, C-159].

HANES, STEPHEN and TEMPERANCE HENDRICKS (HENDRICK); 1886 by John Autenre; [A-131].

HANES, W S and JENNIE E MCKINNEY; 31 Jan 1870; S: D F. Thompson; [V-69].

HANES, WILLIAM and MARY LOWERY (LOURY); 16 Mar 1817; S: Jacob Wingfield; bride
not named on bond; [TA-106; T-BJ].
HANES, WILLIAM L and SARAH DOSS; 01 May 1862 by Durham; S:George W Doss; [B-76, G-53].
HANEY, GEORGE and ALLETHA FINN; 25 Mar 1806; S:Peter Finno; [T-BJ].
HANEY (HANEY), JAMES E and MARIA A JONES; 18 Jan 1841; S:Temple F Smith; [T-B].
HANLEY, see also HANLEY.
HANLEY, DAVID and LUCY KIRBY (KEARBY); 12 Nov 1804; S:Sterling Clack.[T-E]
HANLEY, J A and EHH A GALVIN; 29 Sep 1833; S:H L Galvin; [E-391].
HANLEY, J HENRY and REBECCA RAY; 07 Feb 1894 by William S Lightfoot at Eldridge
Ray's i/p/o M L Sambell; M S Lightfoot; no surety; [IX-94].
HANLEY, MICHAEL J and MARY RYAN; 22 Feb 1884; S:D T Hamill; [S-402].
HANON, H CLAY and JENNIE SHEATT; 26 Dec 1895 by F R Rogers i/p/o Richard
Wheeler, Clarence Sheatt, Sadie Rogers & others; S:T J Hagerman; [Y-105].
HANRAY, CHARLES W and MARY J "HOLLIE" BLEMENT; 07 Feb 1886 by J S Grider at L
Baker's i/p/o L Baker & Eliza Blement; S:William H Blement; [L-53].
HANSEY, JOHN H and ANN ELIZA MANNING; 14 Oct 1859 by Sublett; S:Wesley Allen
Hanning; [E-133, K-233].
HARBISON, ANDREW J and ANN J SMITH; 12 May 1853 by Pendleton i/p/o J Pilsbury, S
S Barclay & T A Atchison; S:Benjamin F Grider; [U-12, C-301].
HARDCASTLE, ANDREW J and ELIZABETH TAYLOR; 02 Apr 1864; S:E Taylor; [W-124].
HARDCASTLE, DAVID E and ELIZABETH A THOMAS; 19 Jan 1877; S:John S Thomas; [U-151].
HARDCASTLE, EWING and CYNTHIA MILLIGABY; 23 Jul 1885; S:L W Conner; [S-296].
HARDCASTLE, FRANCIS HAMILTON and REBECCA ELLEN GILMORE; 17 Jan 1870; S:James L
Gilmore's i/p/o John Robinson, Walter Carter & Jesse Thomas; [L-23].
HARDCASTLE, GEORGE and ELAN MULLIGAN; 16 Apr 1895 by T J Harn at his res i/p/o W
F Coleman & T H Folien; S: H D Scott; [Y-170].
HARDCASTLE, HENRY S, age 24, b & d res Mary Co, and ELIZABETH BERICK, age 18, both
single; 13 Oct 1857 by Isaac McMurray; her cons by Bns (J A Holley) w/b
James R & Eunice Hardcastle; [D-43, D-447].
HARDCASTLE, JAMES and ANN NEEK; 15 Jan 1839 by John Clark; her cons by Par
(S:Samuel & Fanny Meek) w/b Jonathan Osburn; [A-111; T-B,6c-B-F].
HARDCASTLE, JAMES R and FANNIE MANSFIELD; 16 Mar 1897 by L H Voyles at Mr
Hardcastle's i/p/o L W Dodson & Silas Mansfield; [Y-312].
HARDCASTLE, JAMES RILEY and SUSAN A SEARS; 05 Feb 1863 by Witherspoon; S:Richard
E Potter; [B-81, G-139].
HARDCASTLE, JOHN and PENNEY WILLIGABY (WILLOUGHBY), both over 21; 13 Feb 1811 by
Greathouse; S:Sosomon Willoughby; [A-104; T-6].
HARDCASTLE, JOHN and MARTHA JANE JOHNSON; 27 Feb 1855 by Redman; S:David Kirby;
[Y-25, C-226].
HARDCASTLE, JOHN and LETTIE MERCER; 13 Feb 1895 by W E Dodd at Ad Mercer's i/p/o
H J Colett & W H Glower; S:R A Mercer; [X-406].
HARDCASTLE, JOHN H and PATSY ANN THOMAS; 02 Nov 1876; S:James A Thomas; [D-53].
HARDCASTLE, RILEY and THESES MURRIS; 20 Nov 1817 by John Keel; S:James T
Hardcastle; her cons by H (Elizabeth Satterfield) w/b Isaiah Satterfield &
Henry Holley; [A-107; T-B,6c].
HARDCASTLE, ROBERT and MARY KIRBY; over 21; 03 Dec 1846 by John Redman; S:Jesse
Kirby pr her age; [A-113; T-81].
HARDCASTLE, ROBERT H and ELIZA ANN STRAIT; 06 Jan 1865 by Witherspoon; S:Thomas
Connors; her cons by Par (B B Brittain) w/b Thomas Conner & W B Roberts; [X-92, G-457].
HARDCASTLE, J E and GRACIE CARTER; 21 Jan 1880 by J C Cosby at S:George E
Carter's i/p/o Walter Carter & Tom Cosby; [A-356].
HARDCASTLE, WILLIAM JR and SARAH A HEARD; 02 Apr 1840 by Y Witherspoon; S:James
Howell; [A-112; T-B].
HARDEBY, THOMAS, over 21, and PETTNETT L SEFFLE; 24 Aug 1825; her cons by F
(Alexander Sefflett) w/b S:John Hamilton; [A-109; T-B,Ec].
HARDIN (HARDEE), ALVIE and ELIZABETH H LEWIS, both of age; 31 May 1857 by James N Halsey at S:William Skiles' i/p/o Ira Wren & William Halsey; (D-40, D-379, F-L).

HARDIN, J S and CHARITY MILLER; 14 Jun 1896 by Newton McDavid at W T Stafford's i/p/o J W Brick & Y O Sawyer; S:3 S ? Stanley; [Y-1881].

HARDIN, JOEL and LUCINDA BACHAR; 25 Feb 1847; S:James O Dasham; [A-115; T-B].

HARDIN, JOSEPH, over 21, and MARY SIMPSON; 28 Aug 1822; her cons by F (Hugh Simpson) w/b S:William C Mussey & Isaac H Simpson; [T-B, Bc].

HARDIN, REASON and VICTORIA WHITE; 25 Feb 1857 by D D Moore at bride's i/p/o David D Campbell & James A Hand; S:C M Briggs; [D-383; F-L].

HARDIN, THOMAS of Louisville; KY and MRS J T BUE; 21 Sep 1864 by Kinggold; S:Andrew Berhardstein; (B-90, B-339).

HARDIN, WILLIAM J and CAROLINE BUTCHER; 15 Jun 1850; her cons by Par (Colly Butcher) w/b Maria Butcher & S:Reson Harding; [A-115; T-B, Bc].

HARDIN, WILLIAM THOMPSON and MARY E J MERRITT; 22 Oct 1861 by Dearing; S:A C Vailland; [B-72; F-357].

HARRY, CUNNELL and ELMIRA WALKER; 25 Dec 1884; cons by her M (Dena Cox) w/b William H Hall.

HARE, DAVID and SARAH H BETTERTHERS; 11 Jul 1822 by John Keel; [A-106].

HARE, MATTHEW H, over 21, and NANCY R BETTERS; 26 Nov 1818; her cons by F (S:Richard Beterworth) w/b [T-B].

HARGROVE, CHARLES and DICY PALMER; 10 Nov 1817; her cons by E (Metsy Palmer) w/b S:Carter & Bowling Green Palmer; [A-104; T-B, Bc].

HARGROVE (HARTSHOVE), WILLIAM, over 21, and BETSY KIRKPATRICK, ward/a (S:John Reed); 22 Jun 1814; [A-104; T-B].

HARRIS, GEORGE W and ELIZA M McFALL; 20 Jun 1833; [T:Fountain Wood; [T-B].

HARRISON, DARWIN H and MILDRED ANN JOHNSON; 25 Dec 1841 by Hugh C Reed; her cons by F (Thomas Johnson) w/b S:D W Johnson; [A-112; T-B, L, R, Bc].

HARRISON, WILMER V and FANNIE COX; 27 Oct 1870; her own cons w/b T J & E V Ford & A A Ragland; S:A L Wood; [F-205].

HARLAN, DAVID and VIOLET TAYLOR, both over 21; 26 Apr 1814; S:Thomas Manner; (T-B). 

HARLAN (HARLIM), EDWARD T and ANN REBECCA ELLIS; 02 Apr 1874; S:R F Holland; [N-372].

HARLAN, LEVI and MARIAH JANE ELLIS; 17 Jul 1895 by A R Rogers at William Ellis' i/p/o Allen Miller, Miss Lavica Harlan, J T Smokey & others; S:Allen Miller; [Y-171].

HARLOW, J R and MARY H GOSS; 10 Dec 1885; S:W T Smith; [S-358].

HARLOW, JAMES, age 28, b Bar Co, and ANGELINE E SARLAND, age 18, b & both res in War Co; 29 Mar 1857 by Thomas R White at her father Thomas R Garland's i/p/o J M Bunch, John Thacker & W P Dillingham; [D-40, D-353; F-L].

HARLOW, JAMES and DESEMONIA HARLOW; 07 Jun 1866 by William Adams i/p/o S:John Dean & Samuel Harlow; [A-19, 1-93].

HARLOW, JAMES and DRUCILLA RASDALL (RASDALL); 31 Aug 1993 by S:W Schellion at bride's i/p/o L H Hendricks & Henry C Cotton; S:W L Haynes; [M-351].

HARLOW, JESSE W and MAGGIE CLASPILL; 01 Apr 1882 by J W Hudnall at Jeremiah Claspill's i/p/o John Beck & Daniel Kimbro; S:J N Edwards; [B-307].

HARLOW, L B and LENDRA BELLE HENDRICKS (HENDRICKS); 01 Sep 1886; her cons by S (Sarah T Hendrick) w/b J A Hendrick; S:O D Kimbro; [E-602].

HARLOW, ROBERT L, age 30, b Bar Co (F & M & Bar Co), and MRS ELIZABETH CCIANAN, b TH & both res War Co (F & H b TN); 26 Mar 1872; S:W H Criswell; [H-201].

HARLOW, RUFUS A and ELIZA JANE CLASPILL, both over 21; 07 May 1850 by J D Hannah; S:Clement Claspill; [A-115; T-B].

HARLOW, RUFUS A and ISABELLA HEMELE; 14 May 1857 by Thomas R White at Mrs L Harlow's i/p/o Samuel Harlow & Jeremiah Claspill; S:Clement Claspill; [D-40, D-371; F-L].

HARLOW, SAMUEL, age 26, b Ali Co, and FANNIE E HODD, age 16, b & both res War
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1797 Aug 1853 by Thomas R White at his house i/p/o S:John H Bunch, Caleb Garrison & William Hood; [D-26, D-231].

HARLOW, HILRY and MABELL WHITE; 01 Nov 1853 by W W Maxey at his res i/p/o G F & Julia A Oney; no surety; [H-421].

O HARLOW, WILLIAM and ARANDA 6 OSBORN; 19 Aug 1856; her cons by F (John Osborn) w/b H J Motley; S:J W Thomas; [E-4573].

O HARLOW, WILLIAM A and HELEN WILLSMITH; 07 Mar 1872; S:S J Manley; [Y-1409].

HARLOW, WILLIAM D and CATHERINE E STOCKTON, both over 21; 11 May 1846; S:William B Martin; [L-115]; T-81.

HARLOW, WILLIAM H and CRICKET E JONES; 19 Jan 1877; S:E B Parker; [P-1061].

* HARMON, E A and LOUISA J YADON; 27 Apr 1882; S:John Yadon; [R-3121].

O HARMON, BARNEY F and SARAH SAMANTHA HALE; 27 Apr 1874; S:R R Kirby; [E-861].

HARMON, BENJAMIN and ELIZABETH PEARSON; 04 Jan 1834 by John C Osby at Reubin Pearson's i/p/o Marth A Rose & S:John Harmon; [A-16]; T-87).

HARMON, CHARLIE M and IRA L KELLY (KELLEY); 17 Nov 1897; S:S P Morris; V-177.

HARMON, CLIFFORD and FLORENCE RUSSELL; 26 Nov 1895 by J F Redford at Bowling Green i/p/o Moses E Dickerson & Harvey Holland; S:Charley Hardcastle; [Y-797].

HARMON, GEORGE W and MARY FRANCES GOODRUM; 23 Sep 1851 by J S Durham in yard of E B Dimmside i/p/o Eli Goodrum, William Johnson & Thomas H Smeth; S:Thomas Goodrum; [E-146, E-581].

O HARMON, J B and NEVADA "VATA" INGRAM; 16 Jun 1858; S:J H Ingram; [B-4501].

HARMON, JAMES K and S E MARRING; 21 Dec 1892; S:J H Johnson; Marriage never solemnized; [E-1051].

HARMON, JASPER and REBECCA J PEARSON; 07 Mar 1854 by John C Osby at Reubin Pearson's i/p/o John Rose, Hicahaj & S:John Harmon; CB-16; C-1093.

HARMON, JOHN and POLLY HALEN; 11 May 1818 by Elias McFadin; S:Thomas Chapman; [A-166]; T-83.

HARMON, JOHN, over 21, and NANCY JANE PEARSON; 21 Oct 1851; her cons by F (S:Reubin Pearson) in person; [E-2]; T-83.

HARMON, JOHN J and MARTHA E HARMON; 29 Mar 1882; S:Jasper Harmon; T-5147.

HARMON, LEWIS and ELEONOR "KELLY" WILLIAMS; 10 Jul 1895; Hicahaj Harmon pr her over 21; [A-103]; T-81.

HARMON, LOVE and LEVENIA HARMON; 21 Jul 1842; her cons by F (John Harmon) w/ Anderson J Morris & S:Coloma Legrand; his cons, "he is not of age," by H (Rhoda Harmon Battier) w/b Charles Howard, Anderson J Morris & S:Coloma Legrand; [E-112]; T-79, 7-81.

HARMON, MICHHEAH D L and ELIZA ANN ROSE; 09 Feb 1854 by John C Osby at Abijah Rose's i/p/o James H Finley, John Rose & John Pearson; her cons by F (Abijah Rose) w/b J C Osby & S:John R H Rose; his cons by F (John Harmon) w/b S:John R H Rose; CB-17; C-1001.

HARMON, REUBEN and VIRGINIA RILEY; 07 Oct 1835; S:J H Harmon; S-3-72.

HARMON, RILEY NEWMAN, age 27, b A: All Col (F & VA, M b All Col), and MARY E HUNT, age 27, b Simpson Co; 13 Jul 1862 by Billingsley at John Goodrum's house, her cons by H by cert pr by S:Robert Goodrum; [E-77]; G-27).

HARMON, SIDNEY C and MOLLIE L WILLOUGHBY; 27 Nov 1892 by William E Lightfoot at Joseph Willoughby's i/p/o J & Justice & H H Glaescock; S:John E Owens; [A-77].

HARMON; THOMAS HENRY and SARAH E HOWARD; 10 Feb 1887; S:Stephen Howard; T-150.

HARMON, W F and MARY E WRIGHT; 07 Jan 1890; [E-7-81].

HARMON, WILLIAM and PEARL WILLIAMS; 12 Mar 1856; her cons by F (William Williams) w/b George Williams & Lewis Harmon; [E-103]; T-83.

HARMON, WILLIAM J and LUCY J HALE; 26 Feb 1856; S: R H Rose; [S-79]; T-83.

HARNEY, JAMES and MARY ANN FRALEY; 27 Jun 1811 by John Righter; S:Jacob Skiles; [A-104]; T-83.

HARNEY, JAMES E and HETTY C JONES; 16 Feb 1856 by W S Evans; [A-1101].
HARNEY, JAMES E and HARRIS A JONES; 21 Jan 1841 by H J Evans; [A-113].
HARP, J T and HARRIET THOMAS; 17 Nov 1895 by W E Dodd at Green Hill i/p/o S
Launcaster & S Winans; S:Milton Moseley; [Y-713].
HARPER, EDWARD and ELIZABETH MARTIN; 29 Sep 1873 by R Pope; [A-1051].
HARPER, GEORGE and HANNAH KNOX; 14 Jan 1879; S:Frank Harper; [N-274].
HARPER, HARRIET and DUSTY SIMMONS; 29 Feb 1876; S:William Simmons.
HARPER, NELSON and MARTHA J GARLAND; 20 Jul 1834; S:John Garland; [IT-81].
HARPOLE (HAYPOLE); HENRY and POLLY GOTT; 02 Feb 1815 by Edward Turner; [A-105];
T-R.
HARPOLE CHARCOBIE, JACOB and RHODA BOONE; both over 21; 05 Oct 1813; S:Jesse
Boone; [T-B].
HARPOLE, JOHN and MARGARET "PEGGY" MCCOOL (MCCOOLE), both over 21; 12 Sep 1814;
S:Jonathan Hobson; [A-106]; [T-B].
HARRIS, JOHN and MARGARET "PEGGY" MCCOOL (MCCOOLE), both over 21; 12 Sep 1814;
S:Jonathan Hobson; [A-106]; [T-B].
HARRIS, A B and JULIA P DODD; 16 Apr 1800 by W Ferguson at Bowling Green i/p/o
JAMES H BELL; [Y-374]; T-3374.
HARRIS, A L and MARIE SUSIE H FRY; 12 May 1896 by W K Piner at Bowling Green i/p/o
S:James N Mitchell; T-R.
HARRIS, ABEL and MARY KILLPATRICK; 08 Jan 1846; her con by F (James Killpatrick)
S:James Mohan & James Heard; [T-B], Bc1.
HARRIS, ANDREWS and MARY WILKERSON; 19 Dec 1841 by A C Dickerson; S:Allen
Mitchell; cons of Par (Susan M Wilkerson) in person; [T-B], Bc1.
HARRIS, BENJAMIN 3 and ELIZA H COOKSEY, both of age; 27 Mar 1823 by Samuel Cash;
S:William M Broadlove; her cons by M (Lucy Cooksey); [A-108]; F-B; T-R.
HARRIS, CALVIN, age 22, b Jumier Co TN, and CATHERINE CASSADAY (CASSADY), age
23, single, b All Co; both res Mar Co; 02 Mar 1854 by A Riley at Jeremiah
Cassaday's i/p/o Sylvester Reynolds & Jeremiah Cassaday Jr; [B-10]; C-1085.
HARRIS, DAVID and LOUISA THORNTON; 07 Aug 1845 by Joseph Skaugs; her cons by M
HARRIS (Martha Douglas) w/b Anderson Douglas & S:William Thornton; cons by F
(S:Elizah Harris) in person; [A-113]; T-B, L, Bc1.
HARRIS, DAVID M and HANNAH GOTT; 08 Sep 1831 by William Sublett; [A-110]; T-R.
HARRIS, ELL, over 21, and HARRIET FOX; 09 Jul 1812 by Mitchell; her cons by F
(S:Henry Fox) in person; [A-104]; F-B.
HARRIS, ELIZA and CYNTHIA HUBBARD; 02 May 1810; S:Jesse Hubbard; [A-104].
HARRIS, ELIZA and ANGELA EDWARDS; 12 Apr 1853 by J W Pendleton at S:F G
Fox's i/p/o H M Drake & F E Cox; [B-12]; C-245.
HARRIS, ELIZABETH and CATHARINA ALLEN; 11 Jul 1856 by Young Logan at S:S:Elizah
Chalan & i/p/o John & Logan & Benjamin Kirby; [B-115]; I-B7.
HARRIS, ERNIE PLEMAN and EFFIE B GILBERT; 22 Nov 1892 by R F Adair at Rich mond H
Church i/p/o do C Caldwell & Miss Luella Skiles; S:Joseph W Gilbert; [W-731].
HARRIS, GEORGE, over 21, and BETSY HOLLAND; 05 Apr 1813; cons of F (S:Michael
Holland) in person; [T-B].
HARRIS, BILLIAM, over 21, and ESSEX WHITNEY; 25 Jan 1809; S:Hiram Whitney or her
over 21; Chase rec has "Eliza" Whitney; [A-104]; T-B.
HARRIS, HENRY and SARAH ISABELLA SKILES; 19 Dec 1826; S:Henry Skiles; [T-B].
HARRIS, HENRY and MARY JANE JOHNSON; 20 Dec 1829; his cons by Lab Upton w/b
Jack Meadows & Hettie Upton; S:Martin V B Johnson; [2-21]; ret. [A-113]; T-B.
HARRIS, HENRY and ELIZABETH STAHL; 21 Dec 1845 by M C Rowland; her cons by H
(Hadeline Stahl) w/b William M Merritt & S:John H Harris; [A-113]; T-
B, Bc1.
HARRIS (HARRISON), HIRAM and JENNY SPANN; 24 Aug 1811 by Howard; [A-104]; T-B.
HARRIS, J and CARRIE CLARA SANDIDGE; 12 Jun 1912 by C C Davis at bride's i/p/o
W:Marvin & John Perkins; [T-01].
HARRIS, JAMES and NANCY JOHNSON; 27 Jan 1817; S:Luther Johnson; his cons by F
(William Harris) & her cons by F (Calvin Johnson) both in person; [F-16; T-8].

HARRIS, JOE D and IULA HENTON; 31 Oct 1890 by F P Hartford at B Hinton's i/p/o Curtis Hinton & Mrs Annie Hinton; S:W B Hinton; her cons by H; [T-1-222].

HARRIS, JOEL F and JULIA M COLEMAN; 16 Jan 1918 by F F Rogers at Mr Coleman's i/p/o Dr J P Cartwright, A C Smith & Sam Cooke; S:George W Coleman; [T-23].

HARRIS, JOHN and CATHERINE SPALDING; 08 Aug 1827; her cons by F (Charles Spalding) w/b S:Foranor Taylor & William Simpson; [T-8, R, B].

HARRIS, JOHN and ESTELLE G MASON; 26 Feb 1888; S: W E M Mason; [T-183, R, B].

HARRIS, JOHN H and SUSAN FRANCES R LIVELY; 06 Dec 1835 by Grider; S:George R Lively; [T-105, H-327].

HARRIS, JOHN L, 2nd mer, age 42, b TN (F & M b VA), and JULIA A ROBERSON, age 29, b & res War Co; 27 Jun 1872, Newton Howell pr her over 21; S: M S Gardner; [T-256].

HARRIS, JOHN S and LUCINDA BOAL (DOKE); 09 Aug 1821 by William Harris; his cons by F (John M Harris) w/b S:John Billingsley; her cons by H (Margaret Dukes) in person; [T-109; T-8, R, B].

HARRIS, JOHN THOMAS and EDNA M RICHARDS; 15 Jun 1993 by W E Dodd at B E Carter's i/p/o Miss Urie & Stella Carter; S: T Hatlock; [T-2951].

HARRIS, JOHNTH N, age 23, b & res Lag Co (F b War Co, M b Rob Co TN), and BETTY KENNETH, age 18, b & res War Co (F b KY, M b War Co); 14 Feb 1871; S: L L Cooke; [T-323].

HARRIS, LEANDER H and NANCY KIRBY, both over 21; 17 Jan 1850 by George D Harris; her own cons w/b M J Clark & James E Holland; [T-114; T-9, L, R, B].

HARRIS, LEONARD and ARTEMELIA C GRINSTEAD; 28 Nov 1845 by Edmunds; S:Richard J Caplinger; [T-103, H-313].

HARRIS, MCALLISTER S, age 21, b & res Simp Co (F b VA, M b TN), and JOHNNIE E ENNIS, age 18, b & res War Co (F b War Co, M b Simp Co); 09 Nov 1871; cons by S:in (John M Eubanks) w/b S:J H Chapman & S: B Harris; [T-441].

HARRIS, MOSES, age 23, b All Co, and ELIZA J CHAPMAN, age 21, b & both res War Co; 27 Aug 1865 by Joseph Stagg at Alfred Ellis' i/p/o Alfred Ellis & wifs; her cons by H (Riller Chapman) w/b Robert Harris & S:B A Kirkland; [T-29, D-33].

HARRIS, MOSES THOMAS and ELIZABETH GOTT; 26 Feb 1844; S:Calvin E Smith; her cons by F (Peter Goff) w/b Thomas J Whitesides, Jonathan & Pettis Gott; [T-113; T-15, R, B].

HARRIS, N A and MADIE POTTER; 03 Oct 1814 by R T Adair at her father's in Rich Pond i/p/o Joseph Smith & Clyde Runner; S:John W Potter; [T-230].

HARRIS, NATHAN and POLLY MEREDITH; 22 Dec 1816 by McFadin; [T-1671].

HARRIS, NATHAN and REBECCA R ELLIS; 31 Jan 1824 by J H Owen; [T-1801].

HARRIS, NATHANIEL K, res Simp Co, and MRS CATHERINE PEDEN; 27 Jan 1867; S:B Young; her own cons w/b B Young & W A Reeves; [T-162].

HARRIS, NATHANIEL M and FLORENCE SHORE; 10 Nov 1900 by C K Marshall at Oakland i/p/o W J Claypool, Henry E Glenn & W P Hunsfield; S: B Strange; [T-135].

HARRIS, RICHARD F, age 25, (F b VA, M b KY), and SERENE A WILLIAMSON, age 22, both b All Co (F b M b All Co); 11 Jun 1967 by Self; S:John P Williamson, bride's father; [T-124, T-2053].

HARRIS, ROBERT H of TX, and KALINDA JANE MARSHALL of War Co; 04 Nov 1837 by W G Rice at James Marshall's i/p/o Clinton Jackson & Joseph A Marshall; [T-465; F-L]. A-44 by F M Rose at Joe Sledge's i/p/o John E Queen; A: L Hunt; [T-99, H-2113].

HARRIS, ROBERT C and NANCY H SLEDGE; 25 Jan 1883; S: L Sledge; R-423 details; S: Sledge.

HARRIS, ROBERT J and SALLIE H SADDLE; 14 Sep 1865 by Humans; S:B H Hunt; [T-99, H-2113].

HARRIS, SAMUEL and SARAH INKE; 13 Aug 1804; S:Daniel Morris; her cons by Gdn (Phillip Morris) "with whom she lives in Adair Co, parents dead," w/b David Hudspeth, Abijah & Derrill Morris; [A-105; T-Bc1].

HARRIS, STEPHEN E and SARAH V BILMORE; 11 Sep 1877; S: E Samson; [E-1891].

HARRIS, SYLVESTER D and ELLEN ENNIS; 13 May 1869 by Harrison; S:Leonard H Arnold; [E-150; K-65].

HARRIS, THOMAS and SUSAN HAMPTON; both over 21; 06 May 1823; S:Enoch Harris; [A-108; T-B].

HARRIS, THOMAS, over 21, and MILLY YOUNG; 09 Dec 1824; her cons, "To be married on Tues next," by M (Polly Young) w/b S:James T Harney; [A-108; T-B, Bc].

HARRIS, THOMAS H and MARY E SKILES; 21 Jan 1822 by William Harris; his cons by F (William Harris) w/b S:David & Harris; her cons by F (Henry Skiles) in person; [A-109; T-B, B, Bc].

HARRIS, WILLIAM and MARY E HARMON; 12 Oct 1822; S: J H Harris; [T-358 ditto].

HARRIS, WILLIAM and CATHERINE ANDERSON; 22 Nov 1805; S: Peter Anderson; [T-D].

HARRIS, WILLIAM and MARY GORDON; 22 Apr 1844 by William Sublett; S: Samuel McDavis; [A-113; T-B, RI].

HARRIS, WILLIAM, over 21, and HAS LOURENA CASEY; 07 Jan 1847 by Joseph Skaggs; S: John B Hobson; [A-113].

HARRIS, WILLIAM E and MARY A BROWNING; 25 May 1864 by Chase; S: Daniel B Browning; [E-39; B-333].

HARRISON, AMERIUS and NANCY B COVINGTON; 17 Feb 1843; her cons by F (Joseph Covington) w/b S: Woodford Duncan & E B Covington; [A-114; T-B, Bc].

HARRISON, AMERIUS, 2nd mar, and MARY M "MOLLIE" NASH; 30 Jan 1866; S: Thomas B Gorin; [B-105, H-383].

HARRISON, BENJAMIN C and LUCY BECK; 03 Sep 1832; S: William Vernon; [E-B].

HARRISON, BENJAMIN F and ELIZABETH F DAVIS; 29 Mar 1856 by S P Hines at her father's i/p/c William Rigsby, Miss L Davis & Marion Burnett; S: John Davis; [B-107, T-32].

HARRISON [HARKIRI], CHARLES and MARY COCKRILL; 12 Sep 1833; her cons by F (William Cockrill) w/b S: James & Wily Cockrill; [E-T-B, Bc].

HARRISON, DAVID and RACHEL L DIBBLE; 12 Oct 1874; S: L O Dibble.

HARRISON, GEORGE H and SUSIE GREGG; 20 Feb 1876 by F M Bearer at bride's i/p/c H H & Charles Hooks & Robert Oaken; S: Mrs Lizzie Gregg; [E-Y-146].

HARRISON, IKE and ETHEL WHITE; 25 Dec 1900 by J F Redford at Bowling Green i/p/a Redford & Virgil M Babo; S: R C White; [E-4611].

HARRISON, JAMES E and LULU HAYROCKEY; 12 Oct 1877; S: James A Rollo.

HARRISON, JOHN and FLORENCE CHILDS; 17 Apr 1801 by Gladin Gorin; S: Dempsey Childs pr over here; [B-103; T-B, RJ].

HARRISON, JOHN E and ELIZA J MOSS; 22 Apr 1880 by L C Peters at Thomas Moss' i/p/a Dr V D Moss, Charles Smith & Dave Moss; S: W D Duncan; [E-13].

HARRISON, NATHAN and MARY LAWRENCE; 20 Apr 1865 by Samuel; S: William Davenport; [B-96; H-97].

HARRISON, E SHANNON, age 26, (F b TN, M b War Co), and ELIZABETH J KELLO, age 26, both b War Co (F & M b War Co); 21 Dec 1866 at S: Samuel F Keeley; [E-132; at Gen Hay, S: Dennis Spurrer up to T Hay, N H Lewis, Miss Claire Lewis].

HARRISON, WILLIAM H and COUNELIA H HAYS; 16 Aug 1888; S: George W Hays; [Y-S Elies].

HARRISON, WILLIAM H and JULIET E CLARK; 16 Sep 1888 by William G Taylor at her mother's i/p/a W Lively & J A Read; S: A Read; her age pr by W T Corbin; [E-60; F-L].

HARRIS, JAMES Y, age 26, b But Co (F & M b TN), and ELIZABETH F/T CORBIN, age 25, b KY & both res War Co (F b VA, M b KY); 11 Jun 1873 by Rev W T Furniss at Sarah J Corbin's i/p/a A Cherry & J Reaves Esq; S: William S
HARRISON, THOMAS P, age 46, widower, b & res All Co, and SARAH A CLAYPOOL, age 35, single, b (at Stephen Claypool's) & res War Co; 01 Dec 1855 by Issac McMurray at Stephen Claypool Sr's i/p/o Joseph & S:Burrell R Claypool & Edward White; [E-31, D-79].

HART, JOHN and PRUDENCE RUSSELL; 17 Oct 1811 by John H Owen; her cons by J (S:George Russell); [A-104, T-8].

HARTMAN, ROBERT F and EDNA A MILLER; 07 Oct 1909; S:B F Miller; [Y-469 details]; Runner

HARVEY, JAMES R and CLARA [HARM] 25 Dec 1871; her cons by E (John C Ellis).  

HARVEY, F D and EDNA WINGFIELD; 28 Jul 1901 by S G Cooksey i/p/o H H Dudley; 
S:James A Wingfield. R-205, B 117.  

HARRIS, WILLIAM H and ETTA M ARTUPE; 13 Apr 1881; S:J L Kidwell R-388 details; given.

HASSELL, J B and ANNE E COOK [COKE]; 01 Nov 1883; S:G W Cooke S-57 details at 36 by James B Cassell i/p/o R L Potter, Kt.
HATCH, LUCIEN B and CARRIE A BRANDENBURG; 14 Nov 1870; S:John H Mallory; [L-219].

HATCHELL, ANBROSE and MARY JANE LANGFORD; 14 Mar 1867; S:Thomas Langford; [L-122]; T-1863.

HATCHER, E H and MADIE E MITCHELL; 21 Dec 1874; S:Potter; [O-i151].

HATCHER, HANNIBAL W and SUSAN F PERKINS; 22 Nov 1838 by William Sublett; S:A G Hobson; [L-111]; T-B.R.

HATCHER, PORTER and DAISY LEE; 09 Jun 1900 by William Lunsford at Bowling Green i/p/o C L White & E Watkins; S:W F Lee; [Z-370].

HATFIELD, HENRY and SARAH THOMAS; 21 Feb 1801 by Henry Jones; her cons by F (William Thomas) w/b John Hinds & S:Walter Thomas; [L-103]; T-B.Bcl.

HATHORN, JAMES and MARY ANN BROWN; 10 Mar 1841; S:John P Murphy; [L-112]; T-B.

HAUSER, FRANCIS M and ALICE M BREEDING; 19 May 1881 by Joseph B Cottrill i/p/o M H Bettison & T B Tyrret; S:F M Breeding; [L-372].

HAWAY, CORNELIUS and SOPHIA MAUD McGEHEE; 20 Oct 1897 by Andrew Moore; [H-2051].

HAWKINS, ROBERT W and MARY ANN DILLON; 12 Sep 1839 by George O Harris; S:James T Dillon; [L-111]; T-B.R.

HAWKINS, WILLIAM J and SALLIE ANN STAMPS; 07 Sep 1865; S:James W Stamps; [H-2051].

HAY, see also HAYS.

HAY, JOHN C and ELIZABETH HAY; 29 Apr 1854 by William H Payne at Mr Harvey's Church i/p/o George Lehan & G R Blake; [L-112].

HAY, JOHN G and ANN WORK; 22 Feb 1831; S:A W Covington; her cons by 6dn (Anna Work) w/b Joseph Work; [L-109]; T-B.R.

HAY, PHILLIP, age 39, b Hardin Co (F b Nelson Co, M b Wash Co), and SUSAN M LOVING, age 25, b & res Wash Co (F & M b Wash Co); 27 Jan 1873; S:John M Ferguson; [L-430].

HAY, PRESTON and SALLY WORK; 02 Jan 1829; S:George Work; [L-109]; T-B.

HAY, SHADRAKE and SALLY OSBORN (OSBURN); 01 Feb 1816 by S Greathouse; [L-1061].

HAY, SHADRAKE and ELIZABETH NEWPORT; 07 Sep 1823 by E McFadin; [L-1061].

HAYDEN, THOMAS E and MABEL CLAIRA STARKE; 06 Dec 1895 by John M Goodwin at Bowling Green i/p/o John W Stark & Mrs D B Hayden; S:John L Stout Jr; [L-831].

HAYDEN, W L and MRS D B HAYDEN; 30 Aug 1898 by J F Fowler at Pleasant Hill Church i/p/o Walter Carter & D J Cochran; S: E Hayden; [L-331].

HAYES, J T and ROSE BELLE HOWARD; 19 Mar 1877 by John Keeth at Whitney; Howard's i/p/o J H Tarrants; S:Henry T Howard; [P-1401].

HAYES, SAMUEL and VIOLET SCHON; 09 Sep 1801 by Henry Jones; S:William Chapline;
HAYNES, ALEXANDER and GEORGE ANN CARVER; 08 Aug 1867 by Adams; S:Edwin Steenburger; [E-125, I-1271].

HAYNES, BENJAMIN J and NANCY H THORNTON; 19 Jun 1883; S:Thomas L Thornton; [S-91].

HAYNES, C T and E ABBIE GAINES; 17 Nov 1879; S:George M Gaines; [D-3033].

HAYNES, ED and MINNIE R WHITE; 24 Oct 1893; S:R C White; marriage certificate blank; [W-4093].

HAYNES, JOHN D and LIZZIE L HAYS; 19 Jul 1900 by C P Adams at Bowling Green i/p/o Charles Jackson & Stella Hays; S:Charles Jackson; [Z-384].

HAYNES, WILLIAM ROBERT and HATTIE SHREWSBERRY; 09 Mar 1897; S:G S Kennedy; [T-1821].

HAYNS, ANDREW R and JULIA LOWE; 27 Nov 1834; their cons by N (Nancy Lowe) w/b S:Solomon Green & William G Lowe; [R-B, Bc1].

HAYNS, ANDREW R and HANCY P LOWE; 17 Jan 1844 by M N Lashley; S:Prior P Lowe; [A-115]; T-B.

HAYNS, ASA, over 21, and HANNAH M GOTT; 18 Feb 1850 by Norris Evans; her cons by F (S:Richard Gott) in person; [A-114]; T-B, L, R.

HAYNS, ASA and SARAH GOTT; 26/27 May 1856 by A Long i/p/o C H Counts & James Hurdaam; S:William H Gott, brother's brother; [B-33, D-161].

HAYNS, ASA THOMAS MARVEL and NANNIE BELLE HALL; 19 Dec 1866; S:Joseph Hall; [C-91].

HAYNS, ASA, over 21, and CLARA MOULDER; 27 Nov 1895 by D J Cochran at Pleasant Hill Church i/p/o Elder L Martin, George Carter & F M Hardcastle; S:W E Lowe; [Y-76].

HAYNS, ASA, over 21, and ELIZABETH HAYS, both over 21; 29 Dec 1841 by James D Hines; S:William C Hays; [A-115]; T-B.

HAYNS, ASA and SARAH ANN HAYNS; 10 Feb 1829; her cons by Gdn (Elia B McFadin) also signed by (Nancy Hynans) w/b S:William R Hynans & Sarah Leet; [A-109]; T-B, Bc1.

HAYNS, ASA and SARAH HAYNS; 26/27 May 1856 by A Long i/p/o C H Counts & James Hurdaam; S:William H Gott, brother's brother; [B-33, D-161].

HAYNS, ASA THOMAS MARVEL and NANNIE BELLE HALL; 19 Dec 1866; S:Joseph Hall; [C-91].

HAYNS, ASA and SARAH ANN HAYNS; 10 Feb 1829; her cons by Gdn (Elia B McFadin) also signed by (Nancy Hynans) w/b S:William R Hynans & Sarah Leet; [A-109]; T-B, Bc1.

HAYNS, ASA, over 21, and CLARA MOULDER; 27 Nov 1895 by D J Cochran at Pleasant Hill Church i/p/o Elder L Martin, George Carter & F M Hardcastle; S:W E Lowe; [Y-76].

HAYNS, ASA, over 21, and ELIZABETH HAYS, both over 21; 29 Dec 1841 by James D Hines; S:William C Hays; [A-115]; T-B.

HAYNS, ASA and SARAH ANN HAYNS; 10 Feb 1829; her cons by Gdn (Elia B McFadin) also signed by (Nancy Hynans) w/b S:William R Hynans & Sarah Leet; [A-109]; T-B, Bc1.

HAYNS, ASA, over 21, and CLARA MOULDER; 27 Nov 1895 by D J Cochran at Pleasant Hill Church i/p/o Elder L Martin, George Carter & F M Hardcastle; S:W E Lowe; [Y-76].

HAYNS, ASA, over 21, and ELIZABETH HAYS, both over 21; 29 Dec 1841 by James D Hines; S:William C Hays; [A-115]; T-B.

HAYNS, ASA and SARAH ANN HAYNS; 10 Feb 1829; her cons by Gdn (Elia B McFadin) also signed by (Nancy Hynans) w/b S:William R Hynans & Sarah Leet; [A-109]; T-B, Bc1.
HAYS, JAMES H and NANCY L EVANS; 05 Jul 1865 by Witherspoon; S:James B Hays; [B-94, H-139].

HAYS, JEREMIAH and PATSY DOYLE; 11 Jan 1808; her cons by F (John Doyle) w/b John Hays; [A-103].

HAYS, JOHN and POLLY HENDRICKS (HENDRICK), over 21, d/o (Samuel & Mary Hendrick, dec'd); 11 Sep 1801; his cons by F (James Hays) w/b B Coker & William McFaddin who pr her age; [T-B].

HAYS, JOHN and SUSANNAH SNOW; 25 Mar 1809; S:Jeremiah Hays; her cons by F (William Hendrick) w/b S:James A Hendrick & Thomas Lowery; [Z-391].

HAYS, JOSEPH JULIAN and NANCY J WHITE; 25 Mar 1880 by T J Shannon at Mrs White's parents; [E-233].

HAYS, JOSEPH ERVAN and SARAH PARADINE GOODE; 25 Oct 1855; S:James A Hendrick; [Z-491].

HAYS, MOSES and CANDAS SEARS; 24 Dec 1900 by William Adams at William Sears; [J-30, D-67].

HAYS, MOSES and ELIZABETH DAVIS; 09 Oct 1822; S:Jeremiah Hays; her cons, "as she is of age and her parents are agreed," by (James Davis) w/b John D Hannen; [A-107, T-B, Bc].

HAYS, OMER Land MARYE WOOD; 24 Dec 1900 by William Lunsford at Bowling Green; i/p/o H J Andrews & S:J B Richardson; [Z-466].

HAYS, PLEASANT C and ELIZABETH ANN HENDRICKS; 19 Apr 1842 by Jesse Moon; her cons by F (William Hendrick) w/b S:James A Hendrick & Thomas Lowery; [A-112; T-B, R, Bc].

HAYS, R W and LAURA RIGSBY; 28 Apr 1875; S:L D Dibble; [O-225].

HAYS, REUBEN WILLIAM and MARY E WOOD; 24 Dec 1900 by William Lunsford at Bowling Green; i/p/o H J Andrews & S:J B Richardson; [Z-466].

HAYS, SARAH and CHARLOTTE "LOTTY" MANNEN (MANNON), both over 21; 03 Mar 1812; S:William D Swearingen; ret by Greathouse has 1805; [O-104; T-B].

HAYS, SALLIE and SARAH PARADINE GOODE; 28 Dec 1855 by White; S:Jeremiah Claspill; [B-30, D-67].

HAYS, SALLIE and SARAH PARADINE GOODE; 25 Oct 1855 by White; S:Jeremiah Claspill; [B-30, D-67].

HAYS, JOHN and SUSANNAH SNOW; 25 Mar 1809; S:Jeremiah Hays; her cons by F (William Hendrick) w/b S:James A Hendrick & Thomas Lowery; [Z-391].

HAYS, WILLIAM, over 21, and FANNIE B HUTCHINS; 08 Dec 1873; S:John C Hutchins; [N-234].

HAYS, JOSEPH JULIAN and NANCY J WHITE; 25 Mar 1880 by T J Shannon at Mrs White's parents; [E-233].

HAYS, JOSEPH ERVAN and SARAH PARADINE GOODE; 25 Oct 1855 by White; S:Jeremiah Claspill; [B-30, D-67].

HAYS, MOSES and ELIZABETH DAVIS; 09 Oct 1822; S:Jeremiah Hays; her cons, "as she is of age and her parents are agreed," by (James Davis) w/b John D Hannen; [A-107, T-B, Bc].

HAYS, OMER Land MARYE WOOD; 24 Dec 1900 by William Lunsford at Bowling Green; i/p/o H J Andrews & S:J B Richardson; [Z-466].

HAYS, PLEASANT C and ELIZABETH ANN HENDRICKS; 19 Apr 1842 by Jesse Moon; her cons by F (William Hendrick) w/b S:James A Hendrick & Thomas Lowery; [A-112; T-B, R, Bc].

HAYS, R W and LAURA RIGSBY; 28 Apr 1875; S:L D Dibble; [O-225].

HAYS, REUBEN WILLIAM and MARY E WOOD; 24 Dec 1900 by William Lunsford at Bowling Green; i/p/o H J Andrews & S:J B Richardson; [Z-466].

HAYS, SARAH and CHARLOTTE "LOTTY" MANNEN (MANNON), both over 21; 03 Mar 1812; S:William D Swearingen; ret by Greathouse has 1805; [O-104; T-B].

HAYS, SALLIE and SARAH PARADINE GOODE; 28 Dec 1855 by White; S:Jeremiah Claspill; [B-30, D-67].

HAYS, WILLIAM, over 21, and FANNIE B HUTCHINS; 08 Dec 1873; S:John C Hutchins; [N-234].

HAYS, JOSEPH JULIAN and NANCY J WHITE; 25 Mar 1880 by T J Shannon at Mrs White's parents; [E-233].

HAYS, MOSES and ELIZABETH DAVIS; 09 Oct 1822; S:Jeremiah Hays; her cons, "as she is of age and her parents are agreed," by (James Davis) w/b John D Hannen; [A-107, T-B, Bc].

HAYS, OMER Land MARYE WOOD; 24 Dec 1900 by William Lunsford at Bowling Green; i/p/o H J Andrews & S:J B Richardson; [Z-466].

HAYS, PLEASANT C and ELIZABETH ANN HENDRICKS; 19 Apr 1842 by Jesse Moon; her cons by F (William Hendrick) w/b S:James A Hendrick & Thomas Lowery; [A-112; T-B, R, Bc].

HAYS, R W and LAURA RIGSBY; 28 Apr 1875; S:L D Dibble; [O-225].
HAZEL, WILLIAM and ELIZABETH "BETSY" GREATHOUSE; 29 Aug 1851 by W C Chaplin. T-R.

HAZEL, WILLIAM H and MARY GRIMSTEAD; 08 Feb 1842 by William Hendrick; cons of Par (S:Bartholomew Grimstead in person; [A-112; T-B,L,R]).

HAZEL, WILLIAM H and ELIZABETH TYGRET; 31 Mar 1875/76 by William Adams at John Tygret's i/p/o Thomas Potter & John T Tygret; S:Warren L Tygret; Ret has 1875; bd 1876; [E-217].

HAZEL, WILLIAM PRITCHETT and HIRAM CORDELIA BODD; 08 Nov 1870; S:William J Hendrick; [L-209].

HAZEL, WILLIAM and CYNTHIA ANN CALBERT, both res War Co; 12 Oct 1857 by W G Rice in Clerk's office i/p/o William B Martin & Richard Lucas; S:Stephen H Calbert; [B-43; D-449].

HAZEL, BENNETT, over 21, and SARAH "SALLY" MARTIN, d/o (S:Gideon Martin); 09 Oct 1821; [A-107; T-81].

HAZEL, CHARLES and BERTHA MARTIN; 16 Mar 1896 by J R Crandell at groom's i/p/o Calvin Gill & H C Belcher; S:J T Latimer; [Y-163].

HAZEL, CHARLES ALLEN and MALINDA/MALVINA J HAMPTON; 13 Mar 1878 by L P Arnold at Thomas Hampton's i/p/o S:John R Young & James Young; [E-60].

HAZEL, GEORGE W, 2nd mar, age 51 (F & M b Hart Co), and SARAH C HODGES (HODGE), age 22, both b & res War Co (M b War Co), 10 Feb 1872; S:John B Horton; [M-204].

HAZEL, JAMES L and SARAH E COX; 28 Nov 1877; S:George W Cox; [E-2153].

HAZEL, STEPHEN and RACHEL BELCHER; 02 Jan 1885; S:John Hazel; [E-230].

HAZEL, STEPHEN H and ADA RUSSELL; 05 Nov 1890; S:Benjamin J Mercer; [V-174].

HAZEL [HAZELE], THOMAS, age 22, and MARTHA MARTIN, age 13, both b & res War Co; 20 Dec 1853 by Abner Riley at his house i/p/o Hiram B Willoughby & Jane Holland; S:Luke Martin; [B-64; C-86].

HAZEL, THOMAS (JR) and EMMA HAZEL; 27 Feb 1882; S:Thomas Hazel Sr; [R-299].

HAZEL, W T and GEORGE ANN COX; 07 Oct 1889; S:John Richards; [V-51].

HAZEL [HAIZLE], WILLIAM and ELIZABETH NEIGHBORS; 27 Sep 1855 by L B Morgan at A Foster's i/p/o James Heard & Gipson Martin; S:A D Roberts & F M Reeves; [B-28; D-53].

HAZEL, WILLIAM, 2nd mar, age 38 (M b War Co), and ALBINA LAMASTUS [LAMASTERS], age 20, both b & res War Co (F & M b War Co); 03 Oct 1872 by J W Hudnall at John Lamastus' i/p/o Ben Miller & William Heard; her cons by F (John Lamastus) w/b S:B F L Miller & James H Reeves; [M-292].

HAZEL, WILLIAM T and MARY M PALMER; 10 Aug 1869 by William Sublett at J Mulky's i/p/o T Lawrence & John Terry; S:George W Hazel; [B-152; K-137; F-C].

HAZELP, GEORGE W, age 21, widower, b Edm Co & res War Co, and MARTHA W THOMPSON, age 21; 10 Aug 1855 by Joseph Skaggs at Mrs Thompson's i/p/o John S Dunham & S:Hiram HazelP; [B-28; D-25].

HAZELP, J R and MARTHA N YATES; 02 Dec 1900 by E V Dewell at S:Alfred Yates' i/p/o J W Towe, C C Hancock, L I Yates, Charles Caldwell & others; [E-444].

HAZELP [HASLETT], JAMES and MARTHA A MOREHEAD; 23 Sep 1847 by J W Huddleston; [A-1141].

HAZELP, JESSE and MILDRED REYNOLDS, both over 21; 27 Jul 1841 by P Hines; S:Gabriel Reynolds pr her age; [A-112; T-B,L.R].

HAZELP [HASLIP], THOMAS and ELIZA ANN REYNOLDS, both over 21; 04 Jan 1843 by James D Hines; S:Jesse Haslip; [A-112; T-B,L.R].

HAZELP [THESELF], WILLIAM N, over 21, and ELIZABETH BURTON; 29 Sep 1812; her cons by F (S:Culberth Burton); [A-105; T-B].

HAZLE, JOHN B and MINNIE T HAZEL; 21 Aug 1894 by John A Cherry at S:W T Hazel's i/p/o W T Hazel, G W Kellem & Charles E Cherry; [E-202].

HEANEY, D of Rochester MN and MARTHA A "MATTIE" COOK (COOKE); 23 Nov 1864 by Ringgold; S:John J Cooke; [B-92; G-637].

HEARD, GEORGE D, over 21, and NANCY THOMPSON; 26 Oct 1826 by J Norris; her cons
by F (S: John Thompson) in person; Ret has George "Hodg [T-B].
HEARD, HENRY E, 2nd mar, age 24, b War Co (F b Bar Co, M b War Co), and FRANCES JONES (JOHNS), age 23, b Bar Co; 20 Sep 1865 by Billingsley; S: Samuel Harlow; [B-100, H-225].
*HEARD, JAMES and MARY D BOLES; 07 Apr 1853 by William Sublett at S: Robert Kinnemouth's i/p/o V K Hines & Thomas Bowles; [B-11, C-201, F-C].
HEARD, JAMES and AMANDA LUCAS; 19 Dec 1878 by Thomas Penick at Mrs Lucas' i/p/o S: A D Roberts & Robert Heard; [D-1571].
*HEARD, JAMES C and MARY F HINES; 14 Aug 1861 by L B Morgan at V K Hines i/p/o T B Martin & W T Davis; [F-325, B-7].
HEARD, JOHN, over 21, and SUSAN REEVES (REVES); 08 May 1824; her cons by F (S: George Reeves) in person; [A-108; T-B].
HEARD, JOHN and RHETTA WEBB; 25 Jun 1898 by C W Freeman at her father's i/p/o J F Duncan, T H Hamon & others; S: W H McInteer; [F-13].
HEARD, WILLIAM, age 33, b War Co (F b NC, M b NC); 27, h NC & both res NC (F & M b NC); 25 Dec 1879 at John Webster's; S: R B Heard; [M-76].
HEARD, WILLIAM K and CARRIE M COX; 20 Jan 1881 by Clay Proctor at WM Cox's i/p/o T S Cox; S: M Cox; [A-144].
HEARDSON, ROBERT F and ANNIE KING; 31 Mar 1835 by Philip Warden of Log Co; S: Claiborn Still; [A-110; T-8, Bc].
HEATH, HUGH and MRS SALLY SARGEANT; 12 Feb 1821; his cons by F (S: Richard Heath) pr by S: James & Penelope Holliman; [A-106; T-8, Bc].
HEATH, JOHN, over 21, and ANGIE HOLLIMAN; 25 Jun 1814; her cons by F (S: David Holliman) w/b S: James & Penelope Holliman; [A-106; T-8, Bc].
HEATH, JOHN and IDA HOLLAND; 22 Sep 1892 by L H Voyles i/p/o Miss Talia Voyles; S: I H Teel; [F-23].
HEATH, RICHARD and POLLY MARTIN, both over 21; 23 Feb 1819; S: James Lindsey; [T-B].
HEATHER, J A and ROSE ANN MURPHY; 16 Jul 1839; S: Paschal Haley; her cons by Gdn (John White) w/b S: Paschal Haley & Johnson Shobe; [A-111; T-B].
HEAYNER, JACOB, over 21, and REBECCA YARDLEY; 30 Dec 1826; her cons by F (David Holliman) w/b S: James & Penelope Holliman; [A-106; T-B, Bc].
HEAYNER, JOHN and ELIZABETH SMITH; 25 Nov 1819 by J Lewis; [A-106; T-B].
HEAYNER (HEAVENER), SAMUEL and MARY "POLLY" PIERS; 23 Jul 1829; S: John Robertson; [T-B].
HEAVNER, SAMUEL and MILDIE WILLIAMS, both over 21; 10 Nov 1848 by John Sturgeon; S: Philip Spinks; [A-114; T-B, L, R].
HECTOR, HECTOR, see also HECTOR.
HECTOR, JOSEPH W and MATILDA STARK; 04 May 1836; her cons by Gdn (Robert Stark) w/b S: L H Ritchey & Permelia Stark; his cons by H (Sarah Offutt, late Sarah Hecter) w/b E Offutt & S: L H Ritchey; [T-B, Bc, Bc].
HECTOR, GEORGE (JR) and SALLY SWARINGEN; 10 May 1814; her cons by F (S: William D Swearingen) in person; [T-B].
*HECTOR I, GEORGE (JR) and SALLY SWARINGEN, d/o (S: William D Swearingen); 10 May 1814.
HEFFINGTON; ARCHIBALD & ELIZABETH "BETSY" KIRKWOOD, both over 21; 24 Feb 1819; S:Charles Holcomb; [A-107; T-B].

HEFFINGTON, JAMES G and MATILDA A SIMPSON; 20 Jul 1865 by Witherspoon; S:G F Groves; [B-97, H-145].

HEFFNER, GEORGE, over 21, and SALLY TRAVELSTREET; 27 Jan 1814; S:Joseph Anthony; her cons by F (William Travelstreet); [T-B].

HEFLIN, HAWKINS of Simp Co and MARGARET A GIBBS; 07 Mar 1867 by Rice; S:Thomas W Gibbs; [B-136, I-182].

HEFFINGTON, JAMES G and MATILDA A SIMPSON; 20 Jul 1865 by Witherspoon; S:B F Green; [B-97, H-145].

HEFFINGTON, GEORGE, over 21, and STEPHEN H TURNER; 27 Jan 1814; S:Joseph Anthony; her cons by F (William Travelstreet); [T-B].

HEFLIN 1 HAWKINS of Simp Co and MARGARET A GIBBS; 07 Mar 1867 by Rice; S:Thomas W Gibbs; [B-136, I-182].

HEIDROSKI, FRANK and MELVINA RIGGLEWOOD; 26 Dec 1888; S:R L McAlpin; [U-235].
HEMDRICK, ELIJAH and FRANCES ANN HALL, both over 21; 02 Dec 1845 by H C Read; S: Neal Hall; [A-113; T-B,L,R].

HEMDRICK, JAMES and SARAH HARRISON; 21 Aug 1833 by Jesse Moon; S: Benjamin C Harrison; [A-110; T-B,R].

HEMDRICK, JAMES A and ELIZABETH H LOWRY; 05 Apr 1843 by William Hendrick; her cons by H (Ann Lowry) w/b S: Stephen Lowry & William B Hendrick; [A-113; T-B,L,R,BC].

HEMDRICK, JOHN and POLLY WATSON, over 21; 03 Jan 1821; S: Absalom Stratton; [A-107; T-B].

HEMDRICK, JOHN and MARGARET M LEWIS; 12 Jan 1829; S: Isaac Orty Lewis; [A-109; T-B].

HEMDRICK, JOHN and ELIZABETH HARRISON; 25 Jun 1835 by Isaac D Lewis; her cons by H (Polly Harrison) w/b S: George Harrison & James Hendrick; [A-110; T-B].

HEMDRICK, JOHN (JR) and SARAH JANE MARTIN; 19 Jan 1843 by William Hendrick; cons of Par (S: Samuel & Martin) in person; [A-113; T-B,L,R].

HEMDRICK, JOSEPH H and NANCY ARNOLD; 24 Feb 1838; S: William Hendrick; her cons by H (Betsy Arnold) w/b William M & John Arnold; [A-111; T-B,BC].

HEMDRICK, JOSEPH H and MARTHA ANN ROGERS; 23 Nov 1862 by William Hendrick; her cons by H (Mary Rogers) w/b S: James A Hendrick & Stephen Lowry; [A-112; T-B,L,R,BC].

HEMDRICK, LONNIE and MATTIE DEARING; 24 Dec 1892 by L P Arnold at Thomas Hendrick's i/p/o him & Luther Hendrick; S: F Hendrick; [A-115].

HEMDRICK, LUTHER W and CLARA HAYS; 25 Jul 1894 by M L White at bride's i/p/o James Souther & A? M Sturdivant; S: James H Hays; [X-192].

HEMDRICK, MERIDITH A and MARY H BOXLEY, both over 21; 03 Oct 1825; S: John Kimbrough; [A-109; T-B].

HEMDRICK, OREN and EULA AGE; 23 Aug 1912 by Eli Claypool at Courthouse i/p/o W S Bennett & T H Oechelain; [F-G].

HEMDRICK, ROBERT and MARY E FRITCHETT; 10 Nov 1898 by Charles Drake at Bowling Green i/p/o Dr A T McCorraack, S: George W Pritchett & J T Howell; [L-871].

HEMDRICK, ROBERT WALKER and MARY ELIZABETH GRAHAM; 11 Feb 1851 by J Redman; S: Robert Graham; [A-115; T-B,BC].

HEMDRICK, ROBERT WALKER, age 24 (F & M b War Co), and MATILDA BELLE LANCASTER, age 18, both b & res War Co (F a Edm Co, M b War Co); 02 Nov 1871 at Zach's Lancaster's; her cons by F (Zachariah Lancaster) w/b S: Lannes Smith & M J Beck; [M-36].

HEMDRICK, SQUIRE and WINNY BRIDGES; 25 Nov 1830 by James Mitchell; S: Stephen Bridges; [A-109; T-B].

HEMDRICK, THOMAS, over 21, and SALLY KNOWLES, d/o (S: Matthew Knowles); 03 Nov 1816; [A-107; T-B].

HEMDRICK, W H and MINNIE L KNOWLES; 20 Apr 1896 by R F Adair at Smith's Grove i/p/o Joe Alexander & J C Witherspoon; S: R S Knowles; [Y-1741].

HEMDRICK, WILLIAM B and ELIZABETH M JONES; 05 Jul 1825; S: James Keel; her cons by Par (Francis S Jones) in person; [T-B].

HEMDRICK, WILLIAM B and ISABELL WALKER; 12 Jul 1828; her cons by Par (Robert & Polly Walker) w/b S: James Hendrick; [A-109; T-B,BC].

HEMDRICK, WILLIAM J and NANCY PETTY; 21 Mar 1839 by William Hendrick; her cons by F (S: Joseph Petty); his cons by F (William Hendrick) in person; [A-111; T-B,L,R].

HEMDRICKS, see also HENDRICK.

HEMDRICKS, ABRAHAM and ELCEY HALCOMB (HOLCOMB); 03 Jan 1809; her cons by F (Jonathan Holcomb) w/b S: Charles Holcomb; [A-104; T-B,BC].

HEMDRICKS, CHARLES H and ALCHAYNA E BURDETT (BURNETT); 18 Sep 1855 by John Redman at the res of her F (S: Vincent Burnett) i/p/o W L Underwood & Alfred Thacker; EB-29, D-453.

HEMDRICKS, DANIEL D and HESTER ANN ROWE (ROW), both over 21; 29 Oct 1847; S: John S Row pr her age; [T-B,L].
HENDRICKS, DANIEL D and MARY JANE WILNOT; 26 Jan 1852 by Redman i/p/o P Isbell, Samuel Graham & J G Hasbrook; her cons by Par (Mariah Casida) w/b S:R G Potter & J G Hasbrook; [B-4; T-B, Bc].

HENDRICKS, DAVID and SALLY R COSTELLO, both over 21; 26 May 1822 by Elias McFadin; S:James McFadin; [A-106; T-B, Bc].

HENDRICKS, FOREST and DORILLA B GREATHOUSE; 10 Jun 1888 by David Campbell at bride's i/p/o Alec Hendricks & Lewis Potter; J T Thomas; LU-17; F-CI.

HENDRICKS, GEORGE and SARAH SISSELL; 16 Aug 1882; S:P A Cooke; [R-336].

HENDRICKS, GEORGE and FLORA B MOORE; 07 Apr 1890; S:E B Ferguson; [L-14].

HENDRICKS, J A and SARAH "SALLIE" A EDWARDS; 18 Nov 1880 by Thomas Penick at Mrs Edwards' i/p/o Sam Hendrick & Ren Hudnall; S:T F Hendrick; [R-105; F-L].

HENDRICKS, J H and E LIZABETH DUCKETT; 09 Jun 1885; S:T J Ducket; [S-293].

HENDRICKS, JACOB and SARAH STAGNER; 05 Jan 1809; S:Jeremiah Stagner; her cons by (John Stagner); [A-104; T-B, Bc].

HENDRICKS, JAMES and MARTHA SMITH; 23 Oct 1806; S:Stephen Harris; [A-103; T-B].

HENDRICKS, JAMES and CATHERINE CARLOCK; 10 Oct 1809; her cons by (David & Elizabeth Carlock) w/b John Carlock & Samuel McConnel; his cons by F (John Hendricks) sworn to by groom before Alex Graham JP; [T-B, Bc].

HENDRICKS, JAMES A and SUSAN JANE TIBBS; 25 Jan 1866 by Nathan P Allen at J Hood & L:J;-

HENDRICKS, JOHN A, age 23 (F & H b War Co), and HARRIET A GOTT, age 16, both b & res War Co (F b War Co); 16 Oct 1873 by J H Lernin at S:Elias H Gott's i/p/o John W Elrod & Alfred Petty; [IN-1701].

HENDRICKS, JOHN C and SUSAN ALINE WRIGHT; 20/29 Nov 1860 by Jesse Moore at Mrs Mary Wright's i/p/o John Rector, William Ford, Amos Rhodes, S:George & William W Wright; [B-67, F-183].

HENDRICKS, JOHN H and SARAH ELLEN GLENN; 07 Apr 1864 by Nathan P Allen at Harriet Glenn's i/p/o William R & Joseph F Hendrick; her cons by M (Harriet D Glenn) w/b William & S:Thomas J Glenn; [B-88, B-317].

HENDRICKS, JOHN P and DORA ANN DUCKETT; 18 Aug 1875; her cons by F (John Ducket) w/b J Z Finney & S:Thomas Jeff Ducket; [O-2641].

HENDRICKS, JOSEPH and MARY LEWIS; 30 Oct 1813; his cons by F (Jacob Hendricks) w/b James Hendricks & S:Thomas F Leany; her cons by F (Joab Lewis) w/b Nemia Lewis & S:Thomas F Leany; [T-B, Bc].

HENDRICKS, JOSEPH and MARY ANN (CASSADAY) OWENS, wid/o William; 13 Sep 1857 by Y Witherespoon at S:Alfred F Cassaday's i/p/o John Gilmore & John Osburn; [B-42, D-423].

HENDRICKS, JOSEPH V and PERMELIA A HOOD; 27 Jan 1870 by Andrew J Hood; [LL-11]; [F.].

HENDRICKS, JOSEPH W and POLLY FULKS, age 26, both b & res War Co; 09 Nov 1854 by Thomas R White at S:Samuel F Fulk's i/p/o F H & J H Bunch; [B-22, C-170].

HENDRICKS, LANNES (JR) and RACHEL CLASPIE; 06 Jun 1892; S:Jerry Claspi; [L-4361].

HENDRICKS, PETER and LUCINDA HENDRICKS; 01 Jun 1818; her cons by F (Daniel Hendrick) w/b James & Jacob Hendrick & S:John Fraley; [A-106; T-B, Bc].

HENDRICKS, R LUTHER and MARY A SHIRLEY; 26 Jan 1860; S:James A Hendrick; [R-359].

HENDRICKS, R W (JR) and FLORENCE E WHITE; 16 Oct 1882; S:R C White; [R-359].

HENDRICKS, ROBERT and ALICE DONAOH; 21 Dec 1885; S:L W Fuls; [S-5683].
HENDRICKS, ROBERT G and JANIE EDWARDS; 14 Sep 1892 by T M Hays at Marquis Murphy's i/p/o W A Gott & W W Elrod; S:W T Smith; [W-131].

HENDRICKS, SAMUEL E and MARY ELIZA JACKSON; 06 Feb 1879; S:N H Jackson; [D-192].

HENDRICKS, SQUIRE and BETSY THOMAS; 23 Mar 1818; S:John Hendricks; "cons for my youngest dau," by M (Catherine Thomas) w/b Daniel Thomas & John Gilmore; his cons by F (Thomas Hendricks) w/b Thomas Roberson & Jeremiah Thomas; [A-107; T-B,Sc,Bc].

HENDRICKS, THOMAS and CATHARINE DARNELL; 26 Dec 1803; S:Thomas Hendricks; [T-B].

HENDRICKS, THOMAS Sr and BETSY SEARS; 16 May 1816; S:Hardy Sears; [T-B].

HENRY, GEORGE and MARY ANNY; 06 May 1869 by J W Self at Mrs Nancy Smith's i/p/o Joseph Hunter; her cons by (William Heflin) w/b Joseph Franklin; [F-105].

HENRY, JOHN B and MARY VIRGINIA TARRANT; 02 Feb 1864 bv Dickerson; S:Samuel G; [B-81; G-277].

HENSON, CURRY and STELLA GREATHOUSE; 13 Oct 1896 by Vol P Thomas at Clerk's office i/p/o W D Rodes & L Bardner; S:C W Greathouse; [Y-222].

HENSON, JAMES and EFFIE JANE KIRBY; 22 Dec 1860; S:T L White; [B-68, F-217].

HENSON, JESSE and FANNY McCONNELL; 11 Aug 1810; S:Giles Henson; her cons by (James & Elizabeth McConnel) w/b John Derryberry; [T-B,Sc,Bc].

HENSON, MITCHELL and V CATHERINE DUNHAM; 20 Oct 1870; S:J W Logan; [V-165].

HENSON, SOLON and SARAH SMALL; 27 Aug 1827; S:James R Parker; [A-109; T-B].

HENSON, THOMAS and REBECCA LANGSTON; 03 Jul 1806; her cons by (William & Polly Langston) w/b Josiah Henson & Joseph Waldram; [L-81].

HENSON, W P and MARY CLASPILL; 04 Apr 1879 by W T Ferguson at Bowling Green i/p/o S:J W Edwards & Miss Bettie Claspill; [T-147].

HENSON, WILLIAM and SARAH HARRIS; 24 Feb 1806; S:Giles Henson; [A-103; T-B].

HERALD, ALFRED M and MALVINA (MALISSA) JONES; 13 Nov 1853; her cons by H (Malinda Jones) w/b James Jones & S:William A Pasley; [B-30, D-77].

HERALD, HENRY and CATHERINE MARTIN; 02 Sep 1880; S:Ab Upton; [R-53].
HERNDON, JOHN, over 21, and ELIZABETH HANNEN; 27 Sep 1824; S: John D Hannon; her cons by M (Nancy Hannon); [Bc].

HERNDON, JOHN and MARY HERNDON; 16 Dec 1804; cons by her M (Hannah Hearndon).

HERNDON, JOHN T, age 24, b MD (F b War Co, M b Logan Co), and ABE GALLOWAY, age 16, b & both res War Co (F b Sullivan Co TN, M b War Co); S: A H M Galloway [H-334].

HERNDON, W F and NELLIE DUNCAN; 12 May 1877; S: W E Duncan; [P-154].

HERNDON, WILLIAM THOMAS and JULIA A CURRIN; 16 Feb 1850; her cons by M (Rebecca Currin) w/b S: Thomas E Badgett & Joseph C Barnett; [Bc].

HERRED, GEORGE W and ELIZABETH A OSBORN; 30 Nov 1854 by McMurray; S: James Wines; his cons by F (Ruben Herreil) w/b S: M & F S Gott; [B-23, C-185].

HERRINGTON, BENJAMIN C and MARY E "MOLLIE" TAYLOR; 12 Mar 1867 by Lewis; S: Henry Taylor; [B-122, I-181].

HERRINGTON, BENJAMIN M and EFFY SKAGGS; 12 Jan 1832 by Zachariah Morris; S: James Skaggs; [A-110; T-B, F-R, R].

HERRINGTON, CHARLES and POLLY LAWRENCE; 07 Aug 1804; S: Jacob Herrington; [B-E].

HERRINGTON, CLINTON B S and JULIA "JULY" A KIRBY (KERBY); 13 Jul 1835 by Merrick Herrington; her cons by F (William Kirby) w/b S: A C Herrington & Merrick Doake; his cons by F (Merrick Herrington) w/b S: A C & Russell Herrington; S: Absalom Crouch; [A-110; T-B, F-R, Gc, Bc].

HERRINGTON, EDWARD and HANNAH TYBRET (TAGERT); 17 Dec 1826; S: James Stevenson; [A-104].

HERRINGTON, JAMES W, over 21, and POLLY KIRBY; 22 Nov 1823; her cons by F (William Kirby) in person [T-B].

HERRINGTON, JEREMIAH and REBECCA MOORE; 07 Jul 1811 by Rountree; [A-104].

HERRINGTON, JOHN and NANCY HUNT; 23 Nov 1817 by John Traver; S: Moses Hunt; [A-106; T-B].

HERRINGTON, THOMAS and POLLY RITCHIE, both over 21; 28 Feb 1815; S: Frederick Potter; [F-B].

HERRINGTON, TULLY C and ELIZA J DUNHAM; 31 Oct 1868 by Logan; S: John S Dunham; [B-H-273].

HESPEL, JOHN H and TERESA NOLAN; 22 Apr 1809; S: Catherine Nolan; [U-351].

Hess, JACOB, over 21, and POLLY BARNES, d/o (S: Frederick Barnes); 16 Dec 1814; [I-B].

Hess, JACOB, over 21, and PATTY BERRYMAN, d/o (S: Jesse Berryman); 04 Sep 1817 by Isaac McCown; [A-107; T-B, Bc].

Hess, JOHN and JULIAN F FOX; 22 Apr 1820; S: Fielding Battersworth; [A-109; T-B].

Hess, JOHN A, over 21, and MARY ELIZABETH HOO; 06 Mar 1851 by Thomas R White; S: Wiley Hood; cons of Parent; [A-115; T-B, R].

Hess (Hesse), WILLIAM H D and ALICE M COOL; 18 Sep 1851 by J Bowden; S: George W Cool; [A-115, B-1].

Hester, GEORGE and BERRY BRIGGS, both over 21; 03 Jan 1820; S: Abraham Stephens; [A-108; T-B].

Hester, HENRY H and PARADINE E MITCHELL; 20/22 Dec 1866 by Joseph L Logan at S: Willburn Mitchell's ip/o James Stone & Silas Pace; her cons by F (William Mitchell) & his cons by F (William Hester) both w/b S: Robert B Harr & Schylar Pace; [B-116, I-137].

Hester, JACOB, 2nd mar, age 36, b Hart Co (F b Bar Co, M b Hart Co), and HRS MARTHA J AYERS, age 28, b Bar Co & both res War Co (M b Bar Co); 12 Aug 1873; S: John Hester; [IN-114].

Hester, LEMUEL and MARY SUSAN PUGH; 24 Oct 1891; S: Isaiah Pugh; [V-323].
HESTER, LEMUEL and V A BROWN; 11 Oct 1898 by S:C W Fleenor at his res i/p/o B M Wanstland & H A Freeman; [1797-1899].

HESTER, T P and JULIA CUMMINGS; 25 Jan 1899 by Charles Drake at Beatty's res i/p/o S:Thomas E Cusenberry & wife, Mrs Robert Temple, E C Brown & others; [1797-1899].

HEWITT, BEN and HANNAH DONOHO; 02 Dec 1899 by Charles Drake at Judge's office i/p/o Mat Curb, William Hewitt, Frank Potter & others; S:R M Donoho; her cons by F in person; [1797-1899].


HEWITT, FRANKLIN L, age 21, s/o Benjamin Hewitt, and SUSAN MOODY, d/o John Moody, both res War Co; 19 Aug 1856 by Isaac McMurray at John Moody's i/p/o William Willoughby, Mark Hill & Bennett Cornwell; [1797-1899].

HEWITT (HUGHLETT), JOHN TOLLIVER and FRANKY GORIN; 29 Aug 1810 by Mitchell; S:John Long; her cons by F (Gladin Gorin); his cons by F (James Hughlett); [1797-1899].

HEWITT, JAMES A and HEITTY S ALLEN; 29 Dec 1869 by Nathan Skaggs at Delila Allen's i/p/o E R Willoughby & S:Franklin L Hewitt; [1797-1899].

HEWITT, JOHN and WILLMETT CARVER; 15 Jun 1895 by Charles Drake at Bowling Green i/p/o R P Stubbins & Alex Jenkins; S:Banks Houchins; [1797-1899].

HEWITT, WILBUR and LOUISA KIRBY; 17 Dec 1877; S:J C Potter; [1797-1899].

HEWITT (HEWITT HART), WILLIAM V and A E PORTER; 07 Aug 1857 by John C Cosby at John Davidson's i/p/o Samuel J Vontress, E H & G W Davidson; [1797-1899].
HICKBEE, J M and ANNIE LUCAS; 14 Jan 1891; no surety; [L-221].

HICKMAN, CHARLES R A and MARTHA HANES; 21 Jan 1880 by W Whitman; [A-109; T-B,R].

HICKMAN CHECKMAN, ISRAEL and HARRIET GRIFFIN GRIFFEN; 02 Nov 1805; S:Thomas Griffin; his sig "Isaia" [IT-B].

HICKMAN, JOHN L and NANCY JANE PERKINS; 24 Oct 1851 by Redman; [B-21].

HICKMAN, TEMPLE E and SALLIE E DAVIS; 15 Nov 1836 by Richard Owing; S:Eliott Hickman; ret has Temple E "Isbell; [IT-B,R]."

HICKMAN, WILLIAM and NANCY ENNIS; 24 Jan 1818; S:John Ennis; [A-106; T-B].

HICKS, see also HIX.

HICKS, E B and M 2 BROOKS; 19 Jan 1899 by W T Ferguson at Bowling Green i/p/o Mr & Mrs Watkins; S:Porter Samthers; [Z-112].

HICKS, GEORGE F and SARAH EMILY THOMAS; 01/07 Feb 1876 by George Sweatt at James Brown's i/p/o John H Brown & John Hicks; S:Benjamin F Hays; [D-425].

HICKS, JAMES and ROSE SHAW; 17 Apr 1894 by C H Shaw at C H Lewis' i/p/o A C Miller & Holly Shaw; S:E G Shaw; [X-136].

HICKS, WILLIAM E and MARY FRENCH; 08 Oct 1868 by Schroaders; S:Ignatius French; [B-141, J-301].

HID, WILLIAM C and NANCY JANE HIDE; 03 Aug 1854 by Sameul M Matlock at Hooper Campland's i/p/o said Campland & Miss Campland; S:John Hide; W/Isaiah & William Camplin; [B-20, C-146].

HIGDON, DANIEL and AMANDA C PARKER; 08 Apr 1858 by SAM Ruchmore at bride's i/p/o Dolly Cozens & Isham Murrell; S:Henry Garnett; [B-48, E-83].

HIGGINBOTHAM, AARON and MARTHA J PION; 02 Jan 1889 by Henry Garnett; [X-136].

HIGGINBOTHAM, J C and N E HAMPTON; 10 Oct 1882; S:R H Higginbotham; [R-357].

HIGGINBOTHAM, J H and ALICE BEATY; 18 Jan 1894 by John Richards at Bill Richardson's i/p/o R H & S:W H Higginbotham; [X-56].

HIGGINBOTHAM, J H and SARAH STATEN; 04 May 1895 by Charles Drake at Bowling Green i/p/o R S Hunter & S:Robert H Higginbotham; [X-474].

HIGGINBOTHAM, JOHN L and MARY F HOLLAND; 14 Jan 1892; S:E P Hollander; [V-379].

HIGGINBOTHAM, N W and SALLIE J MILLER; 28 Feb 1900 by L E Campbell at L B Miller's i/p/o T H Howell & Samuel Miller; no surety; [Z-336].

HIGGINBOTHAM, ROBERT H, age 21, b Amherst Co VA, and RHODA C HUDNALL, age 17, b & both res War Co; 19 Nov 1854 by H J Evans at Warner W Hudnall's i/p/o S:Rev J W Hudnall, Peter Rieves & Napoleon B Basham; [L-190].

HIGGINBOTHAM, ROBERT H, age 28, b VA (F & M b VA); and NANCY E MAXEY, age 22, b & both res War Co (F & M b War Co); 25 Jul 1871 by J W Hudnall at Maglan Maxey's i/p/o John & Maglan Maxey; S:J A Higginbotham; [L-415].

HIGGINBOTHAM, ROBERT H and SARAH E JONES; 06 Aug 1875; S:William Francis; [O-90].

HIGGINBOTHAM, WILLIAM and AVIS SIMMONS; 27 Dec 1899 by Charles Drake at Clerk's office i/p/o S:Henry Higginbotham & Dosia Simmons; their cons by parents in person; [L-266].

HIGGINBOTHAM, WILLIAM S and VIRGINIA T J DRAKE; 18 Aug 1849; her cons by F (Tarlton Drake) w/b S:Allin G Drake & Libby Holle; [T-B,Bc].

HIGGINS, JOHN E and MARY ELIZABETH BITTNER; 14 Feb 1900 by Thomas J Hayes at Bowling Green i/p/o Timothy Hogan & Miss Mary Vogel; S:W H McMullen; [Z-339].

HIGGINS, JOSHUA T and ELIZA A FALLEN, both over 21; 20 Nov 1844 by James D Hines; her age pr by S:William H Fallen; [A-113; T-B,L,R].

HIGGINS, THOMAS W and ANNA MCHUGH; 21 Nov 1900 by Thomas J Hayes at Bowling Green i/p/o S:Michael Joyce & Margaret Moran; S:A J Mchugh; [Z-356].

HIGGINS HUGHES, WILLIAM and ELIZABETH DOWNEY; 02 Jan 1799; her cons by F (James Down) w/b S:Clabon Harlow & John Higgins; [A-103; T-B].

HIGGINS, WILLIAM, over 21; and PHOEBE DUNHAM DONHAM; 25 May 1807; her cons by F (Dennys Dunham) w/b S:Daniel Skagg.
HIGGINS, WILLIAM F, age 26, b War Co (F & M b IRE); ELIZABETH H HALE, age 23, b Bar Co & both res War Co; 13 Sep 1873; S: J Higginsbootham; [T-134].

HIGGINS, JAMES and JUDGHE BURCHFIELD; 06 Jul 1811; S:Heshack Burchfield; [A-105; T-B].

HIGGINS (HICKERSON), RAY and SALLY KELLY, see DICKERSON.

HIGHTOWER, JOSHUA and MARYANN HIGHTOWER; 12 Apr 1805; cons [A-105; T-B,Bc].

HIGHTOWER, ROBERT F and MARY JAME DOUGLAS; 10 Dec 1868 by Morgan; William B Hudnall; [A-103; T-B,Bc].

HILL, JOHN, aver 21, and SARAH CASEY; 01 Mar 1813; her cons by F IS:Abner Hill, [A-105; T-B].

HILL, JOHN, JRME and 11/MARY, LAD 1~; 23 Jan 1885; her cons by T-B,Bc; [S-21~:3].

HIGGINSON, JAMES and JUDEAN BURCHFIELD; 06 Jul 1811; S:Heshack Burchfield; [A-105; T-B].

HIGGINSON (HICKERSON), RAY and SALLY KELLY, see DICKERSON.

HIGHTOWER, JOHN and RACHEL FOSTER, both over 21; 24 Nov 1813; S:William Foster, bride's bro gr age; [A-105; T-B].

HIGHTOWER, JOHN and MRS EMILY "MILLY" CLARKE, both over 21; 05 Nov 1823; S:Daniel Horton; [T-B].

HIGHTOWER, JOHN A and DORINDA RUNNER, both over 21; 16 Dec 1836 by P Hines; S:James Hudnall; [T-B,L,Ri. A-111.

HIGHTOWER, JOSHUA and MARYANN HIGHTOWER; 12 Apr 1805; cons by Par (Thomas & Jane Hightower) w/b S:John Hightower; [T-B,Bc].

HIGHTOWER, ROBERT F and MARY JANE DOUGLAS; 10 Nov 1868 by Morgan; S:William B Douglas; [B-143, J-331].

HIGHTOWER, S S and LOTTIE E LAMASTUS; 20 Dec 1881; S:O A Lamastus; [R-269].

HIGHTOWER, SILAS W and SARAH F RUNNER; 26 Mar 1868 by Billingsley; S:Madison Adam Runner; [B-136, J-203].

HIGHTOWER, WILLIAM and MARTHA DOWNY; 09 Apr 1831; S:Martin Downy; [T-B].

HILBURN, JOHN and MARGARET RUSSELL; 03 Mar 1867; S:Patrick Fitzpatrick; [A-178].

HILBURN, JOHN and MARY L ADAMS; 01 Feb 1865; S:Charles J Vaneeter; [B-99 H-21].

HILBRETH, JOHN and LETITIE B WHITLOCK; 11 Jan 1865; her cons by M & SF (Mary E & William Franklin Neely); S:W M Barnes; [S-283].

HILL, see also HILLS.

HILL, BAZIEL and NANCY HESS; 22 Nov 1827 by John Keel; S:David Hess; her cons by M (Mary Hess) w/b Moses Hess; [A-109; T-B,R,BC].

HILL, ELIJAH and MARY PARKER, over 21; 06 Aug 1800 by Bladin Gorin; S:Absalom Chism pr her age; [A-103; T-B].

HILL, ELIJAH W and SUSAN POTTER; 06 Sep 1849 by H J Evans; S:Frederick Potter; [A-114; T-B,R].

HILL, FRANK K and HOLLIE McCARTY; 25 Dec 1899 by E H Brookshier at groom's father's i/p/o Luther Martin & Clay Watts; S:J M Hill; [T-B].

HILL, HOB and TULA MILLIGAN (HILLICAN); 23 Mar 1885; no surety; [S-263].

HILL, HENRY, over 21, and RUTH ADAMS; 12 Feb 1825; her cons by 6dn (S:John Hickman in person; [A-109; T-B].

HILL, ISAAC P and LUVENIA BUCHANON; 18 Aug 1899; S: S H Buchanon; [U-53].

HILL, JAMES and NANCY CHERRY; 12 Dec 1817; S:William Cherry; [T-B].

HILL, JAMES D and MARY B COX; 13 Oct 1898 by T J Ham at his res i/p/o Luther Cox & Yettie Brandy; S:J M Harvey; [T-279].

HILL, JAMES D and CHRISTENA CABLE; 21 Nov 1842; his cons by F (Thomas Hill) w/b S:David R Rogers & Sutton Gott; [T-B,Bc].

HILL, JOHN, over 21, and SARAH CASEY; 01 Mar 1813; her cons by F (S:Abner Casey); [A-105; T-B].

HILL, JOHN J and ELIZABETH MARTIN; 09 Jun 1862 by Y Witherspoon at his house...
BONDS, CERTIFICATES, CONSENTS AND RETURNS

HILL, JOHN R and ADELINE M BASS; 08 Mar 1842; S:Thomas A Bass; [A-113; T-B].

HILL, JOHN ROBINSON and ADDIE A COOKSEY; 03 Nov 1864 by Halsey; S:Joseph Hooten; [D-91, B-4231].

HILL, JOHN W and MARY JANE YOUNG; 12 Oct 1850 by Hudnall; S:Samuel W Young; [B-51, E-171].

HILL, JOSEPH and MAHALA HENDRICK; 15 Jul 1834; S:John Hendrick; [A-110; T-91].

HILL, JOSEPH J and VIRGINIA A COLLETT; 13 Oct 1864 by Grider; S:Melvin Collett; [B-91, B-4111].

HILL, LEWIS A and PERLINA B STAHL; 13 Jan 1900 by L E Campbell at his res i/p/o M H Abshire, J J Miller & W E Campbell; S:Ewing Willoughby; [L-3081].

HILL, M P and LESTER YOUNG; 02 Feb 1885; S:Thomas Richards; [S-2451].

HILL, NATHAN and MARY "POLLY" A HILL, both over 21; 11 Nov 1824 by John Keel; S:Jonathan Hobson; [A-108; T-B, R].

HILL, NATHAN F, age 20 (F & M b War Co) and ELLEN V FORD, age 20, both b & res War Co (F & M b War Co); 28 Sep 1871; her cons by Par (H M Ford) w/b S:P M Winkler; his cons by Par (E W Hill); [M-4].

HILL, PRESELY and ISABELLA BELLER; 02 Feb 1829; S:Eli Beller; [A-109; T-B].

HILL, SAMUEL H and MARY E HIGHTOWER; 15 Feb 1889; S:Ben T Garner; [U-301].

HILL, STEPHEN and ELIZABETH REIFF; 09 Apr 1874; S:Henry Reiff; [L-3481].

HILL, THOMAS P and MARY C WHITE, age 16; 11 Apr 1867; her cons by F (Hezekiah White) w/b L W Lamastus & S:M C Ferguson; [I-193].

HILL, WILLIAM and JENNY HILL; 05 Nov 1810; S:Elijah Hammett; Ethse rec has "Jane Henry"; [A-105; T-B].

HILL, WILLIAM, over 21, and SARAH SINKLER; 10 Apr 1812; her cons by M (Sarah Sinkler, widow) w/b S:Robert Sinkler, Thomas Eubanks & Charles Wright; [T-B, Bc].

HILL, WILLIAM and ANNE BELE CLEMMONS; 09 Mar 1886; S:W F Wingfield; [S-406].

HILLS, GEORGE A and SALLIE C HOLLAND; 05 Apr 1893 by D F Kerr i/p/o William Cassady & Thomas Holland; S:J H Holland; [W-235].

HINHAW, CHARLES and CLARISSA SMITH; 02 Apr 1824 by John Keel; [T-R].

HINCH, JOHN and AMY GORIN; 25 Feb 1803 by Gladin Gorin; her cons by F (Henry Gorin) for "my oldest dau"; [T-B, Bc].

HINCH, WILLIAM and HILLY SMITH; 23 Aug 1803; S:Gladin Gorin pr her over 21; [A-103; T-B].

HINDMAN, EUGENE and MARY E SPILLMAN; 31 Dec 1896 by J B Burton at her father's i/p/o Thomas Hall & George T Ewing; no surety; [Y-274].

HINDMAN, JAMES A, age 23, b Bar Co, and FRANCES ANN FANT, age 25, b All Co & both single & res War Co; 05 Aug 1858 by William Sublett at William T Fant's i/p/o D Browning & William Smith; S:C T Dunavan; [B-47, E-131].

HINDMAN, THOMAS W and NANCY J DOUGHTY; 26 Feb 1850 by T J Malone; her cons by F (Preston L Doughty) w/b S:George W Doughty & James Corbin; ret has Herdman and 25 Feb 1851; [A-115; T-B, L, R, Bc].

HINES, ABRAM and LON ELLA CORNWELL; 26 Dec 1888; S:S T Cornwell; [U-237].

HINES, C C and JOSIE SMITH; 30 Aug 1863; S:W F Snell; [S-23].

HINES, ED W and ADDIE D KEOWN; 10 Feb 1897 by C D Ward at bride's i/p/o Thomas McGown, S E Miller & Julia Ellis; no surety; [Y-298].

HINES, EDWARD LUDLOW and ELIZA CORNELIA "NELA" DUNCAN; 11 Nov 1869 by E Petrue i/p/o H H Skiles & Dr Coombs; S:Joseph Dillard Duncan; [B-154, K-313, F-L, C].

HINES, ELLIS and NECIE LEE; 21 Apr 1898 by Charles Drake at Bowling Green i/p/o S:J T & W Hines & Callie Lee; [Y-468].
HINES, FAYETTE E and HEELY HUNTON; 14 Aug 1808; S:A H Miller; [U-45].

HINES, FAYETTE H and ANN ELIZA COOKE; 29 Sep 1836 by John Redman; her own cons w/b S:William Cooke; [A-110]; T:B,R,bc.

HINES, HENRY B and MATTIE BURNAM; 30 Jan 1898; S:W U Grider; [L-480].

HINES, HENRY C and EMMA B MOORE; 01 May 1878 by J L Caudwell i/p/o Sam Adams, S:Dr J R Moore & J D Hines; [C-721].

HINES, JAMES DAVIS and ELIZABETH MARGARET DAVIS; 02 Feb 1824; S:Henry Grider; his cons by F (John Hines); her cons by Gdn (John Herrald) in person; [A-108]; T:B.

HINES, JAMES DAVIS JR and HARRIET B "HALLIE" THOMAS; 22 Feb 1866 by H Ray at Dr Combs' i/p/o James McClure, M Hall, Mrs Mag Garden & Charles Thomas; S:James F Hines; IB-105, I-163.

HINES, JAMES K and ELEANOR BRADY, both over 21; 16 Jul 1829 by P Hines; S:Edna C Horton; [A-110]; T:B,L,R.

HINES, JAMES K and LOUISA SNELL; 11 May 1839; S:William Snell; [L-480].

HINES, JAMES K and HARRY ELIZABETH PALMER; 28 Dec 1876 by William Sublett at his res i/p/o T D Wand & Robert Hines; S:William J Palmer; [L-99]; F:L,C.

HINES, JAMES K and ELIZA J STAHL; 16 Feb 1889; S:J Horton; [U-303].

HINES, JAMES T and NOLA D CORNWELL; 11 Nov 1893 by C W Freeman at Bowling Green i/p/o H L & R H Tennol; S:A T Cornwell; [Y-65].

HINES, JOHN WADe and RACHEL A F WAND; 22 Dec 1868 by Morton; [B-144], J-379.

HINES, LUTHER RUBERT and SUSAN JANE SHROADER; 27 Sep 1866 by J S Grider at Martin Shroader's i/p/o Martin Shroader & W Hines; S:Paul B Hines; [B-112, I-891.

HINES, PAUL F and ARABELLA A STONE; 30 Jul 1843 by H C Read; cons of Par (S:Daniel Stone) in person; [A-113]; T:B,L,R.

HINES, PLEASANT and HESTER "HETTA" FORT JACKSON; 12 May 1817; his cons by F (John Hines); her cons by F (S:John Jackson); [A-107]; T:B.

HINES, PLEASANT and SARAH (LUCAS) GATTON; 18 Oct 1832; S:John Burnam; [A-110]; T:B; S:M/ Br车道t, Jr., Mc:

HINES, ROE and LOUISA J SNELL; 10 Mar 1881 by H Clay Proctor at S:William Snell's i/p/o James Heard & Joseph Martin; [R-161]; F:L,C.

HINES, ROBERT and MARY CARTER; 20 May 1897 by E H Dunham at Cassaday i/p/o D E Claypool & M A Butler; S:J T Hines; [Y-329].

HINES, RUFUS and ALICE HINES; 17 Jan 1898 by J F Redford at Bowling Green i/p/o John A Turpin & S:J T Hines; [Y-444].

HINES, SIMEON W and LUCINDA YOUNG; 10 Aug 1841; S:John Hines; [T:B].

HINES, THOMAS and JANE WILSON; 25 Apr 1844 by W T Martin; S:W W Carnifex; res titled under William McCown; [A-113]; T:B,R.

HINES, THOMAS K and CAROLINE C MITCHELL; 07 Jun 1848 by H J Evans; S:David P Barclay; cons by (A T Mitchell); [A-114]; T:B,bc.

HINES, THOMAS R and MARTHA E SWEENY; 03 Jul 1884; no surety; [G-152].

HINES, VINCENT K and ANN MARIAN STONE; 23 Jan 1840 by William Sublett; her cons by F (John Stone) w/b S:J H Stone & Miles P Covington; [A-111]; T:B,R,bc.

HINES, WM and LILLIE BECK; 01 Sep 1879 by W M Smith at Sampson Jenkins' i/p/o William Quisenberry, Watt Ramsey & H R Graham; S:J T Drake; [Y-355].

HINES, WM and LILLIE KEOWN; 02 Mar 1897; S:J M Keown; Mar cert blank; [Y-308].

HINES, WILLIAM and BECKIE LEE; 25 Dec 1900 by E H Porter at Bowling Green i/p/o Sam Young & S:A E Hines; [Z-470].

HINES, WILLIAM H and MARGOT WILSFORD; 11 Dec 1889; S:W L Dunlay; [U-35].

HINES, WILLIAM MARION and SARAH ELIZABETH STONE; 14 May 1867 by Grider; S:Paul B Hines; IB-124, I-2011.

HINES, WILLIAM N, age 25 (F b War Co M b VA), and MARY M J STAHL, age 20, both b & res War Co (F b War Co); 25 Jan 1871 by James Shelton at S:John M Stahl's i/p/o George Cherry & James Hines; [L-307]; F-C.

HINKLE, WILLIAM H and LAURINIA POTTER; 04 Jan 1876 by B F Rogers at S:R G Potter's i/p/o H J Beauchamp & R B Graham; D-383
HINTON, HILLSHAM and ELIZABETH JOHNSON; 11 Oct 1821; [A-107].

HINTON, ISAAC M and LILLIE WRIGHT; 10 Apr 1900 by J W Self at Mrs King's i/p/o Martha C Justice; W R. [T-352].

HINTON, J S and LETTA HARMON; 16 Apr 1886; S: W P Hinton; [S-421].

HINTON, JOSEPH, over 21, and MARY W. BELLINGSLEY; 23 Feb 1847 by O H Morrow; her cons by Sd (S:William Blackburn) in person; [A-113; T-B,L,R].

HINTON, JOSEPH CURTIS and EMMA FOLLIN; 14 Jun 1896 by J S Chandler at William Lively's i/p/o J Clay Anderson, J L Venable & W B Hinton; S:Herbert W Whitney; [Y-192].

HINTON, MOORE and TEMPERANCE WILCOX, both over 21; 16 Apr 1811; S:Solomon Willoughby; [A-104; T-B].

HINTON, MOSES J and SARAH CORDELIA HANES; 30 Jan 1882; S: John Hanes; [R-283].

HINTON, R HERSHEL and BESSIE LIVELY; 18 Sep 1895 by W K Finer at Old Union Church i/p/o E Kelly & Kate Potter; S: E C Smith; [Y-40].

HINTON, RAISOM and HESTER WRIGHT, both over 21; 13 Jan 1825; S: Ishmael Rials; [A-108; T-B].

HINTON, THOMAS and MARTHA L ANDERSON; 13 Aug 1822 by Joseph B Lapsley; [A-107; F-R].

HINTON, WILLIS and ELIZA J ALLCOCK; 14 May 1838; S: Joel R Allcock; [A-111; T-B].

HOT, WM H and LELIA SHOBE; 13 Dec 1881 by C K Marshall at Mrs J L Shobe's i/p/o Dr Junius Wooten, Luther H Shobe & James Smith; S:Waller Shobe; [R-253; F-L].

HIX, ALBERT and POLLY ANN COLE, over 21; 03 Jan 1849 by H J Evans; S:Francis M Cole pr her age; bond has Polly Ann "Hicks"; [A-114; T-B,R].

HIX, CHARLES A/F and ALDORA A BURRIS; 03 Feb 1885; her by Par (W H Burris); S: J H Cohron; [S-247].

HIX, EDWARD and ELIZA ANN ROMANS; 18 Mar 1841 by James D Hines; S: James Romans; [A-112; T-B,R].

HIX, JOHN C, age 24, both b VA, M b War Co or NC, and AKANDA A WHITE, age 17, b & res War Co (F & H b Whar Co); 30 Jul 1872; S: William A White; [M-264].

HIX, MATHIAS, over 21, and POLLY BLANKENSHIP; 18 Nov 1814, S: Turner Rountree; her cons by F (Levi Blankenship) w/b S: Turner Rountree; cons has 1811; [T-B,R].

HIX, SAMUEL B and ALLIE P SPENCER; 05 Jan 1887; S: W J Palmer; [T-102].
Hobbs, Joseph and Mary Headors [Reeder]; 09 Feb 1876 by J S Grider at W E Winan's store i/p/o him, James Ewing & others; bd has Reeder; [A-105; T-B].

Hobbs, Thomas L DDR; 2nd mar, age 34, b TN & res Butler Co (F & M b TN), and Sarah "Sallie" Mitchell, age 26, b & res War Co (F b War Co, M b MS); 20 Nov 1866 by J S Grider at Solomon S Mitchell's [S:9 B Proctor; her own cons; [E-114, [L-114].

Hobbs, William, over 21, and Frances McWilliams; 26 Nov 1809; S:Andrew McWilliams; [A-105; T-B].

Hobbs, William, over 21, and Polly Sweeney [Sweeney]; 20 Aug 1817; her cons by Par (John & Liddy Swinea) w/b Allen Whittington & S:William Prater; [A-106; T-B, Bc].

Hodges, Green and Sarah Lewis; 27 Nov 1871; Spencer Horn pr her age.

Hobson, Atwood G and Julietta Ann Yammer; 23 Nov 1836; S:James D Hottley; [A-111; T-B].

Hobson, William, over 21, and Delilah Reeder; 02 Jan 1815 by John Howard; her cons by F (S:Lewis Reeder); [A-105; T-B].

Hobson, William E and Ida Thomas; 04 Mar 1873; S: E L Hottley; [E-20].

Hobson, William J and Harriet Ann Dulaney; 01 Sep 1858 by R T Gardner at Edward Duncan's [S:David H Phillips; [E-104; E-161].

Hocker, Washington and Mary Jane Lackey [Lackey]; 07 Apr 1853 by J H Evans at Samuel Lackey's i/p/o William Gladdish & Bluford Dishman; S:William B Martin; [C-11, C-21].

Hockersmith, F E and Mrs Catherine Merritt; 05 Feb 1883; S: J M Wilkerson; [E-431].

Hockersmith, R E and Katie A Lovett; 27 Sep 1887; S: James Lovett; [T-3081].

Hockersmith, William and Johannah Conners; 29 Nov 1882; S: Patrick Conner; [E-3841].

Hodge, see also Hodges.

Hodges, Edmund H and Sarah Frances Hines; 04 Feb 1874; S: W H Hines. [N-240

Hodges, Henry, age 25, b War Co (F b Ger, M b War Co), and Elizabeth Beatty [Beatty]; age 25, b TN & both res War Co (F & M b TN); 26 Dec 1872; S: William C Beatty. [M-402]

Hodge, James C and Mary Ann Hall; 06 Feb 1840; S: James H Herdman; her cons by M (Nancy Hall) w/b James F Hall & S: John Burnam; [A-112; T-B, Bc].

Hodge, James C & F and Mary Ann Martin; 05 Nov 1839; S: John Heard; [T-80].

Hodge, James G, over 21, and Perloin Rasdall [Rasdall]; 06 Oct 1825; her cons by F (S:Robert Rasdall) in person; [T-B].

Hodge, Jonathan and Nancy Berry; 01 Mar 1812; S: Thomas C Vines; his cons by Par (Alcy Hodge) w/b John Brown; her cons by F (Benjamin Berry) w/b Daniel Berry; [A-104; T-B, Bc, Bc].

Hodge, William and Susanna Lee, over 21; 04 Mar 1800 by Henry Jones; S: Bresham Lee; Peter Boucher Jr pr her age; [A-103; T-B].

Hodge, William, over 21, and Rebecca Thompson; 06 Feb 1809; her cons by F (S: George Thompson); [A-104; T-B].

Hodge, William H, over 21, and Rachel Walls; 21 Sep 1815 by John H Owen; her cons by M (Margaret Wall) w/b James & Tully Price; [A-105; T-B, Bc; F-R].

Hodges, see also Hodge.

Hodges, Amos and Catherine Staton; 07 Nov 1811 by John Ray; S: Aaron
Pinson; her cons by F (John Staten) w/b Aaron Pinson & James Williams; his cons by F (William Hodges) w/b Sarah Staton & Aaron Pinson; [A-104; T-B,6c,Bc].

HODGES, E T and NORA SHERRELL; 27 Jan 1892; S:D & G Barmon; [V-3041].

HODGES, HENRY J and MARTHA J TINSLEY; 01 Sep 1883; S:William Heard; [S-24].

HODGES, JAMES G and ELIZA COCHRILL; 07 Jul 1836 by Zach Emerson; cons of (William Beckham) in person; [A-110; T-B,L,R].

HODGES, JOHN and PATSY LANGSTON; 06 Jul 1898 by Thomas J Hayes at Bowling Green i/p/o S:Eliajah H Davidson & John Isbell; [B-14, C-56].

HODGES, JOHN and PATSY LANGSTON; 09 Sep 1805; S:Calloway Bunch pr both; her cons by F (John Langston); [T-B,L,R].

HODGES, JOHN and NATHANIEL S and MARIA L TAYLOR; 05 Oct 1824 by Isaac McCawn; his cons by Gdn (William Mallory); her cons by Gdn (John A White) w/b Samuel D White & S:Alexander P Hogan; [A-108; T-B,L,R].

HOGAN, PATRICK and CATHERINE MCCARTY; 15 Apr 1860 by J deVries; S:John Walsh; [B-63, F-81].

HOGAN, PATRICK and JULIA A McGUIRE; 26 Apr 1892; S:Joe McGuire; [V-429].

HOGAN, T F and ELLEN FARLEY; 31 Dec 1900 by James N Vance at William Vaughn’s i/p/o him & Thomas Middleton; no surety; [L-4803].

HOGAN, THOMAS, age 35, b IRE (F & M b IRE), and SINA OSBORN, age 30, b & bth res War Co (F & M b Buncombe Co NC); 24 Feb 1868 by J deVries; S:Josiah Osborn & Timothy Hogan; [B-135, J-1771].

HOGAN, TOBIAS and JULIA DONAHU; 30 May 1859 by J deVries i/p/o Francis Kister & Catherine O’Day; S:Patrick Daily; [B-57, E-343; F-C].

HOGAN, W M and FLORENCE E JONES; 20 Dec 1886; S:T J Sweeney; [F-66].

HOGAN, WILLIAM and MARY PENDERGAST; 07 Dec 1857 by J deVries i/p/o her father S:Patrick Pendergast & Johanna Sullivan; [D-487; F-L].

HOGLE (HAGIS), S S and L E BAYLISS (BALISS); 20 Oct 1878 by T C Peters at J T McElwain’s i/p/o J W Christian & H S Shannon; [B-120].

HOGWOOD, FRANK L and HALLIE M COONED; 29 Nov 1894 by L H Voyles at J B Coombs’ i/p/o C P Seward & F G Fox; [X-2801].

HOLDER, A E and DORA LOCKERT; 21 Feb 1900 by W T Ferguson at Bowling Green i/p/o S:H C Pearson & Mrs W T Anderson; [L-333].

HOLDER, BRADLEY, over 21, and ESTHER WRIGHT, d/o (S:John Wright); 21 Dec 1819; [A-107; T-B].

HOLDER, CHARLES, over 21, and MARGARET GRABLE (GRABILL); 09 Jan 1826; S:Isaac Grable; her cons by Par (Christiania Grabill); [T-B].

HOLDER, ELIJAH, over 21, and RHODA HACK, d/o (S:Jonathan Hack); 14 Sep 1824; [A-108; T-B].

HOLDER, ELIJAH, 2nd mar, age 70, b SC (M b TN), and ELIZABETH (SWEENEY)
ARNOLD, 2nd mar, age 54; 05 Jun 1864; S:William Miller; [B-88, B-339].

HOLDER, JOHN and POLLY GRIFFIN; 06 Feb 1809; S:Jesse Holder; her cons by F (John Griffin); [A-104; T-B, Bc].

HOLDER, JOHN F, age 29, (F & M b KY), and LOUISE WILSON, age 23, both b & res War Co; 24 Sep 1857 at her father’s; S:Stanford Arnold; [J-21].

HOLDER, JOHATHAN, over 21, and ZELDA ANN SCHROADER; 30 Jul 1849 by J H Smith; her cons by F (S:Henry Schroader) in person; [A-114; T-B, L, R].

HOLDER, JOHN and Ida MARSHALL; 17 Feb 1888; her cons Hadley KY by F (John Marshall) w/b J R Thompson & Aaron Williams.

HOLDER, STANFORD L and SUSAN A SCOGGINS; 20 Oct 1897; S:W C Holder; Cert blank; [Y-385].

HOLDER, WILLIAM H and MARGARET MARTHA C DRAKE; 15 Sep 1856 by J S Grider at S:Jacob B Drake’s [p/o Jacob Drake & Henry Lucas]; [B-50, E-151].

HOLDER, R M, age 25, b TN & res Chatanooga TN (M b VA), and LOUISE BETTORSWORTH, age 23, b KY (F & M b KY); 14 Apr 1870; S:J M Wilkerson; [L-831].

HOLDER, DAVIS and SALLIE LLOYD; 12 Jul 1890; S:J L Johnson; [V-133].

HOLDER, GEORGE H and ELIZABETH L HARPOL; 31 Jan 1842; S:A G Hobson; her own cons; [T-B, Bc].

HOLDER, GEORGE O/H and JANE DAVIS; 13 Nov 1837 by James Mitchell; his cons by 6th (Thomas Hunt) w/b Daniel Davis & Richard Holland; (although records have groom as George H Holland, his descendant James Henry Holland asserts it is George O Holland); [A-111; T-B, Bc].

HOLDER, J H and MALINDA GLASSCOCK; 12 Aug 1800 by A H Hooke at A Glasscock’s [p/o Virgil Glasscock, Hose Dixon & others; S:W R Glasscock; [L-392].

HOLDER, J M and MARY E RAGLAND; 16 Apr 1879; S:Hardin Fant. [Q-220 details].

HOLDER, JAMES E and ELIZABETH M HATLOCK; 21 Dec 1851 by Samuel M Hatlock; S:T J Hatlock; [B-3; T-B, L, R].

HOLDER, JOEL J and AMERIKA M PERKINS; 18 Nov 1834; S:Hardin Perkins; [T-B].

HOLDER, JOHN, age 21, b TN (F & M b TN), and SARAH A R TRIBBLE, age 19, b KY & both res War Co; 20 Oct 1872; her cons by my dau by (Daniel & Parmely W Taylor) w/b Martha E Heanley & S:W D Dismang; [B-50, E-151].

HOLDER, M A and JULIA A PEARSON; 27 Dec 1887; S:William Hill. (A-105)

HOLDER, M Y H, over 21, and MILEY JANE EDMONDS; 20 Jan 1846 by George O Harris; cons of Par (Lavender L Edmunds) in person; [T-B, L, R].

HOLDER, MICHAEL and ANN HUDSPETH; 02 Oct 1811 by Harris.

HOLDER, R C, age 19, b & res Simpson Co (F b Montgomery Co MD, M b Barren Co), and SUSAN B MCDONALD, age 18, b & res War Co (F & M b Fayette Co); 22 Feb 1866 at Mrs Vost’s; S:Thomas P Barclay; his cons from Franklin KY by 6th (S R Hope) w/b C M Millikin, M N Perkins & B F Hope; [L-12].

HOLDER, RICHARD and PHOEBE HENDRICKS; 12 Feb 1830; S:John Hendricks; [T-B].

HOLDER, S L and HETTIE F JUSTICE; 12 Sep 1881; S:J A Justice; [R-216].

HOLDER, WALKER D and CYNTHIA CASEY; 07 Nov 1837; S:Abner Riley; [A-111; T-B].

HOLDER, WALKER D and SOPHIA KIRBY (KIRBY), both over 21; 14 Feb 1850 by Joseph Skagg; S:H Y H Holland; [A-115; T-B, L, R].
HOLLAND, WILLIAM and SARAH M MOORE; 01 Dec 1879; S: C E Howard.

HOLLAND, WILLIAM B and RUMINIA JULIA JOHNSON; 19 Jun 1860 by O H Morrow
at Noel Johnson's i/p/o S:John A Chapman & wife, Charles Chapman,
Hinas Tyrance & Perry Strait; her cons by F (Noel Johnson),
Temperate Hill KY; [B-64].

HOLLAND, WILLIAM E and NANCY E SPROULE [SPROULE]; 01 Apr 1877; S:

HOLLAND, YANCEY J, 2nd mar, age 25, b MO & res Simpson Co (F & M b TH),
and NANCY A JOHNSON, age 26, b & res War Co (F & M b KY); 22 Nov
1866 by O H Morrow at her father's i/p/o John & Elizabeth Chapman
& William Holland; her cons by F (Noel Johnson); [B-119, 1-122].

HOLLAND, ZACH and SARI ANN REYNOLDS; 27 Dec 1893 by T J Ham at
Courthouse i/p/o J J Milland & E H Reynolds; S: L J Johns; [X-301.

HOLLIMAN, ELISHA and REBECCA WELCH, both over 21; 07 Jun 1807; S: William
Hollin; her cons by (William Welch); [T-B, Bc].

HOLLIMAN, JAMES and DORCAS WELCH; 23 Mar 1813; his cons by Par (David &
Penelope Hollimon) w/b Elisha Hollimon and her cons by F
(S: William Webb) in person; [T-B, Bc].

HOLLINGSWORTH, EDWARD M and CAL M THOMPSON; 25 Jan 1881 by J S Green
at Thompson's i/p/o Alf Dodd & Grant Hollingsworth; S: William
Thompson; CR-148; F-L. [1]

HOLLINGSWORTH, GRANVILLE SHERRILL and ELIZABETH HOUCHENS; 17 Jul 1816; her cons by F
(Charles Houchins) w/b S: John D Houchin. [T-B, Bc?]

HOLLIS, THOMAS and MRS WILEY BAILEY, both over 21; 07 Dec 1829;
S: Jeremiah Webb; these rec has "Milly" Bailey; [A-108]; T-B.

HOLLOWAY, JAMES and ELIZABETH HOUCHENS; 17 Jul 1816; her cons by F
(Charles Houchins) w/b S: John D Houchin. [T-B, Bc?]

HOLLOWAY, JONATHAN and BILLY BOUCHER; 25 May 1798 by John Hightower;
S: Obadiah Boucher pr her over 21; [A-103]; T-B.

HOLLOWAY, LARAN and RUTH DODSON; 02 Oct 1810; S: Elisha J Dodson; [A-
104]; T-B.

HOLLOWAY, THOMAS and JANE COWLES; both over 21; 29 May 1817 by Samuel
Hatt; S: Henry B Cwles; [A-107]; T-B.

HOLMAN, CHESTER and MARIETTA ALLEN; 03 Mar 1887; no surety; [T-770].

HOLMAN, JAMES H and ALICE H CARSON; 25 Nov 1880 by J S Green at John
Valentine's i/p/o Robert Dulaney, John Valentine & others; S: S H
Matlock; [T-C, C].

HOLMAN, JOHN and MARGARET JANE MILLER; 21 Jan 1850; his cons by F
(Robert Holman) & her cons by Gdn (S: Bluford J Miller) both in
person; [A-115]; T-B, Bc.

HOLMAN, JOHN F and MALISSA J LYLES; 22 Aug 1880 by John Keith at Calvin
Liles' i/p/o W F Liles & Dr J H Souther.

HOLMAN, JOSEPH, age 23, b War Co (F b VA, M b KY), and MARY F BECKHAM,
age 21, b Barren Co & both res War Co (F & M b Bar Co); 30 Nov
1865 by Adams at Samuel Beckham's; S: William Spencer; [E-102, H-305].

HOLMAN, R A and MARY MILLER; 28 Aug 1879 by Thomas Penick i/p/o J B
Floyd & A H Miller.

HOLMAN, ROBERT and MRS JANE GAY, both over 21; 16 May 1824; S: James R
Parker; [T-B].

HOLMAN, ROBERT and ELIZABETH AMANDA HITCHELL; 19 Dec 1830; S: William
Dinwiddie; her cons by F (John Mitchell); [T-B, Bc].

HOLMAN, ROBERT BRIGGS, age 27, b War Co (M b War Co), and JANE A PHELPS, age 23, b KY & both res War Co (F b GA, M b War Co); 01 Nov 1866 by J S Scobee at her father William Phelps' i/p/o James L McLure & W H Blewett; S:John Wesley Phelps; [B-123, I-111].

HOLMAN, WILLIAM K and NANCY J SWEENEY; 15 Dec 1875; S:Thomas J Sweeney.

HOLMES, ELIAS and PEGGY MCLAUGHLIN (McGLAUGHTON), both over 21; 03 May 1819; S:Abraham Sharp; [T-B].

HOLMES, J VAL and BELLE JOHNSON; 08 Mar 1892; S:David Kirby Jr; [V-407].

HOLSTEIN, JOHN and MARV ANN SMITH, both over 21; 23 Oct 1841 by James D Hines; S:James Crump; [T-B, L, R].

HOLSTON, JOHN and MARV ANN SMITH, both over 21; 23 Oct 1841 by James D Hines; S:James Crump; [T-B, L, R].

HOLSON, IDHM and POLLY KELLY; 27 Oct 1810; her cons b:J F (Thomas Kelly) w/b S:William Gatewood; request by groom for Clerk to give Williamson Gatewood license; [T-B, Bc].

HONAKER, HENRY T and MINNIE WHITE; 26 May 1897 by L P Arnold at her parents' i/p/o Lewis Elkin & Harvey Honaker; S:L A Elkin; [B-34, H-27].

HONAKER, JOHN, over 21, and SOPHIA WALKER; 23 Jul 1824; her cons by F (Robert Walker) w/b S:David Grubill; [I-104; T-B, Bc].

HONEYCUTT, JAMES and MARY C OWENS; 22 May 1876; S:William H Hays; [P-6].

HOO, EDWIN and MARY F GREATHOUSE; 21 Jul 1883; S:Jess Greathouse; [S-103].

HOO, ERASHUS and ERHINE DAVIDSON; 23 Dec 1899 by C P Adams at Bowling Green i/p/o S:J O Haynes & Florence Hendrick; [Z-277].

HOO, HENRY E and MARTHA J RASDALE [RASDALL]; 21/26 Feb 1860 by Thomas R White at his house i/p/o Thomas Rashall & William Hood; S:C A Houchins; [B-62, F-31].

HOO, J F and SARAH T HENDRICK; 18 Dec 1899 by W C Cooksey at Clerk's office i/p/o D W WRIGHT, W L McNeal & Nat Curd; no surety; [Z-261].

HOO, JAMES and LIZZIE GREATHOUSE; 23 Dec 1886; S:Jess Greathouse; [T-189].

HOO, JESSE W and MARTHA A ANN DRAKE; 10 Aug 1854 by White; his cons by F in person; hers by cert from F pr by S:Elbert Hoats; [B-21, C-156].

HOO, JOHN J and DELILA M JONES; 23 Nov 1856; S:Hubbard Jones, bride's father; [B-33, D-169].

HOO, L B and SARAH HAYS; 19 Sep 1876; S:J A Clasby.

HOO, LONNIE and SALLIE HARLOW; 31 Dec 1896 by F M Dearing at the bride's i/p/o S:J R Harlow, J Gott & Christ Kinslow; [V-281].

HOO, LONNIE and LETTIE THOMAS BECK; 27 Aug 1898 by Charles Drake at Bowling Green i/p/o W H Edley, J B Floyd & J K Madison; S:L T Beek; [Z-301].

HOO, WILEY and AMELIA ROWE [ROE]; 13 Nov 1821; S:John Roe; [A-107; T-81].
HOOFNEL, JOHN P and NELLIE BLANCHE KEOWN; 12 Apr 1899 by P E Check at
Melvin Keown's i/p/o him & William Runner; S: J M Keown; [Z-148].

HOOFNEL, W R and MARY BERNICE FINN; 04 Nov 1884; S: Abe Finn; [S-185].

HOOKS, a HELVILLE (REV) of Greenville TN and LAURA S CLARK of Bowling
Green; 30 Nov 1881 by J W Wrightman i/p/o Robert & W O Rodes; J H
Tyler & J H McGoodwin; S: J D McGoodwin; [R-244; F-L, C].

HOOVER, ELIJAH and MELLIE M JORDAN; 21 Feb 1900; S: J S Jordan.

HOOVER, M D and MARY E HENDERSON; 17 Oct 1887; S: E Hoover; [T-340].

HOPE, JAMES A and BELLE GODSON; 11 Mar 1869 by Smoot; [B-149, J-4791.

HOPKINS, C W and HRS H E CHILDERS; 04 Dec 1882; S: J W Childers; [R-390].

HOPKINS, CHARLES, age 22, b Nashville TN (F b TN, M b PA), and
ELIZABETH LAYCOCK, age 21, b TN & both Das War Co (F b NC, M b
TN); 30 Dec 1870; S: L Rodes & F F Poynter; [279 & 282].

HOPKINS, CHARLES L and MARY B ELK; 21 Feb 1893 by M C Potter at James
Belk's i/p/o W A Mercer, George Daniels & others; S: John W
Buchanon; [W-185].

HOPKINS, JOHN W and ALLIE ANNIE MANNING; 09 Feb 1997 by B T Hayugh at
Vince Manning's i/p/o John M Scott & Jeff R Manning; S: J T
Manning; [Y-297].

HOPKINS, W A (JR) and MATTIE HADEN HOPKINS; 03 Feb 1888; S: P B Potter;
her own cons; LT-4921.

HOPPER, C F and LYDIA ANN SCOTT; 23 Mar 1899 by W M Haxey at Bowling
Green i/p/o S: Jerry Hopper & P J Morphe; S: John Scott; cons by
their fathers in person; [Z-148].

HOPPER, CLEVELAND and NETTIE YOUNG; 20 Oct 1909 by N S Hunter at Clerk's
office i/p/o Lizzie Stewart & W M Spinks; [F-C].

HOPPER, DAVID, over 21; and BETSY WEBB; 19 Feb 1820; her cons by His,
Elizabeth Webb w/b S: Joseph Webb; [A-107; T-9, Bc].

HOPPER, DAVID and ERY BLANKENSHIP; 27 Apr 1829; S: Levi Blankenship;
COURthouse has David Fopper & Edy Blow; [A-75; T-3].

HOPPER, DAVID, age 23, b War Co, and SARAH HOLLAND, age 15, b Green Co,
both single & res War Co; 13/14 Dec 1859 by Tinsley; S: W Davis;
her cons by M (Elizabeth Hollon); [B-60, E-449; F-L].

HOPPER, DAVID and LAVATRIA MARTIN; 23 Aug 1909 by Benjamin Helm at
Deatsfield i/p/o J T Hines & wife, and Mrs Lizzie Riley; [F-C].

HOPPER, H and SARAH NANCY LEE; 26 Nov 1884 by James French at S: Peter
Spinks' i/p/o Berry Cline & Jack Lee; [S-195; F-L, C].

HOPPER, HIRAM V and MARY E STEWART; 17 Mar 1854 by Lively i/p/o Thomas
Spinks & John H hopper; [B-18, C-114].

HOPPER, J H and MARY ELTA KEOWN; 20 Feb 1912 by T E Young at
Richardsville i/p/o H T Flora & W C Hopper; [F-C].

HOPPER, JAMES and SYNTHIA SPINKS, both over 21; 04 Apr 1847 by John
Sturgeon; S: Boston Spinks pr their ages; [A-114; T-8, L<R].

HOPPER, JERE and ELIZABETH JANE MORPHE; 04 Dec 1876; S: S G Morphe.

HOPPER, JOHN W and LOUISA JANE STEWART; 18 Jan 1859 by John H Tinsley at
S: John Adams Stewart's i/p/o John Spinks & Hiram V hopper; [B-54,
E-267; F-L, C].

HOPPER, MARION and LETHA ANN GIPSON; 10 Jan 1860 by John H Harred at
Joseph Hampton's i/p/o Valery Dickerson, William Gipson & John
Briant; her own cons w/b S: Alfred Ledbettcr; [B-61, F-L].

HOPPER, MARION and ANNIE HUDSON; 24 Jun 1886 by L P Arnold i/p/o S H
Hill & P C Moss; S: Jerry Hopper; [S-438; F-C].

HOPPER, MARION and MAGGIE J MARTIN; 14 Oct 1891; S: W A Martin; [V-316].

HOPPER, STILAS and MARION E JONES; 30 Dec 1890 by James French at
HOCHEN, JOHN and MARY ALEXANDER; 10 Oct 1817; his cons by Par (Frances Houchen) & her cons by H (Elizabeth Alexander) both w/b S:John Blair & Edward Pace; this rec has "Robert" Houchen; [T-B,6c,8c].

HOCHENS, see also HOCHEN, HOCHIN, HOCHINS.

HOCHENS, JOHN E and NANCY MILLIGAN; 21 Jan 1897 by Judge Charles Drake at Bowling Green i/p/o Louis Gardner, William Turner & C H Haynes; S:Charles Milligan; [Y-290; F-C3].

HOCHINS, JOHN F, age 19, b War Co & res Bar Co (F b Edm Co, M b War Co), and ELIZABETH J JAGGER, age 17, b & res War Co (F & M b KY); 19 Dec 1872; S:D W Jagger; [M-390].

HOCHINS, WILLIAM H and SARAH MORGAN WATT; 19 Mar 1881; S:G F Watt; [R-1651].

HOCHIN, see also HOCHEN, HOCHENS, HOCHINS.

HOCHIN, JOHN and MARY BROWN, both over 21; 14 Mar 1825; S:Nathaniel Thompson; [A-108; T-B].

HOCHIN, JOHN D and MARY "POLLY" BLAIR; 27 Nov 1810; S:Charles Houchin; [A-104; T-B].

HOCHIN, JOHN D, over 21, and NANCY HALL; 24 Jul 1820; her cons by F (S:John Hall) in person. [T-B].

HOCHIN, WILLIAM D and ELIZABETH PACE, over 21; 21 Jun 1823; his cons by F (Francis Houchin) w/b S:John & John D Houchin; [A-107; T-B,6c].

HOCHINS, see also HOCHEN, HOCHENS, HOCHINS.

HOCHINS, BENJAMIN, over 21, and LUCY HOCHENS [HOCHINS]; 25 May 1812; S:William H Woolsey; her cons by Par (Francis Houchin); [T-B,6c].

HOCHINS, CHARLES and BETSY BLAIR; 07 Nov 1810; S:John McCoy; [A-104; T-B].

HOCHINS, JAMES and MARY CARVER; 26 Aug 1895 by Valentine Moulder at bride's i/p/o W S Houlder, John Hewitt & John Johnson; S:J F Hewitt; [Y-28].

HOCHINS, WILLIAM and LUCY KREEK; 17 Mar 1804 by Alexander Davidson; S:Killion Kreek; [T-B,R].

HOUNDHILL, HIRAM and LOUISA J MDOC; 06 Oct 1856 by F Hines at Clerk's office i/p/o William B Martin, B T Payne & Joseph Quigley; S:James Seward; [B-35, D-217; F-L].

HOUNDHILL, WILLIAM JOSEPH and MARY B PULLIAM; 25 Aug 1884; S:John R Strong; [S-1641].

HAUSE, CASSIUS H and OPHELIA BLACKBURN; 11 Jun 1901; [F-L].

HOUSTON, JAMES D and NANCY "NANNIE" G MITCHELL; 05 Oct 1859 by Thomas H Vaughn i/p/o Sam Young & James Shreubury; her own cons w/b A T Mitchell; S:Edmund H Payne; (cons misfiled as 1829); [B-58, E-395; T-Bc; F-L,C].

HOWARD, ALLER, over 21, and SUSANNAH ADAMS; 27 Nov 1824; her cons by Par (Francis Adams) w/b S:William D Gunter; [A-108; T-B].

HOWARD, ARCH, age 24, (F b TN, M b VA), and DARILLA J WRIGHT, b War Co; 24 May 1864 by Smoot at Mrs Mary Wright's; S:James J Foster; [E-88, G-331].

HOWARD, CHARLES, over 21, and POLLY NEWPORT; 02 Feb 1809 by John H Owens; her cons by H (Fereby Newport) w/b S:Henry Howard; [A-104; T-B,R,6c].

HOWARD, CHARLES and REBECCA RECTOR; 04 Sep 1827; S:Stephen Claypool; [T-B].

HOWARD, CHARLES E, age 22, (F b War Co, M b TN), and MARY C HOWARD, age 17, b b & res War Co (F & M b War Co); 24 Apr 1865 by John Durham at his res; S:A F Knowles; [B-96, H-1051].

HOWARD, CHRISTOPHER C and SARAH MCDONALD; 03 Aug 1852 by John H Mulky
Jefferson Wilson's i/p/o John F Holder & Anderson Schroader; S:S J Wilson; [V-210].

HOPPER, W C and FANNIE KEOWN; 10 Sep 1896 by L P Arnold at her parents' i/p/o John Glass & John Phelps; S:James Lee, bride's stepfather; [V-2051].

HOPPER, WILLIAM, over 21; and ABIGAIL RICHARDSON; 12 Mar 1825; her cons by F (S:Richard Richardson) in person; his cons by (Nancy Hopper) w/b Richard Richardson; [A-108; T-8,6c].

HORAN, MICHAEL and MARY HISSION; 26 Jan 1884; S:Michael Higgins; [S-102].

HORAN, W H and ANNIE GARRITY (GERITY); 20 Nov 1883; S:W B Winans; [S-67].

HORN, JAMES and SARAH CAROLINE HARRIS; 26 Mar 1842 by John Carpenter; cons of Par (S:George O Harris) in person; [A-113; T-B,L,RJ.

HORN, MALACHI and BRIDGET DOLPHIN; 1860; S:John Dolphin; (also record of Bridget Dolphin marrying 25 Nov 1860 Thomas Clemons) [J-345].

HORN, NEWTON H, 2nd mar., age 23, b Logan Co & res Simpson Co (F & M b NC) and MARY A REDMAN, age 22, b & res War Co (M b All Co); 22 Feb 1865 by Horn at John Redman's; S:V A Jones; [B-94, H-55].

HORN, WILLIAM B and MARTHA S PEARSON; 10 Oct 1850 by J Carpenter; cons of Par (S:William W Pearson) in person; [A-115; T-B,L,R,6c].

HORN, WILLIAM J, over 21, b Simpson Co (F & M b Simpson Co), and SUSIE GALLOWAY, age 16, b & both res War Co (F b TN, M b War Co); 21 Nov 1872 at Mrs Galloway's; S:Jeff D Galloway.

HORNBACK (HOUGHBACK), PETER and MARGARET RICH; 1802 by Henry Jones; [T-R].

HORNBEEGER, JACOB & res Clarksville TN and MARTHA BROWN res War Co; 29 Dec 1857 by A C Dickerson at William H Skiles' i/p/o George Murrell & Henry & Bel Skiles; S:Joseph Rogers Underwood; Bond has Jacob "Hambloquet" & Mrs" Martha Brown; [B-45, E-7; F-C].

HORN, ISAAC M and SARAH CAPSHAW; 17 Sep 1894 by John L Stout at office of William R Watkins i/p/o him & James Sterrett; S:William Capshaw; [X-218].

HORTON, ANTHONY and SALLY LAMBERT, both over 21; 14 Nov 1825; S:Benjamin Lambert; [IT-B].

HORTON, D C and LUCY C WALL; 20 Jun 1881; S:W H Cherry; [R-192].

HORTON, JAMES and WINIFRED PRESTON; 13 May 1813 by Howard; S:Edwin Horton; his cons by F (Reuben Horton) & hers by (Winifred Preston); ret dated 1815; cons 1813; [A-105; T-BJ.

HORTON, JAMES L and AMERICA MATHES; 30 Dec 1896 by G W Smith at the Widow Mather's i/p/o J H Wallace & A Wells; S:Abraham Mathes; [L-280].

Horton, JOHN B and SINA ANN PALMER, over 21; 12 Feb 1848 by William Sublett; his cons by M (Nancy Horton) w/b Thomas B C Horton & Commodore P Snell; S:John Snell; [A-114; F-B,6c, T-R].

Horton, JOHN B, 2nd mar., and FRANCES ANN "FANNY" BECK; 01 Sep 1869 by Henry Smith; S:Alfred Beck, bride's bro; [B-153, K-169].


HOSKINS, JOHN and HARY E SIKES, d/o Henry S Sikes; 04 Jun 1856 by A Long i/p/o W H Martin & S:John F Hines; [B-33, D-165; F-L].

HOTTENROTH, WILLIAM and MARGARET CASSADAY; 19 May 1877; S:Eugene F Kinnaird; [P-156].

HOUCHEN, see also HOUCHENS, HOUCHIN, HOUCHINS.

HOUCHEN, CHARLES E and MARGARET ELLEN WELLS; 20 Aug 1856 by J D Hawkins at her father S:Hillary Wells' i/p/o Matthew Kown & Israel Cannon; [B-34, D-189; F-L].
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i/p/o Gideon Sloss & James McElwain; S:Ward McDonald; cons of Gdn in person; [B-8, T-B, L, R].

HOWARD, DAVID and MARY J HIGDON; 06 Dec 1877; S:J B Gardner; [D-1].

HOWARD, DAVID H, over 21, and FRANCINA SHACKELFORD; 31 Mar 1823; her cons by F (William Shackelford) w/b S:Zachariah E Shackelford; [T-B, Bc1].

HOWARD, ELLIE and EMILY McCoy; 22 Dec 1890; S:H W McCoy.

HOWARD, GEORGE and MARY A WHITTEN; 26 Mar 1843 by Y Weatherspoon; [A-112].

HOWARD, GEORGE C, age 25, b War Co (F b War Co, M b TN), and ELVIRA RENFROU, age 21, b Bar Co & both res War Co (F b AL, M b KY); 23 Jan 1873; S:J B Elyett.

HOWARD, HENRY and URIAH SATTERFIELD; 06 Aug 1801 by Matthew Rodgers; S:John Satterfield; [I-B, R].

HOWARD, HENRY and SYTHEAN BONNER; 07 Sep 1832 by James Mitchell; [A-1].

HOWARD, HENRY and NANCY S GRISWOLD; 17 Oct 1848 by T R White; his cons by M (Mary Howard) w/b S:William C & William Griswold; her cons by Par (S:William C Griswold) in person; [T-B, L, R, Gc, Bc1].

HOWARD, HENRY T, 3rd mar, age 45 (F & M b War Co), and ELIZA HAYNES, age 33, both b & res War Co (F & M b VA); 17 Oct 1872; S:Moses K Smith; [E-3041].

HOWARD, ISAAC B and GEORGIA BAKER; 10 Mar 1876; S:John H Wilkins; [I-201].

HOWARD, ISAAC S, age 24, and SARAH HELEN MANNEN, age 21, both b & res War Co; 10 Oct 1855 by Thomas R White i/p/o Isham E McClure & Resin Hardin; S:John D Mannen, bride's father; [B-29, D-571].

HOWARD, JAMES O and AUGUSTA B MILLER; 24 Dec 1878 by J Y Price at Mrs Miller's i/p/o Robert Taylor & S:Thomas B Threlkel; [D-166].

HOWARD, JAMES P and REBECCA M McCRAVEN, both over 21; 21 Dec 1843 by William Sublett; S:John J Jones pr her age; [T-B, L].

HOWARD, JOHN and ELLEN CLAYPOOL, over 21; 21 Dec 1801 by Henry Jones; S:Godfrey Smith; her cons by F (John Claypool); [T-B, Bc1].

HOWARD, JOHN and POLLY POTTER, over 21; 26 Dec 1826; his cons by F (Henry Howard) w/b S:William New; [T-B, Bc1].

HOWARD, JOHN and PHERELIA HICKMAN; 15 Apr 1836 by R Owings; [T-R].

HOWARD, JOSEPH, over 21, and MELINDA LOMAX; 03 Dec 1811; her cons by F (Thomas Lomax) w/b S:John Freeeman & Elijah Lomax; [T-B, Bc1].

HOWARD, MATHAM, over 21, and MARTHA HOOD; 19 Feb 1849 by J D Mannen; her cons by F (S:Wiley Hood) in person; [T-B, L, R].

HOWARD, PATRICK T, 2nd mar, age 35, b IRE (F & M b IRE), and ANN WELSH, age 23, b America & both res War Co (F & M b IRE); 02 Jan 1868 by J devries; S:John Hagan; her cons by F in person; [I-B-135, J-133].

HOWARD, STEPHEN, over 21, and POLLY BURGHER; 19 Nov 1811; her cons by F (Joseph Burgher) w/b S:Jesse Burgher; [T-B, Bc1].

HOWARD, STEPHEN and PATSY COFFIN; 15 Aug 1830 by James Mitchell; S:Henry Headow; Ret has Patsy Coffey; [T-B, Bc1].

HOWARD, STEPHEN, age 33, (F b War Co, M b VA), and LUCINDA E DODD, age 23, both b & res War Co (F b NC, M b KY); 24 Aug 1865 by Hines at Clerk's office; S:George W Claypool; [I-B-99, H-183].

HOWARD, WILLIAM H and ELIZABETH RECTOR; 29 Nov 1855 by John G Durham at her father S:John Rector's i/p/o Rev B P Wilson, William B McElroy & John Potter; [I-B-30, D-87].

HOWARD, WILLIAM H, age 27, b TN & res But Co (F b NC, M b TN), and MARY E JONES, age 22, b & res War Co (F & M b War Co); 20 Jun 1872; S:James Jones; [H-250].
HOLMES, EPHRADIUS P and JANE CARROLL; 17 May 1854 by Mills; S:William B Martin; [B-19, C-129].

HOLMES, JOHN, over 21, and MARTHA EVANS; 20 Jan 1812; S:Samuel Evans; "cons for our oldest dau," by (Abner & Rachel Evans) w/b Samuel Evans & Sary Prunty; [IA-105; T-B,Bc1].

HOLLAND, ALBERT and ALLIE DONoho; 20 Nov 1895 by L H Voyles at his res i/p/o S: E S Howell & J W Claypool; S: J C Cassady; [Y-73].

HOLLAND, B F and GEORGE ANN KELLER; 22 Dec 1899 by L P Arnold at Patton Glenn's i/p/o him & Henney Glenn; S: W W Keller; [E-91].

HOLLOWAY, C H and HOLLIE ATKINSON; 27 Dec 1880 S:Belle Coleman; [C-R-132].

HOLLOWAY, CLARENCE and LULA JUSTICE; 19 Jan 1899 by T J Ham at his res i/p/o S: Coleman & J S Humble; S:Charles Howell; [E-Z-131].

HOLLOWAY, D J and LOUISA HOLLOWAY; 14 Jul 1881 by J W Self at William Howell's i/p/o William & Reuben Howell; S:Moses Howell; [R-204; F-L].

HOLLOWAY, DANIEL W and LENA WILSON; 12 Sep 1883; S:Eli Howell.

HOLLOWAY, DUDLEY T, age 19 (F b War Co, H b All Co), and MARY S HOLLOWAY, age 19, both b & res War Co (F b War Co, H b All Co); 09 Jan 1873; S:Reuben Howell; [M-412].

HOLLOWAY, E S and OLLIE HOLLOWAY; 14 Feb 1895 by L H Voyles at J E Howell's i/p/o H L & B H Howell; S: D C Wheeler; [X-404].

HOLLOWAY, ELI and ELEANOR CLAYPOOL; 20 Feb 1841 S:John S Claypool; [T-B1].

HOLLOWAY, EUCLID and LIZZIE ROBERTSON; 07 Nov 1895 by W Mansfield at bride's i/p/o H W Elrod & Gracie Howell; S:Thomas A Roberson; [Y-61].

HOLLOWAY, G B and REBECCA RODDY; 29 Dec 1896 by M F Ham at W P Coleman's i/p/o Albert Howell & Joseph Cassady; S:L W Waddle; [E-2753].

HOLLOWAY, GEORGE WASHINGTON and MARTHA DONOHU; 01 Mar 1877; her cons by F (Samuel Donaho) w/b R M Donaho & S:W A Thomas; [F-P-132; F-Bc1].

HOLLOWAY, J M and SIDNEY ELA HOLLOWAY; 02 Mar 1880; S: W L McNeal.

HOLLOWAY, HARVEY L and MARY ELIZA DOOD; 02 Jun 1883; S:William Riley Dodd; [R-468].

HOLLOWAY, HENRY B, age 26, b & res War Co (F b Simp Co, H b War Co), and SARAH NOAKES, age 19, res War Co; 05 Mar 1873; S:Eli Howell; [M-118].

HOLLOWAY, HORACE G/C and LENA R JUSTICE; 10 Aug 1871; her cons by M (Nancy H Justice) w/b W A Thomas & S:Jasper Howell, "this may be awkwardly written but it is all right," signed Bill.

HOLLOWAY, HORACE G and MOLLIE MOATS; 02 Sep 1895 by E Y Baldy at Bowling Green i/p/o T J Smith, Miss Elizabeth Hines & others; S:J R Howell; [Y-311].

HOLLOWAY, JACOB S, over 21, and ELIZABETH A CLAYPOOL; 14 Dec 1848 by Joseph Skaggs; her cons by F (John S Claypool) w/b Reuben H Claypool & James M Henry. Also a ret for Jacob "Hudnall" & Elizabeth A Claypool same date by W G Rice; [T-B,L,R,Bc1].

HOLLOWAY, JACOB S and MARY ELLEN HOWARD; 11 Dec 1851 by Joseph Skaggs; S:Charles Howard; her cons by F in person; [B-3; F-B, T-L,R1].

HOLLOWAY, JAMES and ELIZABETH GLOVER; 14 Aug 1869; her cons by F (W G Glover) w/b S:John Humphrey; [K-1533].

HOLLOWAY, JAMES (JR), over 21, and AGGIE CASON; 11 Oct 1814; S:James Mitchell; her cons by F (George Cason); [A-106; T-B,Bc1].

HOLLOWAY, JAMES (JR) and WINIFRED HOLLOWAY; 05 Nov 1840 by Witherspoon; S:James Howell Sr; his cons by M (Rebecca Howell) w/b John & Moses Howell; [A-112; T-B,Bc].

HOLLOWAY, JAMES and MADIE MILLER; 13 Feb 1890; no surety; [Y-741].
HOWELL, JAMES W and ELIZA A KIRBY; 24 Feb 1857 by Rev J W Chase at Leonard Kirby’s i/p/o Thomas Smith & James Galloway; See also John L Harpole; [B-39, D-339; F-L].

HOWELL, JAMES W, 2nd mar, age 31, b & res Simp Co (F b IN, M b Robertson Co TN), and ELIZA JANE (HOWELL) SCRIVNER, age 23, b & res War Co (F b Simp Co, M b War Co); 29 Oct 1865 by Witherspoon at Eli Howell’s; S: H T Arnold; [B-101, H-275].

HOWELL, JASPER and AMANDA A TIBBS; 04 Nov 1869 by John G Durham at his res i/p/o f: J P Dudlin; [B-101, F-275].

HOWELL, JOHN and MARY JANE SATTERFIELD; 04 Aug 1846 by Younger Weatherspoon; her cons by Par (Leah Satterfield) w/b Reuben Satterfield & Reuben D Howell; [A-114; T-B, R, Bc].

HOWELL, JOSEPH T and ADA CHERRY; 27 Dec 1893 by John Richards at Barren River Church i/p/o Hughston Mason & SM Claypool; [W-83].

HOWELL, JOHN W and E P COCKRILL; 26 Sep 1885; S:E C Arnold; [S-315].

HOWELL, JESSE THOMAS and MINDA ALVINA CARTER; 21 Aug 1884; S:W R Justice; [15-163].

HOWELL, JOHN F and RACHEL C CLASPILL, over 21; 28 Jun 1850 by JD Mann; his cons by M (Hannah F Howell) w/b S: William Dodd & Sturlin Crowder; [A-114; T-B, R, Bc].

HOWELL, JOHN F and GERLAIN F KIRBY (KERBY); 23 Dec 1852 by James H Chase at LC Kerby’s i/p/o Thomas Smith, Isaac Covington & CH Harris; her cons by F (Leonard C Kerby) w/b S: J A Ingram; [B-9; T-C].

HOWELL, JOHN F and MARY J SACKETT; 04 Aug 1846 by Younger Weatherspoon; her cons by Par (Leah Satterfield) w/b Reuben Satterfield & Reuben D Howell; [A-114; T-B, R, Bc].

HOWELL, JOHN S and MARY JANE SATTERFIELD; 04 Aug 1846 by Younger Weatherspoon; her cons by Par (Leah Satterfield) w/b Reuben Satterfield & Reuben D Howell; [A-114; T-B, R, Bc].

HOWELL, JOHN S and NANCY J HOWARD; 28 Nov 1864 by Durham; S: Charles Howard, bride’s father; [F-73, F-395].

HOWELL, JOHN W and E P COCKRILL; 26 Sep 1885; S: E C Arnold; [S-315].

HOWELL, JOSEPH T and ADA CHERRY; 27 Dec 1893 by John Richards at Barren River Church i/p/o Elijah Morgan & Elmer A Backus; no surety; [X-32].

HOWELL, L T and LUella B WEAVER; 27 Oct 1888; S: J W Weaver; [U-119].

HOWELL, M J and MARY C HAYS; 30 Oct 1884; S: Henry Hays; [S-183].

HOWELL, M J and ANGIE HEWITT; 27 Nov 1892 by A F Ham at Anderson Hewitt’s i/p/o Hughston Mason & S M Claypool; [W-83].

HOWELL, MOSES and SARAH CLAYPOOL; 06 Jul 1839; his cons by M (Rebecca Howell) w/b Reuben Satterfield & S: Stephen H Claypool; [A-114; T-B, R, Bc].

HOWELL, MOSES (JR) and SARAH J HEWITT; 31 Oct 1894 by T J Ham at Anderson Hewitt’s i/p/o A J Gilmore & A B Buchanan; S: W H Howell; [X-260].

HOWELL, NEWTON, age 18, (F b War Co, M b TN), and PHOEBE A HANCOCK, age 16, both b & res War Co (M b War Co); 26 Mar 1865 by Gott at Mary Hancock’s; S: Thomas Howell; [B-95, H-79].

HOWELL, NEWTON, age 27, b War Co (F b War Co, M b TN), and MARTHA B RICHARDSON, age 27, b TN & both res War Co; 29 Feb 1872; S: John Harris; [M-196].

HOWELL, SAMUEL, over 21, and HANNAH F GOTT; 15 Nov 1823; her cons by F (S: Sutton Gott) in person; [T-B].

HOWELL, THOMAS and REBECCA SATTERFIELD; 15 Dec 1810; S: Ephraim Satterfield; [T-B].

HOWELL, THOMAS J and ELIZABETH ANN HOWELL; 24 Sep 1860 by Durham; S: Moses Howell; [B-66, F-139].

HOWELL, THOMAS J and CALPURNIA "CALLIE" F WHALIN; 30 Mar 1889; S: William Howell; [B-66, F-139].
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A Pasley; [U-333].

HOWELL, W. H. and SARAH OLLIE CARTER; 06 Aug 1890 S:B P Carter; [V-139].
HOWELL, W. R., age 22, b Giles Co TN (F b West TN, M b SC), and MARY ANN DUNN, age 20, b Marshall Co AL & both res War Co (F b Marshall Co, M b SC); 20 Nov 1865 by Billingsley at Clerk's office; S:Delila Dunn; [B-102, H-295].
HOWELL, WILLIAM and BETSY ELDRIDGE; 30 Jan 1816 by Edward Turner; [F-RI].
HOWERTON, JEREMIAH and REBECCA MOORE; 29 Jun 1811; cons by (Obediah Howerton) and (Nancy Saling) w/b Obediah Howerton and pr by William Saling; Cthse rec has Jeremiah "Herrington"; [T-B]. A-164
HOWORTH, GEORGE H. and HARRIET W GRAHAM; 12 Jan 1836 by S W Calvert; her cons by F (Alexander Graham) w/b S:Volney S Graham & Thomas M Jones; [A-111; T-B, L, R, Bcl].
HOWORTH, JOHN and SUSAN MAXEY; 26 Dec 1838; S:Asher W Graham; [A-111; T-
B].
HOY, GEORGE W, see HAY.
HANCARROW, JOHN and HANNY HARRIS; 19 May 1797; S: Isaac Butler; [T-B].

HANCARROW, JOHN and SALLY ROWLAND; 20 Jun 1803; S: Eli Covington; [T-B].

HANNY, BENJAMINE and ISABELLA MORGAN; 20 Dec 1836; his cons by H (Amy Hanny) w/b S: Robert H Justice & Francis Lambert; [T-B, Bc].

HANNY, JAMES E and HELLY JONES; 13 Feb 1836; her cons by H (Esther Jones) w/b Harriet A Jones & W B Donaldson; [T-Bc].

HANNY, JAMES M and JANE GIBSON; 10 Feb 1827; his cons by W B (Buckner Justice) & H (Amy Hanny) w/b William Lambert & John Morgan; [A-191; T-B, Bc].

HANNY [NANNEY], JOHN HOWARD, over 21; and CHARITY FLOYD; 15 Oct 1812 by John Howard; her cons by Gdn (S: John Howard); [A-191; T-B, R].

NASH, J W and SARAH E JONES; 18 Dec 1876; S: C G Jones; [T-86].

NASH, J W and JULIA F ROCKERS; 09 Nov 1887; S: Emile Roemer; [T-360].

NASH, JOHN and BETTIE WESTBROOKS; 25 Apr 1883; S: James Heard; [R-457].

NASH, JOHN WESLEY and MARTHA C WOOD; 05 Aug 1868 by Storts; S: J L McLucas; [B-139, J-2651 etc].

NASH, WILLIAM and ANNA FLOWERS; 20 Oct 1804; S: Joseph Shipley; her cons by F (Thomas Flowers) w/b William Flowers; [A-191; T-B, Bc].

NASH, WILLIAM H and SARAH A ANDERSON; 18 Dec 1837; S: Abraham Anderson; [A-191; T-B].

NATCHER, WILLIAM H and MANNIE McNEAL; 28 Dec 1881 by Thomas Penick i/p/o William Fish Cook & S J Witherspoon; S: E G Frost; [R-270; F-L].

NATIONS, JOSEPH and ESTHER MILLER; 03 Dec 1810; S: Morris Miller; [T-B].

NAYROCK, WILLIAM R and HARRIET DENWITT; 27 Jul 1892; no surety; [L-447].

NÁZAO, CHARLES A, age 33, b & res NY, and JOSIE L UNDERWOOD, age 22; A & PES War Co (F b VA, M b KY); 26 Oct 1870 at Christ Church (Episcopal); S: Charles E Orvis & Robert Underwood; [L-203].

NEAL, C and LIZZIE A GARDNER; 08 Aug 1899 by J W Cantrell at bride's i/p/o H W Elrod & Miss Very Stice; S: H A Hatler; [Z-1831; 1].

NEAL, see also NEAL, NEEL; [1].

NEAL, J H and MOLLIE HOCKERSMITH; 01 Jan 1880 by M J Ferguson i/p/o Nathaniel Porter & Miss Jennie Martin; S: M C Hockersmith; [Q-434; F-L].

NEAL, J H and CLARA V DIXON (DISON); 30 Jul 1889; S: R H Alexander; [U-417].

NEAL, JORDAN and MARY JORDAN; 04 Mar 1805; S: Richard Smith pr her over 21; cons by Par (Aaron Neal) & (William & Mary Jordan); [T-B, Bc].

NEAL, THOMAS G and MRS LYDIA A HOORMAN; 16 Sep 1880; S: W B Wilkerson; [R-64].

NEAL, BENJAMIN and MARY "POLLY" GOODNIGHT; 22 Sep 1831; S: Isaac Goodnight; [A-191; T-B].

NEAL, E P and SUE L HUGHES; 26 Sep 1888; no surety; [U-79].

NEAL, JAMES A and ELIZABETH H HOWE; 10 Jan 1828 by Samuel Robinson; S: William H Edwards; [A-191; T-B, R].

NEAL, JOHN, over 21, and REBECCA PORTER; 15 Feb 1822 by Joseph B Lapsley; her cons by F (S: John Porter) in person; [A-191; T-B, F-R].

NEAL, RICHARD D and NANCY M STEWART (STUART), both over 21; 15 Sep 1816 by Isaac O Lewis; S: Alexander Stuart; [A-191; T-B].

NEAL, THOMAS M and HARRIET BLAKEMORE, both over 21; 03 Oct 1820 by Joseph B Lapsley; S: A W Graham; [A-191; T-B, F-R].

NEAL, WILL D and ELIZABETH A POTTER; 12 Oct 1898 by F R Adair at bride's i/p/o Robert Potter & Miss Clyde Runner; S: John W Potter; [Z-50]; 1].

NEALE, see also NEELY.

NEALE, ALBERT D, age 24 (F b Log Co, M b Simp Co), and LOUISA C CRABB, age 30, both b & res War Co (F b Garrard Co, M b Green Co); 20 Dec 1871 by W H Bailey at Daniel R Crabb's i/p/o John Crabb & George Randall; her cons by F (O R Crabb) w/b S: John F Crabb & Albert D Nealy; [H-100].

NEALEY, EDWARD, age 29, b Log Co (F b Log Co, M b VA), and MRS CLEMENTINE DUNN; 3rd mar, age 26, b & both res Log Co (F b NC); 05 Apr 1865 by Hines at...
NEELEY, JAMES HUGH and MATILDA LOM: 23 Dec 1876; S:Nick Henson; [P-93; F-L].

NEELEY, THOMAS R, age 21, b All Co (F b Log Co, M b War Co), and MRS SARAH ELIZA JACKSON, age 25, b TH & both res War Co; 13 Jan 1885 by Young Logan at S:Thomas Strong's; [IB-93, H-91]; trail.

NEEL, see also NEELEY.

NEEL, EDWARD and MARY HARRIS; 11 Feb 1828; S:Henry Harris; [T-B].

NEEL, JAMES LEWIS and FANNIE B GOORUM; 20 Dec 1879; S:John I Goodrum; [I].

NEEL, NOSES and LUCY CORNWELL; 08 Oct 1808; cons by (Daniel Cornwell) w/b John Bennett & S:Jacob Cornwell; [T-8, Bc].

NEEL, PRESTON and EMILY HARRIS; 16 Oct 1834; her cons by (John & Polly Harris) pr by S:John Harris; [T-B, Bc].

NEEL, WILLIAM, over 21, and SINA HARR, d/o (S:Robert Harrel); 27 Jan 1817; [IA-191; T-B].

NEELEY, CHARLES R, age 27, b Simp Co (F & M b Simp Co), and LUCINDA E HARDEN, age 28, b All Co & both res War Co; 19 Oct 1871; her Bro (S:J W Harden) proved her age; [M-22].

NEELEY, E B and HENRIETTA BEVL; 26 Nov 1887; S:Thomas R Neeley; [T-384].

NEELEY, EUGENE and DIXIE BECK; 26 Jan 1894 by John & Grider & Mrs Matilda Neeley; S:J M Neeley; [X-701]; B.

NEELEY, THOMAS R/W and MARY TOW; 07 Feb 1876 by Young Logan at Riley Toms' i/p/o John M Potter & Mrs smerset & Nat Mercer & Nat Tow; [D-421].

NEELEY, WILLIAM and MRS HARRIET WHITLOCK; 09 Mar 1881 by William Lightfoot at bride's i/p/o William D Pedigo & Henry Landrum; S:S H Barnes; [LR-160; F-L,C]. No 1st M. found.

NEELEY, WILLIAM F and MRS HANNAH E MOODY; 11 Nov 1869 by Young Logan at his res i/p/o Richard Arkman & John A Logan; S:Thomas Strong; [L-154, K-399; F-L,C]; no B.

NEFF, DECATUR and NANCY BURNETT; 20 Nov 1830; S:Elijah Claypool; [T-B].

NEIGHBORS, EPHRAIM W, age 23 (F & M b War Co), and FRANCES SNELL, age 18, both b War Co (F b VA, M b War Co); 31 Jul 1862 by William Sublett at S:William Snell's i/p/o Elijah Stroud & John Snell; [B-77, G-39]; [J].

NEIGHBORS, GEORGE and FRANCES H BURRIS; 10 Nov 1859 by L B Morgan at B J Stewart's i/p/o Thomas Stewart & J W Neighbors; her cons by M (Folly Burris) w/b William A White & S:William Burris; [IB-60, E-429]; [L].

NEIGHBORS, GEORGE W and F E MORGAN; 30 Mar 1893 by R T McConnell at her home i/p/o W H Cherry & R A Shields; S:R Morgan; [W-231].

NEIGHBORS, HADEN J and MARYANN T HOWELL (HOWLE); 06 Feb 1829; S:James Howle; [T-B].

NEIGHBORS, HADEN J and ELIZABETH CORNWELL, over 21; 05 Jul 1842; her own cons w/b Jesse Kerby & S:Askem Foster; [T-B, Bc].

NEIGHBORS, J W and MARY E JOHNSON; 06 Jul 1887; S:J H McGillin; [T-258].

NEIGHBORS, JAMES WILLIAM and CAROLINE A LAMASTERS (LAMASTERS); 01 Feb 1856 by John W Hudnall at her father S:John Lamasters's i/p/o John & J B Lamasters; [A-191, B-32, D-1251]; [L].

NEIGHBORS, JONATHAN, over 21, and ELIZABETH SUBLETT; 06 Sep 1821; her cons by F (S:Samuel Sublett) in person; [A-191; T-B,L, R].

NEIGHBORS, NATHANIEL and SARAH FRANCES CLAYPOOL; 20 Dec 1854 by Y Witherspoon at bride's res i/p/o J S Sanders & P J Claypool; S:Henry H Lee; [E-23, C-193; F-C]; [L].

NEIGHBORS, S P and BETTIE EMERSON; 09 Feb 1889; S:J H Wilson; [U-299].

NEIGHBORS, SAMUEL and POLLY PENDLETON; 14 Oct 1829 by D L Manfield; her cons by F (Benjamin Pendleton) w/b S:Gipson Martin; [A-191; T-B,L,R, Bc].

NEIGHBORS, SAMUEL P and FRUDE MARNE (CORNWELL); 23 Sep 1844 by James Br Hines; her cons by (Peter Cornwell) w/b Ewing Cornwell & S:J H Neighbors; [A-191; T-B,L,R, Bc].

NEIGHBORS, SAMUEL P and MARGIE BRISTER; 18 Nov 1890 by Rev John Richards at
NEWTON, HIRAM, age 47, widower, b MA; and MRS CAROLINE GILMORE, age 37, widow, b NEwTON, ANDREW JACKSON and MRS CAROLINE GILMORE, b 08 Jul 1854 by C E Blemett at his res; S:John Demuth; [B-89; G-347]; [1].

NELSON, ALFRED and MAGGIE MAY NUGENT; 24 Jan 1894 by Thomas J Hays i/p/o Richard Gilmore & Rose Barrone; S:John Fenwick; [X-743]; [1].

NELSON, JOSEPH, over 21, and BETSY FRAZER; 29 Aug 1823 by David H Phillips; her cons by F (George Frazer) w/b S:Alexander Frazer; [A-19]; T-B, Bc].

NELSON, SEARS and SARAH CINDERVALL; 07 Sep 1857 by D D Moore i/p/o R & Potter & William R Edley; S:John Edley; [B-42, D-421; F-L]; [1].

NELSON, WILLIAM and KATIE COSTELLO; 30 Apr 1865; S:John McNamara; [B-75]; T-B, Bc].

NESLER, JOSEPH and JENNY NORRIS; 29 Nov 1808 by James Renfro; S:Samuel Campbell; [A-19]; T-B, Bc].

NEVILLE, JAMES and DILLA SHERRELL; 19 Nov 1890; S: B F Shirrell; [V-179]; T-B, Bc].

NEVILLE, JOHN and MARY LOYD; 16 Jul 1802 by John Hendricks; S:Charles Loyd; [A-19]; T-B, Bc].

NEW, WILLIAM and SALLY LOWRY; 20 Nov 1820; her cons by F (Stephen Lowry) w/b S:Barrel Lowry; his cons by F (John F New) in person; [T-B, Bc].

NEWBY, JAMES and POLLY RICH; 13 Aug 1818; S: Obadiah Rich; [F-B].

NEWCOMB, THOMAS, over 21, and NELLY HENSON, d/o (S:Paul Henson); 04 Aug 1818; [T-B].

NEWLAND, ISAAC, over 21, and HANNAH W HUME; 30 Nov 1823; her cons by F (S:Enoch Hume) in person; [A-19]; T-B.

NEWLAND [NEWLIN], THOMAS and MARY H HAMPTON; 20 Dec 1874; her cons by Par (B T? Hampton) w/b N P Kirkland & T V Hampton; [O-1091]; [1].

NEWHAM, ELIZABETH, over 21, and MARY CATHARINE BRIDGES; 18 Jun 1851; T J Malone; S:George Wright; her cons by Edn in person. Attached to this was a birth cert for William Newman, b 23 Nov 1854, white male, s/o A & Mary (Wright) Newman who reside on Turnpike Rd, War Co KY, signed John Sweeney, MD; [B-1; T-B, Bc].

NEWHALL, WILLIAM and LILLIE MILLER; 01 Jan 1897 by E V Baldy at William Fish Cook's i/p/o him, Mrs Ben Webb & Miss Eunice Miller; no surety; [Y-282]; [1].

NEWPORT, ABRAHAM REED and PHOEBE CONNERS [CONYERS]; 26 Jan 1816; S:Nordecay Convors; [T-B].

NEWPORT, JOHN, over 21 and POLLY PERRY; 08 Mar 1822; her cons by F (S:Joseph Perry) in person; [T-B].

NEWPORT, RICHARD M and SARAH MATTHEWS, both over 21; 23 Oct 1819; S:Abraham R Newport; her own cons; R (Mary Matthews) pr her over 21; [A-191]; T-B, Bc].

NEWTON, ANDREW JACKSON and E L FRAZIER; 21 Sep 1858/59 by William Skaeas at Christopher Hanes's i/p/o Thomas H Whitten & Christopher Hanes; her cons w/o Christopher Hanes & S:William H/K Clarkason; [B-58, E-389]; [1].

NEWTON, GEORGE B and MRS EVA E MARTIN; 17 Jun 1894 by M H Kimberlin at John Runner's i/p/o A C Chapman & J C Hurd; S:S B Johnson; [I-1783]; [1].

NEWTON, GEORGE W and L C ODELL; 29 Dec 1877; S: O O Odell; [O-203]; [1].

NEWTON, HENRY U, age 27, and ELIZABETH CHAVIN, age 22, both b TH & res War Co; 19 Nov 1874; S: John U Chavin (S:Walter Chavin) w/b W A Settle; [H-601]; [1].

NEWTON, Hiram, age 47, widower, b HA, and MRS CAROLINE GILMORE, age 37, widow, b & both res War Co; 30 Dec 1854 by J W Pendleton i/p/o William Barne, S:Richard C Potter & Eli Barclay; [B-23, C-186]; [1].

NEWTON, JAMES R, age 25, b EDM Co (B b EDM Co), and CREA/A BUTLER, age 22, b Louisville KY & res Nashville TN; 02 Feb 1864 by Smoot at Jacob Duvall's; [H-601]; [1].
S: John W. Slater; [B-86, G-279]; [I].

Newton, John Wesley and Melvina [EvaVina] H. Kirkland; 11 Jun 1854 by B P. Wilson at Harper (Hartford?) A Kirkland's i/p/o John Carpenter & Richard Holland; S: Thomas H. Breedlove; [B-19, C-135]; [I].

Newton, K. Kelly and George Ann Palmer; 15 Aug 1878 at 8:00 by J G. Durham at S: John W. Thacker's i/p/o John & Charles Dobson; [H-91].

Newton, William Shakespeare and Mary F. Stahl; 23 Dec 1889; S: B P. Stahl; [V-441].

Nicholl, William and Bridget Kelley; 04 Apr 1869 by J. De Vries i/p/o Henry Kister and Margaret Hissin; S: John Arl; [B-180, K-33; F-L, CI]; [I].

Nicholl, William E, age 30, b & res Simp Co (F b NC, M b Wash Co KY), and Mary Ann Smith, age 21, b War Co (F b NC, M b VA); 08 Apr 1864 by McCormick at E C Smith's; S: Joseph J. Smith; [B-87, G-313]; [I].

Nicholls, William and Elizabeth Hendrick; 21 Mar 1838; S: Albert W. Hendrick; [A-191; T-B, L1R].

Nicholls, John and Mrs. Anna Claywell; 20 Apr 1892; S: Tom Morris; [V-427].

Nicholls, John Wade, age 26, and Elizabeth Martin, age 24, both b All Co & res War Co; 18 Sep 1854 by J L. Scobee at Clerk's office i/p/o William B. Martin & John E. Younglove; [B-21, C-164]; [I].

Nicholls, L H and Lizzie Vernon; 28 Nov 1900 i/p/o Mrs. J. C. Crofton & Ida Vernon; S: F. Clark; [I-451]; [I].

Nichols, John, Monroe? and Susan McLean/McLery; 13 Jan 1872; Squire Roberson proved her over 21; [I].

Nichols, R C and Stella Smallhouse; 20 Feb 1883; S: C. G. Smallhouse; [R-441].

Nickless, Edward and Ella Still; 19 Jun 1894 by R Jenkins at James Neeley's i/p/o Thomas Haagen & John Burch; S: Benie Neeley; [X-182]; [I].

Nicoll, John and Frances Hines [Hinds]; 26 Apr 1816 by William Harris; [A-191].

Nicoll, Vernon King, age 23, b & res Simp Co (F b KY, M b KY), and Victoria S. Blemett, age 18, b & res War Co (F b War Co, M b Simp Co); 29 Feb 1872 at S: T H. W. Blemett; [H-180].

Nicoll, M S and Annie Lee Blemett; 27 Feb 1894 by R F. Adair at Woodburn i/p/o S: F. M. & Gertrude Wilkerson; [X-110]; [I].

Nicolls, John and Edith "Edy" Stovall, both over 21; 21 Jun 1813; S: William Oliver; [A-191; T-B].

Nieheyer, Charles E. and Ida Dearing; 30 May 1895 by W. K. Piner at Bowling Green i/p/o C. C. Patterson & T. S. Sublett; no surety; [V-73]; [I].


Noakes, Thomas E and Nannie E. Beck; 25 Nov 1880 by J S. Grider at his res i/p/o W. E. Grider. Nelson Homan & others; S: John Wigand; [R-110; F-L, CI].

Noel, Eli and Rebecca Lewis; 30 Dec 1809; her cons by F (Isaiah Lewis) w/b Matthew Boren & S: William Finley; [T-B, BC].

Noel, Ephraim and Peggy Morgan; 21 Oct 1809; S: Joseph Nations; her cons by F (Charles Morgan) sworn to S: Joseph Nations before Alex Graham JP; [T-B].

Nolan, Patrick, age 25, (F & M b IRE), and Catherine Murtaugh, age 24, both b IRE & res Bowling Green (F & M b IRE), 06 Jan 1867 at Catholic Church; [I-154]; [A-117].

Holin, David and Arabella Adkins; 07 May 1855 by Mosley at the counting room of S: John Burnam i/p/o P. Hines, Joseph Quigley, John Burnam, Edward Hix & William M. Housley; [B-26, C-2381]; [I].

Nordlow, Fred H. and Lucy H. Morris; 25 Jan 1899 by William Irvine at Bowling Green i/p/o Frank Nordlow & J E. Schneider; S: Robert M. Morris; [Z-115]; [I].

Norman, William, age 23, b Hocking Co OH & res Wayne Co IN (F & M b OH), and Mrs. Mary Ann Campbell, age 28, b TN; 14 Feb 1864 by Bottomley at Methodist Church; S: John H. Hagens; [B-87, G-289]; [I].

Norris, Benjamin and Phoebe Jane Smith; 07 Nov 1867; her own cons w/b M A. Fisher; [I].

Norris, Benjamin and Jenny Hobson; 30 Dec 1869 by Eldridge Loving at Methodist
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Church i/p/o George Royalty & Albert Cox; [B-156; (11]; [1].
NORRIS, REECE E and SALLIE C WHITE; 27 Feb 1895 by R M Norris at Hezekiah White's
i/p/o Pearl Cole, Wyatt W Elrod, Eva Bryson, H M White & Emma W Norris;
S:James White; [X-420]; [1].
NORRIS, EDWIN L and BETTIE JANE WILKING; 19 Apr 1892; S:Norge Clark; [V-425].
NORRIS, EUGENE and MARY "EVA" E EDLEY; 16 Jul 1879; S:John Edley; [O-245].
NORRIS, JAMES and PHOEBE BREAHOUSE; 20 Jul 1885; S:Jesse Breahouse; [S-294].
NORRIS, JAMES R and JULIA J GILBERT; 08 Dec 1875; S:James Watson; [O-357].
NORRIS, JOHN and SUSAN SIMPSON, over 21; 18 Mar 1825; his cons which reads, "she
is an orphan," by F (Samuel Norris) w/b S:Martin McVey; [A-191; T-B, Bc].
NORRIS, JOHN H and MARY J HARLOW; 15 Mar 1877; S:James R Harlow; [P-138].
NORRIS, WILLIAM EMMEL and LAURA E BROWN; 28 Jan 1869 by William Adams
i/p/o H Larue & CB Edwards; S:Luther Carpenter & AH Smith; [B-149; J-441; F-]
NORTON, DANIEL and POLLY CLARK; 21 Dec 1833 by J Hightower; [1-A-191].
NORVELL, H V, age 22, b VA & res Cincinnati OH IF & Mb VA, and SARAH JOSEPHINE
VALOITIME, age 21, b KY & res Bowling Green (F b BG, Mb KY); 02 Jul 1867
by Hines at Bowling Green; S:V P Thomas of Louisville; [B-124, I-208]; [1].
NUCKOLS, JOSEPH D, age 21, (F & Mb Bar Co), and LOUANN WREN, age 22, both b Bar
Co & res War Co (F b Bar Co, Mb Wayne Co); 09 Jan 1868 by Higdon at
Narcissus Wren's; S:Jacob H Martin; [B-132, J-115].
NUCKOLS, JOSEPH F, 2nd mar, age 45, b TN & res Bar Co (F b VA, Mb GA), and AMINDA
MORTON, age 44, b Bar Co & res Glasgow, and OPHELIA CARON
- DONALDSON, age 21, b & res Bowling Green (F b BG, Mb Bar Co); 06 Sep 1870
at her father's; S:F J Poynter; [L-161]; [1].
HUH, CHARLES H and BEULAH B HARIEL; 22 Oct 1890; S:W T Hazel; [V-169].
HUH, JULIAN L and ELIZA J READ, both over 21; 23 Jan 1850 by Thomas J Malone;
S:Martin Schroader; [A-191]; T-B, L, R,.
HUH, PASCHAL B, 2nd mar, age 45, b TN & res Bar Co (F b VA, Mb GA), and AMINDA
STOCKSTILL, age 19, b Wayne Co & res War Co (F b Wayne Co, Mb Pul Co); 18
Sep 1873; S:Edmund Stockstill; [N-144].
HUH, S W and CARRIE STEINFELS; 18 Oct 1879 by Charles Drake at Mrs Terry's on
College St i/p/o S:C E Wright, Mrs Terry & others; [Z-214]; [1].
HUH, E, J H, age 27, b & res Hart Co (F b VA, Mb Bar Co), and ELLEN WALTERS,
age 19, b & res War Co; 22 Oct 1872; S:W T Wells; [M-306].
NUTTIN, D CHAPMAN and ELLEN JANE MURRELL; 22 Dec 1853 by Archer C Dickerson at
her father's i/p/o Samuel A Barclay, Thomas C Calvert, Harriet Howorth &
Ophelia Murrell; S:George Graham; [B-16, C-83]; [1].
MOHUNDO, JAMES and NANCY H MOHUNDO; 08/18 Feb 1858 by John H Billingsly at
Martin's Schoolhouse i/p/o Noel Johnson, John Willoughby & William
McMurr; S:0 & Mohundo; [B-47, E-511; 1].

O'BANNON, GEORGE and MRS MOLLIE SPENCER; 24 Mar 1890; S:G W Simmons; [V-861].
O'BRYAN, PAT and EUNICE CHAPMAN; 20 Aug 1899 by William Lunsford at Bowling
Green i/p/o Miss Loula Preston, Cora & Ethel Chapman; S:J B Sumpter; [Z-
189]; [1].

O'CONNOR, J J and KATE A McNAMARA; 15 Nov 1892 by Thomas J Hayes i/p/o Richard
Gilmore & Miss H mollie Kehoe; S:James McNamara; [N-671].
O'Farrell, JOHN C and LILIA E GOSSON; 02 Nov 1887; S: T M Gosson; [L-354].

O'NEAL, A N and DELIA JONES; 13 Oct 1893; S:T Jones; [E-399].
O'NEAL CONEEL, CHARLES and NANCY UPTON; 02 May 1802 by Gladin Gorin; S:Joseph
Burrell; [A-197; T-B,R].
O'NEAL, HARRY and NANCY MOBLEY (MOBERLEY); 10 Jun 1804; S: Isaiah Mobley; [A-197;
T-B].
O'NEAL, JAMES and ELIZABETH "BETSY" STEPHENS [STEVENS]; 24 Dec 1804 by Gladin
Gorin; [A-197].

O'RILEY, D B and MARTHA E WALKER; 13 Nov 1874 by G N Schroader at his res i/p/o
D B Elkin & A C Lay; S: J L Walker; ret has D B Riley; [E-202].
OAKES, EDWARD J and VITULA E McGINNIS; 24 May 1889; S:B S McGinnis; [U-11].
OBECHAIN, WILLIAM A and ELIZA C ALVERT; 07 Jul 1885; S: T J Smith; [S-290].
OVERLY, LEWIS and MARGARET J HARR; 05 Aug 1879; S:A S Marrs; [O-2561].
ODELL, JAMES P and MILLIE J STRONG; 14 Jul 1876 by Young Logan at Green B
Logan's i/p/o N M Newton & Sarah Logan; S:0 O Odell; [0-11].
ODELL, JOHN EMING and SUSAN MELVINA ELIZABETH NEWTON; 10 Feb 1881
by William B
Lightfoot at James P Odell's i/p/o D O Odell & W H Skaggs; S:H N Newton;
[R-153; F-L].
ODELL, OBEAH O and ADALINE REBECCA WOLFE; 16 Mar 1854 by John H Billingsly at
R A Odell's i/p/o Clayborn Morris & C Quissenberry; S:Strangman S Dunham;
[B-18, C-111; F-C]; [1].
ODELL, THOMAS H, age 27 (F & M b War Co), and MARY FRANCES ARNOLD, age 19, both
b & res War Co (F b Grayson Co, M b War Co); 18 Dec 1872; S: W W Arnold; [CH-382].
OGDEN, GEORGE D and FRANCES F ARNOLD; 10 Feb 1879; S: John G Arnold; [N-61].
OGDEN, ROBERT W and GEORGE ANN (MCDOWELL) ROCHESTER; 19 Dec 1836; S:Jonathan
Hobson; [A-197; T-L, F-B].
OLDHAN, JOHN S and ELLA HINES; 05 Dec 1882; S:Hit Hines; [R-391].
OLIPHANT, WILLIAM and MARTHA BULLINGTON; 01 May 1806 by John Owens; her cons by
F (William Bullington) w/b Benjamin & S: Robert Bullington; [A-197; T-
B, Bc].
OLIVER, A J and ANNA LOFTIS; 16 Nov 1876; S:W H Oliver; [P-681].
OLIVER, CHARLES B, age 20, b & res Bar Co (F & M b All Co), and MARY T...

(Continued on next page)
OLIVER, MELBURN GLEN, s/o S: James W Oliver, and ELIZA MINES, d/o S: Robert Hines; 16 May 1894 by W E Dodd at Robert Hines’ i/p/o Bates Jones & G D Dodd; [X-188]; [J].

OLIVER, RICHARD F, age 28, b PA (F b PA, M b BER), and MRS MALLIE F PHELPS; age 22, b & res War Co (F & M b ALL Co); 05 Sep 1872 at Clerk’s office; S: R E Cooksey; [H-274]; [J].

OLIVER, ROBERT W and SARAH JANE RUSSELL; 07 Apr 1897 by Willie Harlan at Mr Russell’s i/p/o Paten Oliver & George Cates; S: P Russell; [Y-315]; [J].

OLLER COILERJ, HENRY S, over 21, and ELIZABETH SATTERFIELD, stepd/o (S: David Convers); 07 Jun 1819; [A-17]; [T-B, L, R].

OLLER, JOHNNY and DRUE C BARKS; 29 Aug 1899 by WW Maxey at Widow Belcher’s i/p/o Thomas H Barks & 5 W Norris; S: W M Barks; [Z-191]; [J].

OLLER, JOHN E, age 21, b & res Breckinridge Co (F b Meade Co, M b Grayson Co), and MRS HARV JANE MOON, age 24, b TN & res War Co (F & M b TN); 09 Mar 1865 by Stotrs at bride’s; S: Louis H Cook; [B-95, H-69]; [J].

OLLER, JAMES and JANE GILMORE; 13 Aug 1834; her cons by M (Elizabeth Gilmore) w/b S: James Gilmore & John Osborn; his cons by F (Reuben Osborn) w/b Josiah G Osborn; [A-197]; T-B, Bc, Bc.

OLLER, JOHN J, and MRS NANCY E CLIPPER; 14 Jul 1888; S: P J Bratton; [L-21].

OLLER, JOHN JAMES, age 20, b War Co (F & M b War Co), and MARY ANN WASHER, age 18, b Bar Co (F & M b Bar Co); 22 May 1863 by Witherspoon at her father’s; S: James W Cole; [B-83, G-185]; [J].

OLLER, JOHN WILLIAM, age 25, single, b & res War Co, and MARY ANN WASH; 07 May 1835 by Isaac McMurray; S: Jacob Goodnight; [B-15, C-77]; [J].

OLLER, JONATHAN and ANNA HARTCASTLE; 23 Feb 1830 by James Mitchell; her cons by M (Elizabeth Gilmore) w/b Jeremiah Osborn & S: James Gilmore; [A-197]; T-B, R, Bc.

OSBORN, JAMES T and FLORENCE SMITH; 24 Nov 1898 by J W Cantrell at Bethel Church i/p/a WT Smith, William & Richard Gott; S: Thomas Osborn; [Z-71]; [J].

OSPORD, JERRY and ELIZABETH HILL; 29 Apr 1821; M [J].

OSBORN, JOHN WILLIAM, age 25, single, b & res War Co, and MARTH A HANSON/GARRISON; 28 Nov 1868; S: W T Cochran; [U-165].

OSBORN, THOMAS and MRS MARTHA J GRISSOM; 07 Jan 1875; S: C E Blewett; [O-135].

OSKAMP, LEWIS (JR) and ELIZABETH JANE KEYS; 07 Feb 1879; S: Lewis Oskamp Sr; [O-193].

OTEY, JAMES and MARY ANN ELIZA CHERRY; 23 May 1835 by Robert Dougherty; her own cons w/b S: Joseph T & Selina G Cherry; [A-197]; T-B, Bc.

OTEY, JAMES HOBSON, age 28 (F b VA, M b War Co), and TABITHA H TAYLOR, age 27, b & res War Co (F b NC, M b KY); 21 Sep 1865 by H C Fell at S: L G Davenport’s i/p/o Alfred Cherry & Joseph Taylor; [B-100, H-227]; [J].

OTEY, OSCAR and ANNA HIGGINBOTHAM; 29 Oct 1892 by John Richards at S: R H Higginbotham’s i/p/o S E Miller & J W Richards; [W-25].

OTEY, RICHARD and MRS MALINDA SIE; 12 Nov 1888; no surety; [G-63].

OTEY, THOMAS C and SUSANNAH HILL; 29 Dec 1831; her cons by M (Catherine Hill)
w/b Joseph T. Cherry & S: James A. Hill; [A-197; T-B, Bc].

OWENS, CHARLES T. and MARTHA H. ARNOLD; 12 Jan 1876 by John Keith at S: George W Arnold's i/p/o J. C. Broad & E. White; [O-393].

OWENS, E P and LUCRETIA C. WILLOUGHBY; 26 Dec 1855 by M. Y. Holland at Samantha Willoughby's i/p/o E. C. Corbit & S: J. E. Hill; [Y-110]; [1].

OWENS, HENRY D and MATTIE HODGES; 21 May 1890; S: J. A. Hodges; [V-113].

OWENS [OWEN], HEZEKIAH and BETSY TAYLOR; 02 May 1803; S: William Bishop; [A-197; T-B].

OWENS, JAMES T., age 21, b War Co, and NANCY M. FRANKLIN, age 17, b Bar Co, both res War Co (f: b War Co, M: b Bar Co); 15 Sep 1870 at T J Franklin's; S: H C Kivkendall; [L-165]; S: H B Goddard.

OWENS, JOHN and REBECCA HICKS; 24 Dec 1830; S: James Hicks; [A-197; T-B].

OWENS, JOHN and NANCY JANE HARDCASTLE; 28 Aug 1843; S: James Hardcastle; [A-197; T-B].

OWENS, JOSHUA and MARIE RICKETTS; 07 Sep 1842 by Isaac McCown; her cons by F (Michael Raker) w/b John A. Raker & S: Jonathan Pettis; his cons by F (Reggannah Owings) of Log Co w/b Lucas Stanford & John A. Raker; [A-197; T-B, L, R, Gc, Bc].

OWENS, JOHN E and SIDNEY ANN E. HARRIS; 03 Dec 1883; S: James Harris; [S-711].

OWENS, JOHN W and MARY V. WASHIER; 11 Dec 1875; S: J. H. Pedigo; [O-343].

OWENS, JOHN W and ELIZABETH E MOTLEY; 08 Nov 1877; S: John B. Motley; [F-200].

OWENS, JOHN W and HARRIETT UNDERHILL; 19 Mar 1885; S: B. M. Sturdivant; [S-251].

OWENS, LEE and LOU HARDCASTLE; 30 Dec 1890; S: A. L. Owens; [V-215].

OWENS, STEPHEN HENRY, age 25 (f: M: b All Co), and MARY E CASSADAY, age 20, both b & res War Co (f: b All Co, M: b VA); 06 Apr 1871; S: J. W. Smith; [V-369].

OWENS, THOMAS TABB and LEVINIA McINTOSH; 19 Mar 1879; S: John McIntosh; his cons by H (Edey Owen) w/b James McIntosh; Cthse rec Has Thomas "Tate" Owens; [T-B, Bc].

OWENS, WILLIAM and MARY ANN CASSADAY [CASSADY]; 03 Jan 1844 by Y Witherspoon; S: Josiah Claypool; [T-A-97; T-R, F-B].

OWENS, WILLIS H and LUELLA LANDRUM; 31 Dec 1884; S: F. J. Poe; [S-226].

OWINGS, BENJAMIN H and LEVINA TURNER; 18 Mar 1825 by Richard Owings; her cons by F (John Turner) & his by F (Richard Owings) both w/b Andrew Turner & S: Thomas Kelley; [T-A-197; T-B, R, L, Gc].

OWINGS, JOSHUA and MARY JANE RICKETTS; 07 Sep 1842 by George D. Harris; her cons by F (Jabeziah Ricketts) w/b S: Samuel D. & William S. Ricketts; [A-197; T-B, L, R, Bc].

OWINGS, RICHARD and WINNEY HOLCOMB [HOLCOMB]; 24 Oct 1806; S: Jonathan Holcomb; his cons by F (Joshua Owings) w/b William Tilley; [T-A-197; T-B, Bc].

OWINGS, URIAS H and SOPHIA POTTER; 23 Oct 1834 by Richard Owings; her cons by F (S: Frederick Potter); his cons by F (Richard Owings); [A-197; T-B, L, R].

OWSLEY, WILLIAM and FLORENCE H RONALD; 13 Apr 1881 by J. L. Caldwell i/p/o Mrs. William Ellis & S. M. Matlock; S: Seth S. Ronald; [R-173; F-L, C].